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, »- ’ '7 . * •

We are meeting at a'time '-when most significant developments are 

taking place that open great vistag for human, progress and civilisation. 

At the same time, things are taking place which in our country and the 

countries of imperialism^ are’causing.hardships.and misery to the toiling 

millions, because the vast, new- instruments. of production and progress 

are not yet the property of the people and .commanded by the organised 

power of the‘toiling millions. -

The outstanding event that hag-captured the imagination of 

everyone throughout the world today is the two Sputniks that are even 

now circling our globe at fantastic speeds. Alongside nature's 

creations, 'man'has thrown his own moons, into the heavens. And there 

they'stand. 1 < ., ■

This single-: event occurring in the month of October 1957 has 

produced its repurcue’sions in science, in. philosophy, in politics, in 

economy, in everything that concerns man's life.

When the Atom'was first split it was used to throw atom bombs 

to wipe out two’ Japanese cities and kill hundreds of thousands of people.

Whe n t hie first Inter-continental Ballistic Missile was 

launched it was used to hurl the. Sputnik in the heavens in the peace

ful service of man. • It delighted the people of the whole world and 

dismayed the warmongers.- The. arrogance of the Arnerican imperialists 
'< ; -t ..

and their allies, who- every now- and then threatened to take the world 

to the brink. of-var-v/as-t^npered-^ sight of the ICBM and the 
••• ; i

Sputnik.
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Why so? Because the first atom bomb in the hands of the 

imperialists served the interests .of imperialism. The first inter conti 

nental ballistic missile because.it was in. the hands of the leading 

country of socialism served the peaceful needs of mankind. It is not 

nan's science alone that advanced. It was socialistic science that 

advanced and. hence it served the peaceful needs of nan. .

Anyone scanning the press of the imperialist world can see this 

effect. Before the Sputnik was launched, the American imperialists 

were- creating a war-crisis in the Middle-East. But after the. Soviet 

Union had shown its ICBM, the warmongers piped down. The Tqiy Press of 

Britain noted that the Sputnik has drawn the Arab world and the world of 

all under-developed countries away from the dazzling sights of West 

European power.

The ICBM and the Sputnik in the hands of socialism gives another 

vital lesson to the working class and the people of the world. A country 

which only forty years ago was a backward under-developed country, when 

it was ruled by the working class on the basis of the theory and 

practice of socialism has outstripped the most powerful imperialist 

powers in science and technological industrial development. What 

capitalism with two hundred years of development could not do,-forty 

years of socialism could do, in-spite of .two invasions, cold war and 

economic boycott of their countiy at the hands of the imperialists. This 

equation is enough to measure the rate of growth that a . .country can 

achieve when a socialist working class comes to power, Even the. 

ruling class in England and America has raised the question as to. why 

their education and supply of engineering cadres and skill .are, falling 

behind that of the Soviet system. This shows how the world of the 

working class is advancing, the world of capitalism and imperialism 

receding.

.. It is evident that we in India cannot remain isolated from the 

import of these things. Both the people and the Government are aware 

and responsive.........

because.it
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and responsive to these happenings.
' > J • i. *• • ■ (X, •: • j- , ,» »

Our country has chosen to remain in the path of peace.' Our 

people and the Government both have refused to walk into the camp of 

warmongers. The chief architect of the foreign policy of our country., 

Pandit Nehru, as the head of the Government, has cast all his weight on 

the side of peace. His latest initiative, once again, after the Sputnik 

went up in space, in addressing an appeal to the Great Powers to suspend 

( atomic bomb tests and meet to discuss things around the table has been 

fully endorsed by the Soviet Union. He has once again denounced the 

policy of war pacts, just when the NATO powers were meeting in Europe.

The second most inportant event is the resolution on pa 

peaceful co-existence that was adopted by the 82 countries1of the United 

Nations. It was a resolution sponsored by India, Sweden and 

and was based on the five principles first signed between India and Yugoslavia 

Ulina in April 1754» It was a culmination of a whole historical process 

that the principle of co—existence has now become the accepted principle 

of all the countries of the world.

2. The other .most important feature of our time is-the daily 

Increasing collapse of the■colonial system, which has been thg mainstay 

of imperialism'and the subjugation-and. exploitation .of hundreds of 

millions of people in Asia, Africa-and Latin.-America..

When Europe and America developed capitalism two centuries ago 

with the help of the new technique of production, they became 

industrialised and rich. The countries of Asia which so long had been 

the most advanced and rich with the old modes of production were left 

behind.

The capitalists- of Europe invaded and -sub jugated the people 

of Asia and Africa, robbed them of their wealth, made them work for 

supplying cheap raw materials to the capitalist industries of Europe, 

■ chiefly.Lhgland, and poured the goods of their factories into these 

countries..............
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countries in order to reap profits'. The new advances of civilisation 

in stead, of (lightening. the toil and misery of man, gave wealth and 
,, K ' "r?

..^leisure to<a handful.of exploiters and owners of capital and plunged the

, millions -of the Asian,- African and Latin American people'into colonial

< , slavery to the .so-called advanced countries of Europe and America.

....... ... . . L-naed not recount all that history'now. We 'all know what has

beep the putconB^; ;-The-..powers of1 production increased on a vast scale.

The.whole, globe, its markets and materials were brought within the

compass of a.^single.-.world’'market of capital. ■ Yet' capitalism began 

to suffer, from its very birth 'from periodical crises of over-production.

.... In order to preserve th& gains of exploitation, each capitalist country 

vied with its rivals they weht to war with each other for markets, for

.. . colonies, for profits,- as in 1914 and 1939.
■ ' , A* ; I'" ■ ■ o '

.... ;In-order .to better-exploit the colonial people/ the imperialists

had, tp..introduce the. new- ite&ns of"production and elements of the capitalist
7 ‘ .-.v . "-4
■system in these subject-countries. ‘The result was that there also a

capitalist class, a new working class .came into .existence.;., A new . A 

consciousness and nationalism, a will, to be liberated from foreign ul 

invaders began to gather force, at each crisis, in the system of;.. ' '• ■

imperialism. The countries of Asia began to struggle.against imperialism

to be free to develop their own resources for themselves.. Thus, the z

Colonialists began to encounter the opposition of the .liberation ; -'i

movements of the subject-countries. ... .. .

3 . , ■ We. must not forget, -however, that -the initial'"force,' the first

eufferer on the basis of whose exploitation, capitalism in the world 

grew and ..enslaved. ..the- .countries of Asia and 'Africa was the working
- ■' . f ...... t

Claes pf'.Europe.,-,-:.'.>This-working, class/ at first, was as badly treated

as the, colonial, people;.But soon it learnt to "resist and defend 

itself against the employers . It learned to build trade 'unions. 

It conducted,.strikes and fought for lesser hours of work and higher

wages..........
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wages, and protection from the state in these matters, by enactment 

of laws. These bitter struggles and sacrifices helped.it improve to 

some extent its conditions of work and living.

But it soon found that whenever it made some gains, the 

capitalist found further means to increase lais profits. In fact, with 

reduction of hours of work, he increased the speed of work. With the 

increase in wages, he increased the load of work. With each 

innovation in technique, the capitalist continued to multiply his 

wealth. He fought the trade unions and strikes with the aid of the 

state machinery, the law and the police which were controlled by 
■ ■ • • • • • ’ ' • ^ < . • ‘ ■ 

capitalist class. A time came when mere strikes and even all-national 

strikes, embracing all industries, could not defeat the power of 

capital -i gm. The crisis visited society as before and each crisis nearly 

wiped out the gains of the previous period for the working class.

This experience led the working class to probe the scret of 

the crisis and of his suffering thar is the secret of the laws of 

capitalist society, intellectuals, who had thrown their lot with the 

working class, came to its help and the working class soon learnt the 

secret of the crisis, of the phenomenon of accumulation of wealth on 

one side and accumulation of misery on the other. If found the secret 

of this in the fact that while the capitalist bought him for a fixed 

wage for a day, or week or month and took work from him, the worker 

always created more value than he was paid for. This vast surplus, 

this difference between what he got and what he gave back as a result 

of his labour made the vast, profits of capital. If he got the value 

of a pound of wheat .for wage, for. a day, he gave back value of two, 

three .or four pounds, depending on the hours of work he did and the 

instruments he was given to use. . „ , .

This secret the worker felt in his own experience of life. He 

felt it in his .bones every hour, every day he worked and lived. This

helped.it
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secret alone could explain the nature of the crisis of over-production 

too many things remaining un-sold, while too many people wanting those 

very things, willing,, to work and willing to buy, but unable to do so 

because capitalism will not x sell except for profit and will not employ 

them unless it is for profit. This secret told them that the cure of 

this is not only to fight for temporary improvement of living and working 

conditions but also to fight for a new goal, the goal of socialism, 

where the private ownership of the means of production will ’be abolished 

and the gains of labour of hand and. brain will flow back to all and not 

become the private property of a private class of owners. To change 

and reorganise society in this new basis became the aim and object of 

the working class, both of its trade union movement and of its political 

parties. Imperialism was thus confronted with a battle on two 

fronts. In its home-countries it was confronted with its own working 

class struggling for socialism. And in its subject-countries abroad, 

it was confronted with the national revolutionary movement struggling 

for freedom.

All these things seem to be very clear and simple to us. They 

seem very natural and right to us today.

But forty years ago, they did not seem so right, so natural. 

Even the utterance of the word ' Home Rule1 or self-government 

wag. forbidden in our country. And when we founded the All-India Trade 

Union .Congress in 1920, the.word 'socialism’ and 'political independence' 
.. . .... ’ . ' " 

was taboo. How things have changed since then and at what sacrifices I

All trade unions of all -shades now participate in politics.

All accept the defence of freedom and independence of the country as 

their important duty. All accept socialism as their objective. All 

accept the obligations of international solidarity, the need for peace 

and opposition to warmongers. All or most of us are in some international 

organisation, either in the W.F.T.U. or the I.C.F.T.U. All trade

unions.........
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unions now send May Day delegations■of fraternal friendship 'to Soviet 

Union, China and other socialist countries. ■

Thus has widened the mighty working 'class and trade union 
. - f • -e *

movement of our country, in its objectives and principles. ' When the 

working-class and the trade union movement has -■’advanced as to have 

the above common object es^- w1a ’■ divides ,’.f then and why should j c not 

unite for the .attain ent uf th,ese cl,7 . et Ive 0 ■ a IV the • wo rid over and in 

India? ’ • -

4, , . Forty yekrs ago-, ■ socialism was only a theory, a slogan for 

propaganda, and not a reality anywhere.

Forty years■ Igo the independence of the colonial ^countries was 

only a movement and riot a reality anywhere.

Forty years ago, after the First World War, in which, the 

imperialists tore ea.atLother’ s throats 'to re-divide the world for their 

profits, the working Class of Russia carried out a Revolution and 

established the first, socialist state.

Forty years ago, after the First World War, the countries of 

Asia and.the Middle-East launched their great struggles for freedom - 

as in. China, India', Egypt, Indonesia, Turkey, etc. •. •• ,

Qur struggles for'freedom were drowned in massacres-But they 

failed to. 'massacre ’the Soviet' State. _ <

One may or •may not agree with the socialist State of the, Soviet

* .Union in all its doings or politics. But none can escape,the £ac£ 

that the first socialist state of the world helped the colonial people 

in their struggle for freedom (viZo China, Turkey, etc.)’ that this- 

state industrialised’itself without capitalism, that in "its .socialist 

system,., unemployment' and periodic crisis of over-production had..b§ej| 

eliminated, the right to work and rest, the right to education and. . 

culture had hepome a reality for the toiling people, The slogan of

of socialism became a reality.

De spit e......
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Despite the ironical finger of capitalist critics pointing axi 

to certain deficiencies in the Soviet Union, one coulfi not point out 

a class of factory owners there closing down factories because they 

Could not make profitsl Nor, too, a class of landlords evicting poor 

tenants from land or millions of un-employed roaming in search of 

work, and living.

Once again, the imperialists, in 1939, launched a second 

World War, and once again they failed in their aims. The world 'of 

socialism became bigger*

Not only that. After this war, those colonial and subject ■ 

people who were struggling for independence advanced on the road to 

freedom. China, India, Indonesia, North Viet—Nam, North Korea, many 

countries of the African Continent shook off the yoke of foreign rule. 

And many others strengthened their struggle to be free. The slogan 

of National Independence became a reality, for the major part of the 
i

Egpjjle. of. the sub j e ct-coun tries». The increasing independence of the

under-developed countries, setting free hundreds of millions of people 

from the clutches of the imperialist system is a great blow to colonialism 

and a step forward towards the liberation of the whole- of mankind.-

. ■ The imperialists, however,-are not resting content with their 

defeat* The grand spectacle .of free Asia, as seen in the Bandung 

Conference-in 1955> has frightened and enraged them. With the. ferocity 

of a wounded beast they counter-attack the freedom movements* They even 

d&re to launch armed invasions to dx destroy the freedom already gained 

Uy some countries, a8 was shown.in the attenpt of the British and the 

French to re-enslave free Egypt. The American and British are trying 

to take away the. political freedom of the Arab countries, in order to 
» I ’

make-their hold on oil wells and oil profits safe and to establish .war 

bases*'against socialism and the freedom of the Asian people. They 

refuse to let Algeria have its freedom. They tried a war scare in Syria.

Despite......



/Despite-granting Malaya its freedom) -they hope to- keep-. it within 

leash* 1 .. In Latin-■ America,'/they try to- impose dictatorial.governments

• .amenable- to thd.-will of the American ; imperialists. and -have succeeded 

: in some places-* -.The Portuguese,- aided -by the , Angll-Americans refuse

to gi ve up our Goa•territory. Even -in India, only tile other day,

HRandit Nehru-had to say that some colonial interests did not like 

India's freedom and want to weaken it. n They try to embroil us with 

Pakistan on Kashmir Or.s'pme< other excuse, - '.j \ ■■

’■f: The heroic. Algerian .people- are- carrying. a. war of liberation.

The :organised- working class of Indonesia- has retaliated, against the

.Dutch- imperialists who want to .dismember: Indonesia by fomenting military 

conspiracies and seizing the Indonesian 'territory of West Ifdan from 

the hands of their. Central-- Government, ,-j 'This is enough- tpfsehow that 

the cbloniall&tH are not; ready'even nows to give, .up theirs hold peacefully 

and that the struggle against colonialism has to continue unabated. 

The- Government of India has declared that it- supported the claim of 

Indonesia on West Irian and the demand of Algeria for freedom. The working 

clagd and! people of India stahd unequivocally on; the side of the 

Indonesian people, the Algerian -people, -the peoples ■ of the’ Arab world 

and the African Continent-in their- struggle 'against the colonialists, 

who are today led by the American-monopolists ' ’•/'<

. ' The- solidarity Of the - Asian-African people must be strengthened 

’by the trade unions of these countries actively-.defending each other's 

interests in co-operation with all the'patriotic and,scoLpniajL forces 

in evety country against the attacks of the; colonialists. -tTrade unions 

.of ‘all-shades and thought in India . can and should-->uhite sin this common 

task* • The AITUC joins in this ■ common; task* •? /a t-A' ,/. 5
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5 • • . India> after;■ achieving? freedom,-? is 'confront fed'' with the ■ problem 

of developing her economy^ so- as to-overcame: the backwardnessAfid

.-poverty. of--the ■ Country;’in which-the-British -imperialists-' had ‘k®pt’ her. 

This is a problem of all under-developed' countries who- have Achieved 

their freedom . -Our.'working class and 'trdde' . unions

. to do ■ ipthe. solution of. ..this : problem, bedauge ;<uhle s-b-'We -par tieifsSie in 

the solution of the problem as an organised ••forcey t^ 

and the people will not advance on the road to aoQial^ Even the 

independence of the country will be in jeopardy. •- .

Political independence'■ in today1 S'World'bdcbmes 'a formal’ affair, 

unless the ’country strengthfen's ?it by feconbMc' independent 'Our 'country 

hag -• seen the problem, and has resolved to 'solve'dti-? But'Unfortunately 

the way to; the solution is bristling with'Serious difficulties £ As the 

strongest sector; of the trade union, movement of bur 'country/ the AITUC 

Has to take' note of thebe -difficulties and* contribute’ its "might tb over- 

. cote them..’/ ’ ’ <■?* . ' ■ - ' - ■ * -?-b •<
*

.- ■ ’What is the nature'of the difficulties: and from where dC’they 

arise?*- , • / ■ v , - ‘ o ‘

> -,• ! g AH the: difficulties, follow initially -from 'the ’fact that.-' dr 

foreign rule kept our .economy backward? 'and. underlieveiopeH:,- ' So the 

problem^ before- us is to : develop.-agriculture for raw materials

and to industrialise our country?.•. ' ■ ; • i. ••O'.-hv; -i. v.; ?.j

- ' Ih'the' early days; After; the'. Congress Government cate’to” poorer,

i the dnperialists tried, to obstruct the stabilisation ’of Wh fbebddib 

by creating centres - of; reactionary' attacks bn our country by neans' of 

the Kashmir invasion, the conspiracies of’’the-’princes, the? immense f 

refugee influx and so on. To add to all these difficulties, the 

landlords and reactionary monied interests created scarcity and high 

pwlPP9. ih. prder to, sake unprecedented profit’s. The Government advised

by these...... '

I
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1 in economic matters, played with de-control and

., ^^d them to jeopardise the life of the people’/ It 

took some four years to allay the turmoil’.

t Then Government began to’ speak of planned economy?'S severe

defeats sustained by the Congress Party in the elections in 'many places, 

the struggles conducted by the working class and the peasantry in defence 

of their rights and living and in opposition to the reactionary policies 

also had their effect. Government promised to abolish landlordism and 

carry out land reforms in order to overcome backwardness in agriculture 

and to launch schemes of industrialisation; ' *

The results of the working of the'First' Five-Year Plan are 

already known to you. ■’ '?

ff°m the incePti°n wag not intended'to begone of 
industrialisation. . Agriculture and irrigation"was to‘take'33 per cent 

of the total outlay, while industries and minerals were allotted '

7 Per ^ere was not a single iron and steel wprks in the First
Plan. ” ’ ' ’ ■ ■

£; . Korean war boom and very good harvests helped
the First Plan to present a picture of success and achievements a;little 

out of proportion to’ the reality of the situation.? Therels no 

doubt that the national income increased by 18 per cent. "But a"large 

part of this was due to good monsoons and harvests?'" Capital investments 

of Rs,.

. . The main outcome was that war-time ratiohing: was abolished, , 

the war-time loss of production in many lines,,'viz. textiles,' sugar, etc. 

was overcome and we were only trying to catch up with the 1939 pre-war 
level, which itself was one of poverty and backwardness... It was tine 

something bigger and better was. planned. So the Second Five-Year Elan 

with an emphasis on Industrialisation was proposed.

' ’ 6. The Second.....
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6. The Second Plan was twice the size of the first in the matteb 

of money investments - 2,400 crores in the first, 4,800 in the second, 

in central and state outlays only, apart from private investments. ■ 

In percentages, industry and minerals were given 19 per cent compared to 

7 per cent in the first.

The Second Plan differed from the First in many basics features.- 

The Second Plan in its conception was one which could have been beneficial 

to the country as a whole.

Its first feature was that a large part of the investment was 

to be made in the State Sector. The major volume of new capital was to 

be state-owned..

The second feature was that new heavy engineering machine-building 

plants, iron and steel works, coal mining and oil exploration, which 

still remain in the hands of private and foreign monopoly capital were 

to be immediately undertaken in the state sector.

The third feature was that in all this development, sole 

reliance was not to be placed on- the capitalist countries of the West 

in the matter of procuring capital goods and loans. Countries, of the 

socialist camp, particularly the Soviet Union, were also to be ‘approached 

for aid.

The fourth feature was that, land reforms like putting a ceiling 

on land and distribution of land was to be carried out.

The fifth feature was that as the basis for all this,' the 

Parliament adopted socialism as the objective for the whole country, 

. Who would not welcome these five features of the Second Flan, 

features which, if worked out fully and honestly, would certainly be 

a great step forward to overcoming the backwardness or colonial character 

of our economy and launch it on the road to progress?.

7. Of coiirse,.........
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7. Of course, we have our criticism of the Plan - the first point 

in the criticism being - is - the Government of the Corigrbss Party, which 

in its major part is dominated by the influences of' monopoly-capital.,.

-'really capable and desirous of translating all the five-features :lnto 

practice?
1 • ■ How can a party influenced by monopoly capital abolish capitalism

and introduce, socialist measures’ " Mere state ownership of certain 

Plants •deco not. constitute socialism. railways were state-owned

even in British days. , -u.r. ;
’ ■ - i Howban^a party influenced dr led by monopoly capital allow

India to turn t© the socialist countries-'for. aid and thereby displease t 

and' destroy its. traditional partners7 of trade. and investment fixjm the

Capitalist-West? .. ■ - . ■ + ...
The<se questions are right and' must be-radse^

‘that such "questions are raised by millions of workers is due to what? 

It due to the.presence of the' very five features in the Second Plan. 

Since they-are. there, the country, and the working. class can demand 

that-these features be observed and fulfilled. . .He who breaks these

‘ features can .be denounced as an opponent of the,.peoples, interests. 

That itself-is a great advantage fof the positions,of.the working class 

and the mass ,of people. j . ...... .
- But we are not the only ./critics of the Plan. .There are others, 

who want the. Plan to. cut or planed’ who -call it,ambitious, who want 

the Plan,- as it is, to fail. These are critico from Right-wing

Reaction. , ,. - ■■ ; ... ■
■■■■ • • What is.their main plank of criticism?;-, It is those very five

' important features which invite their greatest wrath. They resent 

what we welcome.. . Both of us are critics of the Plan... But one wants 

to destroy the Plan on behalf of reactionary monopoly. capital and their

• ' foreign p insurers, while our' chittbisms*'want to. strengthen it against 

•these Right-wing disruptors. -'‘-■■■o .,;;j
' ,.. ,. The Working...........
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The Working Committee of the AITUC has time and again 

discussed this problem and declared its position in the above terns 
’ 1 

unequivocally. . . - ' *

8. I need not discuss in detail the extremely, important economic, 

political and social implications of the. features mentioned above.

It is not an accident that the principal owner of’the .Indian 

Iron & Steel Co. of Burnpur, openly called on Government to, drop - 

building the steel plants, on the most astounding ground that India 

does not need so much steel! This Company has got loan from the 

Government and the Americans for its own expansion. It is not an

. accident that as soon as Rumanian and Soviet oil-dri 1 T -i ng parties 

came to India, Burma-Shell and Standard—Vacuum hurried up their 

talks with the Government for further prospecting of their oil and, 

building refineriess It is not an accident that the big monopolists 

on Coal agreed to step up production when GOvernnent itself decided 

to open its own . mines and asked the Soviet Union to give them a 

plant for making mining machinery, ^nd it is not purely a financial 

or technical matter that the KOurkela Steel plant to be built. by the 

Germans is still in blue-prints and Durgapur steel plant to be built.

. by the Britishers is looking out for a bankers' loan, while Bhilai 

to be built by the Soviet is going up by leaps and bounds and hopes 

to be completed ahead of schedule.

This happens because the capitalist countries are not very 

much glad to see India advancing on the road to economic independence 

and getting rid of their control, while the Soviet Union and the othr 

socialist countries-whiek^e-n^-profit-making -capitalist countries 

are glad to see and help in the development of all underdeveloped 

countires, so that the working class and the toiling people can 

■rapidly advance to socialism and prosperity.

The critics of the Right see this and act to blow up our 

-State-owned heivy industry development. ihe nitics of the Left must 

also see this and act to improve, strengthen and fulfil that *

development. , . 01 Ro^t.M* . .
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9. Does this mean that we do not want to take help from the 

countries of capitalism - from England or America? It does not mean 

so. The development of our economy requires the supply of capital 

goods from all the industrially advanced countries. But a country Ike 

ours, a country that has been kept backward by the colonialist s', 

cannot have capital enough to pay all at once for all those capital 

goods, technique and know-how. Hence, we ask for loans. ,,

But-the colonialists want to dictate .terms for their loans. 

They want us td join their war pacts. They want control, ov^r our 

resources - which means they want us to be subject- to them one© 

■again’."' ■■ * " : - .'. e ,- ..... ...,

v-e- - - -Another reason why their. help is not helpful, enough is the 

fact they they charge disproportionately -high prices for their, 

supplies and services to earn .super profits;.. Then wten we wish to 

7 pay they do not take' our payment in rupees., 'because it means ..that 

they'have to. buy something frqmus. in- return to-what they supply us. 

That puts us in what is described as crisis of foreign.... .exchange.

''j" . The capitalist countries,: moreover, .do not like to give us

'■'■’loans to build heavy industries at 'all and . particularly-in the. State 

"sector; ‘They are ready to . sell us their surplus wheat, their ,

- 'unsaleable "cotton <..But they ar^ unwilling to give, us readily, 

machine making'plants. ihey’waht to lend mainly to their ejags

; brdthers-'ih private enterprise for private, profit. They readily 

' . loaned mdhby- to- Tatas, Martin-Burn., Birla, and. others._

This is what -compelled-the Government- of India to. seek loans 

and help from the Soviet Uhioh and the other Socialist epuntires. 

Otherwise, the Government with its traditional trade-links with 

j -capitalist countries tried as much, as possible -to avoid trade 

- relations with the. socialist >bo,untrias-.. But the obstacles put in 

the way-of our development by the.'-capitalist countiresy particularly 

by the financiers of USA, Britain / and the friendly'straightforward 

“7 '■T-' ■'o-.'.;‘i•• terms offered .....
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terns offered by the Socialist countries, without any strings ■ . 

attached-to them,.- convinced the people of 4our Country that help 

from-them is 'genuine, really,efficient,,and copies .intime, .Even 

the %vernment and the bourgeoisie had to admit it,. Such help is

- upsetting-the plans - of the colonialists and of the Right wing critics 

who want-to keep India under-developed and once again attach her to-
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • • ■ • ■ .. • A

I ,

.. their band-wagon... < .. . - . . __ ... ;

10. It is, however, known that theSecond Five iUar Plan* is in 

great difficulties, that it is being cut down or pnihed and that the 

Plan is nd'ionger what it promised to be. How then'are we to- support 

it and what can we' do to -checkmate its saboteurs sortie of whom mahage 

to utilise even the Governmental apparatus fcf their unholy work.

Here Is what Mr I A.DiShroff, a welkhokn banker-industrialist 

says about imports which affect Our foreign exchange. '

"The indiscriminate and crazy manner", in- which licences* 

were issued by the Government-of jlnd-ia last year has' created "a very 

serious situation" in the country. He said' there was "trafficking in 

licences". (Time s of India, 10.12.5?) ' ' ;

Ofcourse Mr. Shroff as i banker should hive 'kndwn what was 

happening in the banks of his own class. Now'as a Right-wing critic 

the lesson he draws is 'that "both planners and their Supporters"' 

wouldhave realised by now that the philosophy Ph' which the plan' 'was 

based - attainment of a socialistic patterh of society - "looked ' 

much a good horse in the stable but is proving an" arrant jadeH&n the 

journey11. (Times, 10.12.57). 'Mr. Shroff forgot .to : see that it was ' 

because the horse was being jockeyed’.by "the brethren'of'his pwn 

class, who wihi to. purposely fail it in the run and then buy it up , 

at the price of-a jaded • . ' -. ■' .'

' We must remember that if the'^ Plan-fails the»re suit's will not 

affect only the ruling Pa'rty. vi 11 spell immense economic diffi- 

culti.es for the whole country. No doubt the political responsibility 
........ ’ , l' .1 ;

. "of the failtire will be in-the ruling Congress Party-,' ‘Bdt then the , 

’ ’’’misery will be for everyone to suffer. It inay even become a political 
■I . ■ ‘ ■ gain for the,..,...

culti.es
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gain for the, genuine parties of the left, But the gain .yfill be

"• far,-.greater, if w.e can save the .best of the Plan and defeat the 

monopoly-capitalists in their game against the people,
' ‘-.g . + ■>, , , t

Here we. have .no time to go into the analysis of all the

. -factors that are.,taking our economy to a crisis. Some people say 

that ,the difficulties, are of growth.and., therefore, healthy 

difficulties□ What are the main elements of the situation which 

cause, the’difficulties.,...... .

11. The main complaint of the Planners is that the resources;.from 

foreign loan capital that they expfect-d to get are hot forthcoming, 
■ .' ,< . . exports,

The cost of what is coming has gone up. ' Our p'/“ y, -whidh 'should have 

paid for some of these vital imports for the Plan' ar'e falling in 

price and in quantity. Hence many of the schemes' ’ of electricity, 

transport, fertiliser factories etc. have t o be curtailed, except' 

such as have been already launched. ‘' a >

' In the matter of foreign resources,, what was not being put

■ clearly before.the people.is.that resources of foreign exchange have

■ been‘utilised atrrendom,, without' plan or proper control and with the 

connivance of the .Ministries. concerned by monopolists in the private 

sector. "Imports: in .1955-56.increased from 751 crores to 1077 crores, 

in 1956-57.....• •..• The.increase in imports was shared by both the

..‘public and private, sectors, - imports on Government account having 

increased from Rs.139 crores in 1955-56 to 281 crores in 1956-57; an^

•' imports.: on’private,.account, from Rs.612 crores to Rs .796 crores ." says 

the Planning Commission's.review.
. ■’ 1

■ j It is noteworthy that. in.spite, of the increasing tempo 
' • '■ 1. - .. ■ ■

and percentage of outlay in the, State, sector, visualised in the.

Plan, private imports have risen-..more, than Government' s and secondly

While Government import account is.,limping at Rs .281 crores, the 

private account stands- at 796. crores..,, Thq account of state imports

* for productive purposes would be still poorer if we remember that 

a lar&e part of■it is for Defence purposes.

c- ... : .. This shows ........
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This shows where the foreign exchange, goes - not so.much for 

the use of the State sector as of the private sector. Thjis.. does not 

ofcourse mean that no activity in the private sector .feeds the Plan 

or that the private sector can be abolished outright from all spheres. 

It shows how strong the capitalist private sector, and, growing 

and how weak remains the State sector,

^his is why it happened that when, recently the, Finance

Minister of the Government of India went abroad,for getting loans for 

the State Sector of 'Industrie s, he came back"with big ‘deals ‘ for the ’

..-.private sector. Some say he failed the State but saved the private I

.■In Planning Commission ^e View' says th t'in the industry in 

private sector 85 Crores were invested in 1955-56 and f60 crores in 

•1956-57 with an expectation of Rs.270 crores in 1957-58, This’does 

not include• unrevealed’investments! ‘

12. Next to the obstruction of the foreigptonopolists, is the 

activity of the capitalists of the private sector that hamper the Plan 

and impose hardships on the people, ^heir evasion of,taxes running 

with several hundred crores inposes higher taxes on the people,to । 

provide money for the Government. Their speculative activities and 

profiteering in prices, make the living costs of the majority of 

people unbearable and uncertain. Their-robbery of public money (though 

caught very rarely) as was done in the case of the Telco locomotive ; ,

prices of the Tatas or the Life Insurance investments in the Concerns 

of the Mundras or the scandals of the Indian Finance Corporation, the 

Sodepur Glass Works, the Nepa Paper Mills, the theft of stores in 

Bhakra -Nangal Dam, the failure of the. Bombay Tubewells, not only 

goes unpunished, but is even explained away as unavoidable hazards of 

private enterprise in the service of the country I The Mundra.and 

the Insurance Corporation funds scandal, which would have led to a 

crash of a cabinet even in a bourgeois democracy like England, was 

explained away and laughed at by some of the Ministers in the 

Parliament. Such is their consciousness of socialism, social good
* ’•.< . k’v j’ ' '

and the Plan,-....
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and the Plan,
... V , '

. . , . • . - • • *• ■ t ■ ; r J '■ * ‘ ■ ’

13» The third serious .element in the. situation is the failure of 

food supplies. It is stated by the Government that this is mainly 

due to the natural calamity of unexpected floods and drought, No 

doubt this is partly true. But the. hoarding activities of the big. 

capitalist-traders, rice-millers, and landlords, who’use people's 

miseries and shortage to make money are certainlynot a natural calamityl 

But it tood hunger-marches and starvation deaths for Government to 

wake up to the situation. At the beginning of the Budget Session of 

Parliament this year it was flatly denied-that the. situation was serious 

and whatever 'shortages' were felt were attributed most cynically to 

"over eating" by the people and rise in standards of living. Such is 

the socialist philosophy that rules thp, Governmental benches.

The main failure is not the rains,. It is the failure of the 

land reforms promised to the peasant, failure to give him protection 

from evictions,'to; give him aid to form cooperative agriculture, with 

capital and equipment," to lighten his tax burdens and to save him from 

the speculators and the capitalist market and the squeeze of the bureay- 

■ cratg, Unless thorough land-reforms are carried out, mereshouting 
... s

about Community development will not solve the food problem. If that 

were the main solution, the report that this scheme has covered 296,000 

villages, 173 million .population and spent 74 crores till June 1957 

should have materially changed the food picture. But it has not, 

^he trade unions should join hands with the movement of the peasants 

for these forms, which are held up by landlord-capitalist interests 
. 1 -’*.

and their supporters, in the Government. Unless the.peasant committees 

themselves are given powers to carry out the reforms and protected 

by the State against the rich in the villages, the reforms become only 

formal, , . , ■ y ’

A review by the Planning Commission says:- "The "additional 

area actually irrigated by major and medium projects during the first 

plan is about 4 million acres .against, the. original ■ expectations of 

about 8.5 million acres and an anticipated additional potential of 
6.3 million......
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6.J.million acres . .; ^he shortfall in utilisation . of.. irrigation 

supplies has occurred mostly.in the States-'Of Bihar, Bombay and

. U,P, .and,West Bengal .and the-.reasons for ■the .shortfall vary. —he. main 

lesson to be derived is .that greater attention has to 'Ba given to ’steps 

essential, for .the,.early utilisation of irrigation, supplies" There is

need for even greater, stress on these, steps.,; in view Pf the meagre 

results obtained in. 1,956-57. The .target of additional irrigation] ■ 

potential for,. th.e Second Five Tear Plan, is 12 million acre-s of which 

2,2. million acres were programmed to.be achieved during -the year 

I957r57. The actual, additional irrigation during-the year (excluding 

Bombay and.J&K) was, however, only about 6'50,000 million acres."

. ... . The trade unions have aj- direct, personal interest in this,

because every failure on ..the food front iitaediate-iy affects prices and

cuts, the value of our wages. -* ' .

14. " The fourth obstructive element in the Plan is the bureaucracy 

in the State apparatus . ^he whole functioning of the Flan is left to 

"official” agencies, which oft and on make a show of "consulting" and 

’inviting "cooperation" of the people.. There are some good and patriotic 

cadres in the bureaucracy, who since independence want to help in the 

development of the country's economy. But mere goodness of a few

’ eapnot be a substitute for mass initiative, in the absence of which the 

bourgeois-landlord influences probe stronger and use the State for their 

‘ " own purposes, ^he absence of room for democratic initiative from

below, the sanctity with which the doings of the bureaucracy are clothed 

and protected by.force and law ultimately lead to corruption and a 

Police State -’which means the end of progress and fulfilment of the 

needs of the people.

1 5. . How .can these obstructive elements' be- overcome and what can

/ the trade unions do in. this. task? {

The.trade unions..must first concentrate on educating the mass 

........... ' of Workers on the needs of the situation. The trade unions led by the

Congress Party only.sing the praises and achievements of the Plan and

try to mobilise......
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........ " ■■■' '■ ' 

try’ to mobilise the people behind their Governments; and ,the; classes ? 

that support it, thus'preventing the masses from taking democratic
: » r» ■ « . 3 J ’ f..’; C* . ’ • •

initiative to protect their own and the general interests. .■ ,• -•

Some trade unions only denounce either the whole its .

defective parts as merely a conspiracy of the bourgeoisie to defraud 

the people. Such a oner-sided and unreal-viewy-put in radical 

and left phraseology,.only helps the’Wht'wing.1'reactionaries and frust

rates or .misleads mass initiative .from achieving 'positive improveme nts

. and gains. - .1. ’’ 1
." 5 **•*' ’ ’ ’ " . 'v ;■* •.J ,u

The trade unions of. the- A«I.T.U.C;, ’bhould reject both these 

positions. We must shoulder.the responsibility to educate ’the masses 

on the need to fulfil the Plan apd;to defend'it against'- the disruptors 

from foreign monopoly .capitalists., and-: also the Ihdiah monopolists.

In this we must expose the activities of the foreign oil 

companies, the tea plantation monopolists-, the big"co.al mining interests, 

etc. Every deal of the Government. with’ these' Colonial interests, every 

term that they dictate. against the. interests' of oar economy must be 

exposed before the people.and demands 'raised either to nationalise 

them or severely gurb their -monopoly ..power and harmful activities. This 

must be done from the point of view of the general national interest 
/ * 

and as part of our struggle.against polohiaHsnu

We .must be vigilant abouu the robbery of St ate'funds and 

corrupt practices. We must guard the,-theft, of property in the State 

sector as that is national property-of the people.

We must give efficient work according..to the terms of the 

service particularly in the State .secton S though State-sector economy 

is not yet socialist economy, yet it is built out o'f- public m.ey and 

the' surplus from our labour is, .expected to go to the State/ from which 

we can insist on tax relief, further expansion- amelioration .etc.

Trade Unions cadres must learn the finance and the technique 

of industry both in private and public sector, without which they 

cannot exercise ....
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cannot exercise intelligent vigilance.or participate in the. management 

in the State sector through such democratic organs as Works Councils, 

trade union committees or Committees of the State legislatures and 

Parliament*

All our. trade unions for example, at least in the services of 

the big combines must be able to handle through cooperative activity 

the Question of food distribution and housing, 
■

We are. trying to indicate sone of the general tasks the unions 

can undertake in relation to the Plan, our economy and the fight against 

the colonialists abroad and the monopolists at home,

t6. In this great task, the trade unions have.now. secured'a position 

of vantage and influence in the Parliament and the State legislatures. 

As a result of the last elections, ,tr$de» union leaders -from all shades 

of thought and affiliation have been, elected in quite large numbers. <
The AITUC alone has nine members of■ Parliament and 32 members in the 

i ;

State legislatures, who put forward criticisms on behalf of the people 

and the working-class as indicated above. The AITUC, the HNS, the UTUC 

along with the leaders of independent trade union federations, evolve 

common points of criticisms and proposals-on the’floor.of the legis

latures. Through adjournment motions, questions, short discussions, 

amendments to bills, resolutions and debates, the viewpoint of 
i *

the working class and the trade unions now finds expression throughout 

the country. And we should be ^lad to record that there is at least 

one Government of a State, which, however small it may.be and' 

however limited its powers to.transform the life of a whole state,, does 

respond quickly and correctly to the democratic demands of.the people 

and the trade unions. Let us work for more successes in this fields

The tasks which we have indidated above do evoke a- certain 

reluctance on the part of workers-, because in the present stage of' 

our economy they are under heavy fire from all sections of the 

exploiters, whether private or State, For every minute of their life 

they have to struggle hard to defend their working and living condi

tions . Even when, the economy is growing, even when-the wealth of
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..the country and the profits of the capitalists grow, the workers are 

denied their legitimate shareHence /they find, it .difficult to be

.;r enthused over a Plan, which s pea kb of having.,a.progressive labour- 

policy, but willin gly Ind'voluntarily-never takes.a step unless it is 

' /pressed hard? to concede 7even'the smallest demand of the workers. With 

all this, howeveritf is 'a fact'that-^ith the bqcm in production, partly 

as a result of the Plan-'and partly' of -world conditions , the trade 

unions have been able to inakb'headway .and; make, certain --gains, that 

they have been able to advance in -their., portions. . Let ns jsee that the 

position is in that 'field.’ 1
’•t ■ Vx . K * X .........

' ' ' ' '-J. f/f’ ■' , ‘ .< • < ' . < .

III - : "■ ’’ I' : -

’ ; ;• • y. ■ • > f t . y ••
' ; .>•- -t . y-r .

17, The- Government of.their economic activity in

relation to industrialist by pointing. to; i^vaptments and indices of 

production. The 'capitalists- neasur.e -by .the, profits they ma.ke . We, 

workers',' judge it ^mainly by the-wMes we- get and the. load^ of work we 

have to do. ’ Questions hf Wages and work are the most vital part of

~ " ...  ■•• • _ .. . . .. X • '» ■ f. ■ J- .- ' • - ■ - <

our life. ’ ' 57 " : =:■ .a- .- r;;

If someone were to ask'whether in the last ;seyen years, that is 

five years of the .first Five-Year Plan and ,the first two, years of the 

Second ELan/the workers' have advanced on the-, wages front or lost, what 

can we say? A precise answer to that is rather, difficult in view of 

the fact that*the Government collections of.statistics on this matter is 

not so cast as to give "us" :a picture.'of, the. wage, paji of India. 

Payment of Wages Act gives us an annual sum of.average earnings in an 

'■ a industry. But it .is un-related to the output of total production. 
‘:v * • • •

— ■ ’ The cost of .living indices or the consumer price' indices’ .^ not reflect 

1.0/ reality to quite an appreciable extent. ’ Government keeps on changing

•the-bases for ;the index: from tine to time. ' The change in base years 

-disables comparisons and unwittingly help the employers ' ■ resist wage

demands ......
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de nan ds. At present four base- years- are' used viz’. 1939, 1944# 1949 

and 1951; for consumer price indices.- :

We have as yet no cdmputatibhs on the total wage and. salary bill 

of all Industry trade and services• The study that is published

bn the net product of industry; from which one can'.find the share.’of 

wages and the share of the capitalist embraces only about 27 industries. 

But it can give some guidance to find the trends. The index of profits 

published by the Government also are a' rough guide to" trends .

On the basis of the material available it is Claimed that the 

workers' real wage index in India with 1949 as base has gone up over 111 

and is higher than the index of productivity which is said to be somewhere 

ne ar 103 •

Every worker knows that the money in his hands is now more than 

before. And he also knows that that money buys him less than before. 

Allowing for that fact, have not real images risen for the Indian workers 

as a whole or in the* major sector of "production? -Has not the; working 

class improved even so slightly his conditions of wage, work-and living?

Without going into the details at this stage, the trade union 

movement as a whole will accept that both money wages and, real wages have 

advanced in the last se.ven years. The advance was more.:pronounced in 

the last three years.

In judging the real content of the Advance one-,'of coUrfee) has 

to study how the advance was secured and the relation it bears to" 

prosperity that the other classes have secured. But before-we Idok into 

it we have to point out the form in which the''earnings of the' workers 

have advanced. ■ . .

18, . Our wage.s system takes several. forms Of payment. There is a 

basic wage, whether on time basis or on piece rates . When in war times 

prices rose, an addition was made to the basic wage, called dearness 

allowance. This was paid directly cash on some ad hoc basis as a fixed

sum or
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sum or as percentage of basic wages. In sone places a^art of the 

dearness was met by giving rationed supplies of food and other items 

of necessity., at fixed prices or. free. When the worker? saw the immense 

prosperity of the employers, they began to ask for a share of it, as 

their, "reward". Thus the annual Bonus came..into existence. In the 

last seven years the struggle for higher wages embraced all the forms of 

wages - that is for a rise in basic wages, for higher dearness allowance 

to neutralise the rise in the prices,, and for bonus.

The demand for higher dearness allowances and bonus dominated 

in the war and post-war period. When the ;Se,cond {World War broke out, 

the Bombay Government under the leadership of Mr. K.M. Mrnshi was the 

first to allow the traders and manufacturers a rise of 20 per cent in 

prices. The- Government of India and other states had ruled for only 

10 per cent•

The- textile worker? of Bombay retaliated by asking for dearness 

allowance, which was conceded only to the extent of 10 per cent. A 

general strike followed but no change was immediately made. But as 

a result of it, the dearness allowance was linked to cost of living 

Indices and annual bonuses were promised by the mill-owners. That became 

...the beginning of a wide-spread movement for dearness allowance and bonus

throughout the. country, '

But the dearness allowance- never really neutralised the rise 

to the full and none was conceded in several industries .and centres, 

where the trade unions were weak or workers could not unite and strike. 

Calcutta was an instance of this type. So was coal, tea, etc.

19. The end of the war, the upheaval in the national movement for 

independence, backed by all national strikes of the Navy, post and 

telegraphs, etc. immediately pushed the question of wages to the forefront. 

All classes, including the national leaders, sympathised with the demands 

but cautioned against strikes. The Government appointed a Fay Commission

for all...♦.
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for all the services including railways, who. had been given an interim 

relief. 
‘V

The . historic task that the first Pay Commission performed was 

to bind 'all; the services and Government workers round a central slogan 

of uniform wages, a uniform minimum for the whole country. !:i 
' 'V r‘. . ' • ' ' ■ ■■ i ,-

There were tribunals and'boards for other industries also. The 

movement, for dearness allowance, for a national minimum, for bonus,for a 
x- —. ■ ' , ■ ' / .., " 7 ^4.- .

standardised, basic wage made headway from 1946 to 1948 with, substantial 1 

gains in dearness allowance and'bopps and some gains , in the,, basic . ‘

Government services, railways -post & tele graph, * coal mining, textiles, ? 

iron & steel that is most of the major sector of the working class made 

an advance.. -G -r;.. we

At. the s.am^ time the employers were fleecing the country 

#ost mercilessly with the help. of,. Government policies which once 

de-contrplled several commodities and allowed 'thd?speculators to fleece 

the people. Alarmed at the.'way, the most patriotic.-apd ..pious bourgeoisie 

robbed thp people and roused their protest. Government ,and the Congress 

Party had to intervene with -controls. We need not reproduce the statistics 

of. the ..strike wave of that period. -

i .Conditions stabilised, relatively for a time,'..from 1950 onwards.
■ f yi • f ■ ’... ;

The .strike wave came down appreciably, though' disputes on bonus, dearness 
' 7 k ........ ' 7 ■ \

allowance and basic were pending in many places. , The most famous 

dispute that lasted for. over six years and’gave-'a new,turn to the question 

of- salaries of middle-class employees in the main and ,to their organisation. 

That, was the dispute df- the Bank Employees .' In :thie dispute the workers had a 

taste of the Constitution,- had the pleasure of “an ordinance, perhaps the 

first .of its kind, had the taste of the Central Government intervening on 

behalf of the bankers and .refusing higher salaries given by a Tribunal, 

had the pleasure, of seeing a Labour Minister resign and ultimately through 

a threat of strike and last minute compromise, and a n«w tribunal had the

fortune......
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fortune to secure a substantial part of i: ” their demands. The success 

of demands, the organisation .al build up, the all-national character and 

unified behaviour and action under the banner of the AIBEA - all made 

this struggle of the bank workers quite outstanding in the newly rising 

developments in the trade union field. Just as the Pay Commission 

set the level of the national minimum basic wage in money for Government 

employees, this dispute set the tone for the levels of the salaries of 

the middle-class employees. The AIBEA was an independent federation. 

Behind it, all the three national T.U. centres, AITUC, HM5, UTUC rallied 

in support on a united platform in Nagpur.

20. It was in the midst of the bank workers' dispute that the First 

Five-Year Plan came. It put forward a wages policy for the Flan. What 

was its essence?

The essence of the policy was a wage-freeze for the five years of 

the Flan. It was plainly stated that if workers were given increase to 

meet the rise in prices that would take place, there would be inflation 

and harm to the Plan.

The policy of wage freeze was openly stated by the Sastri Tribunal 

in the Bank Award. They quoted with approval the following from the 

Five-Year Plan:

"In recent years prices have risen rapidly. Industrial profits 

have also increased considerably and organised labour has obtained substan

tial increases in wages. To check inflation, however, profits and wages 

will need to be controlled to some extent during the period of the Flan... 

An increase in wages at this juncture may injure the country's economic 

stability by raising the costs of production.

This policy of wage-freeze, however, evoked a strike struggle 

almost in every case, where it was attempted. In those major industries 

where dearness allowance was linked to cost of living the rise used to be 

automatic. Even there the struggles arose on question of bonus.

The workers.....



The workers instinctively found the way to attack this policy. 

During this period, instead of;struggling for-.rise ih basic wages, the

• workers, linked the wages demand with,.bonus■«

" ■ The declaration to control profits remained only on jiaper. The ,

' Plan gave huge profits to.the capitalists,'production increased, prices 

■ also rose. The workers retaliated by asking for more wages and bonus.

’ of the workers rose,, both in money and, real wage .- But it was not

’ because wages-rates went absolutely pp.but because productivity rise and 

■production continued to rise uninterruptedly. Full'time work and

' productivity raised the wages more .than the-rates of wages-and amount, of

" bonus paid. That is the Kt real picture of the rise in wages. The 

worker has contributed more of his ‘ labour and earned more and not 

because he-increased-the be al price of his labour power.

•21.' If one studied the share of the workers1 wages and salaries in the 

net product of industry and compared it yith thp-share .of the capitalist 

we find the following: , t '

> Rs, in crores

( ' 1950 . 1954

- Net-income; from- factory industries 550 760
•s ' ■"• • • ■ , ....- • A - -V: . ■ •

Total-wages .& 'Salaries 232 249

Profits • 318 • 5U

. , ,; .The Labour Gazette observes: _ ; . .

.' "Tpe. rise/ in productivity has -been of the order of 43% in the 

♦pace.af .five.years (1950-54) orat an average annual rate of 8.6 per 

Cent . while,.the, rise *in the-iridex of ;r.eal earnings has been of the order
... : . . ’J'-:

of only. Me per cent ®r.at an ^arihual1 average rate of 2.8 per cent".

Tl(e worker earned mobe because he worked more. But the profiteers 

earned several times more out of the workers1 labour.

’• . _■ Though■
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. .Though we speak of overall averages and all-India .picture of the 

wage situation, as already stated above, we have no national standard of 

wages, The wage rates are totally anarchic and'•in’many cases product 

of-ad hoc.considerations. Indian industry arid working class is now 

wide-spread in India. It is necessary to arrive' at some national

‘ standardisation of wages which, while being a standard, .provides for 

differentials.of skills, loads of work; intensity-and hazards of work and 

regional and cultural and climatic differences. Some steps-in-this 

direction are being taken by the Government through their-wage study 

groups and the Steering Committee on Wages. ■ «. < ..

As is well-known, it is not the capitalist employer, who is 

interested in a national wages standard or standardisation. Capitalist 

employment' is based on the very principle of competition to lower costs 

•of production and enhance profits. By different wage-rates; they make 

the workers also compete with each other for the job, until by experience 

he fights anarchy in hisx/Mn: rank through his trade union. 'Uniform rate 

for the'job - standardisa^-ion helps the workers to unite and get the san® 

pried for' his labour 'for. the same job everywhere except f or certain
' ' ' ' ' * J • " ’Y y . , *

differences. .r . ..... ._

The employers and thp Government, faced with pressing demands 

for bonus''and. Wage-increase.s, from all parts of India, appointed a Labour 

Appellate Tribunal in 1950 to .evolve some unified line on the granting 

of demands. • '• . .pt. - ■■ ■ ...

22. The Labour Appell'ate- Tribunal:’(L»A.T.), did lift bonus from an 

ex-gratia payment to a right under certain conditions. It was called 

a differed wage, was made ’a necessity until a living, wage was attained. 

The L.A.T. worked out a formula which enabled.the employers to 

appropriate a major part of the surplus before anything could be left 

"for bonus. But it allowed the consideration of "social justice", 

obviously meaning thereby the bad condition of the worker and the need 

to improve.... .........
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to improve it to be made an element in the final judgment.

The L.A.T., formula was .heavily weighed in favour of the employers. 

'Every section of trade unions protested against it, including the INTUC. 

But curiously enough/ it was the INTUC which first signed a five-year 

agreement‘on bonus in Ahmedabad in terms of that very formula, it .had 

denounced. • — ......................... ...

The L.A.T.- verdicts', their delays and costliness- .incensed .the 

workers, and ultimately on thp' demand from all sections of the,. T.Us 

including the INTUC,, the L.A.-T. was abolished without, accomplishing any 

standard system of wages ‘or bonus for..the whole country. . ...

23» In the last two years that is 1955 and 1956 and also in this year, 

the pressure of demands for higher wages, and dearness allowance has 

increased. This time it is not so much bonus as direct wages and dearness 

allowance. The reason is that food scarcity has become acute and prices 

have gone up.

The Bombay cost, of living index at 338 in 1955 average rose to 

353 in 1956 average. In October 1957 it was 374- The whole sale price 
i - - 1 . . ' -i h -J

index of cereals has gone up from 373 in 1955-56 to 499 in 195&-57 

(financial year) - a rise of 126 points in one year. The whole sale

price index of all food articles has risen for the same period from 313.2 

to 388.5. We must remember, that the base for this rise is 1952-53 as 100.

This is the .period of the Second Plan. Herein also the wages - 

policy was to be the same but in different words. Wages would rise only 

on the basis of increased productivity was the new slogan of the Government 

and employers. And'sbon every'employer began to complain that in his 

plant productivity was going down. ■ '

The pressure of the increasing hardship is-seen in'the increasing

," . strike...........
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strife wave. femxx Number of nan-days lost have been rising as below

Man-days
-..... 1 ■ * * 'J'.- •; ;

Disputes Workers io st ....

19 54 , ^43 477,188 3,372,630

1955 1166 ' W,767; ' 5,697,?848’

195^ 1263 ' 734,168 7,136,512

' the from three .million ■ to .five »>d |o seven. Is quite sharp 

and shoWs the <pi  ̂ ’** * worsening of their ,

indltiorie. W>htever galte'the. porter makes

away from him In •strikes, retrenchment, productivity. . , ....,(

24. All'these three years of ;1955 56,and 57, the workers in several

major industries have raised claims, for .wages and deadens allowance and 

tribunals and boards have been giving their verdicts... _

' The reft outstanding godn-was,of the. coal mlnpa vho after ten 

years'git a revision !of their wages, gr^ dearness allowance and some 

attempt at standardisation! .Over 360,000 peal have secured an

increase and an Implementation Oemmlttee *o, check up the application of the 

award. The tea plantation workers were able to make a settlement on 

bonus and a wage-increase 0 In both these, cases, th%. long standing 

' payment of ‘dearness allowance ...in form ,f rice was abolished and _ 

' converted hi money. ‘ The third'notable industry which received larger

: bonuses and sore ad hoc increases, is the .iron anl ^el Industry.

Bumpur Iron, Which was the . worst , paid received 65 dajp' bonus a Jimp 

’ from 10 days to 30 days last! Seared 65 .1^ .year. . Jamshedpur _of

'•..... Tatas also had to make concessions. ..The.,fourth wot outstanding wages 

’ dispute this year'was that of the P.* T. workers and other Government

employees in August 1957. They Secured a Fay Goirmdssion which has granted

' an Interim relief effective from ..July at Bs.5/-. per month in dearness 

" ' allowance to' alleviate' hardcM-p-caused to employees In the lower Income 

■■ on acct of a slenifioant ..rlsgjuthe^oo^f^ng which appears

...... . likely«»»♦
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likely to persist." In-spite of this it is stranfee to find that the 

Pay Commission has asked that the sum of Rs.30/~ which will accrue to the 

poor employees in December should not be given in cash but in national 

savings certificates. If they could save, why should they have risked a 

strike and why should the Commission have given the relief? About 16 lac 

employees, including railways, post and telegraph, aviation, P.W.D., 

defence employees, Government presses will get this dearness allowance 

increase. Their last increase was in 1951 and one in 1949. Several other I

professions and trades have also secured wage increases.

25. The Government dailed to keep the prices from rising. In fact 

they encouraged it by allowing the banks to make speculative advances 

on food grains,until the situation became serious. The profits too are 

up. But they wanted to oppose wage-increase,, which means they wanted the 

workers to suffer real wage-cut, A tremendous propaganda barrage was 

launched with all the backing of "economic’experts" that if wages are 

increased prices rise and this game of wage-price spiral does not help 
the worker a^pd harms society .

It was also alleged that the AITUC unions are fomenting wage 

demands and a strike wave. The AITUC strongly fought this propaganda. We . 

had to show that in all these year's prices have risen first and were rising, 

continuously without the workers get ping any commensurate rise in wages. 

We had to show that in the countries of Europe and America, where trade 

unions are of the same thought as. the INTUC, workers have been fighting 

tux. for higher wages, as the monopolies are fleecing them and making profits. 

The monthly .journal of the AFL-CI® the big trade union centre of

America in its issue of June 1957 writes:(

"The Bureau of Labour Statistics has issued a report that explodes : 

the propaganda of the 'wage-inflation'* Advocates, the business spokesmen 

and politicians, who claim that;wage and salary increases are the primary 

cause' of price increases.... .Phice increases have been pulling up unit 

labour.costs..hot vice versa", _
, ' . ‘ The BLA study.....
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The BLA study says: ”........................ the index of non-labour

costs (profits, depreciation and other non-labour payments) was higher 

than the price index for every year prior to 1956.............. " (Quotedi

Economic Trends and Outlook, published monthly by AFL-CIO Economic 

Policy Committee, June 1957.)

The British Trade Union Congress, who is another "responsible" 

body in its session this year in September passed a resolution which 

r said that Congress had no wish to "chase' arr inflationary spiral" but 

: were not prepared to accept a policy- which would debase workers' 

living standards. They accordingly repeated the principle of large 

' restraint in any form and reaffirmed the Union’s determination, while 

prices arid profits remain uncontrolled, to take such steps industrially 

as would ’ensure that’wages kept pace with rising costs.
; ? The same is the answer of the AITUC to the Government ’ and

the employers. We do not make the rise in prices. Unless the Govern- 

'■ mcnt agree to 'supply the essential items of living at fixed prices, 

unless Government'take over the enormous profits made 'by the employer^ 

from workers’ labour for public good and for the Plan and stop taxing 

poor, the Unions vri.ll hot their wage claims, and agree to further 

' worsen their already poor living standards..

26, . It was thr.ee years ago that the AITUC called upon the ■ employers 

, ..and Government to discuss the question of a .wageincrease all round in 

, the.country., .We called for a 25$ rise 4n an average, in view jf. the 

low wages prevailing and the rise, in production, profits and prices. 

Though .at, first there was no cooperation from other centres, but . 

soon.bothJthe INTUC and the HMS took .the .same as oprs. . Thesetwo 

organisations have a . Joint Consultative, Board, with the employers} 

organisations ,,in India,, from which tlie ,AITUC is excluded. . This Board 

though a non-official body, receives from the Government.all the 

status of the tripartite bodies. Through this Board, we are told, 

the INTUC and HM5 cone to, fruitful agreements with the employers-

■ When the.........



When the AITUC refused to agree in the Tripartite Standing Committee 
;;-b'' i ,“;’..’7Ad vi;cct t -:' ph ‘ , cd .Vp-'A’ i) 11112

to the amendment of Section 33 A of the Industrial disputes Act to
/> ’ ; : ‘'v mo : go hrhp Ad .-hod

permit employers to retrench or dismiss workers during the pendency of 

a dispute before a Tribunal, this Joint Consultative Board quickly 

secured agreement and the Government carried out the amendment to the 
-ron:‘ona a i:

detriment of the workers. But on the question of wage increase the 
I'■ _pP P I.PS-.<o :■ -1;' 'aP{ " .J.ft,''-- t ■ " - p- -' ■O'". ' O. p '■

Board first kept silent when the movement for wage increase began to grow 
mo 7 f-.-' p v-a<v J. t-.■■ -p/A d J. ‘ ' ' '.p 'p-''. J /.''.I

and the INIUC & HMS joined it, the employerg,protested. We read the 
i..... O?’”P'P' rp, hl-' ' ‘ ‘ ' .’p . ■• p' p —-i -p , J ; P C'lew

following in the proceedings of that meetihg of the Board on 1 9th >
' ;” ‘V <-■; 17 > j / o "XX *' A:/. '.“J f «, • '• : J

of January 1957s- 
.'pAp.hp.-.'p- . Ojo; A . ..  : >'>p -p? POK •'> .

"While reviewing the development in the field of industrial 
i:'!-'r ■)*'.. A'- ’ V '''IV v.-. v • •;..*« '; ■.•'V 't:* /!>*

relations, the employers’ representatives expressed regret that 
.'"'A:'- 'PP': • ■ .jpyP -PPp- '"Xi‘>0 p : t : C «-■’ ’

while the Joint Consultative Board was siezed with the question of 
■ ' m, m .] u r m :

rationalisation of the wage structure, workers' organisations had gone
-• " ‘' • v . / • ■ ' •* •) . * • • ‘ . ( I , . ’ ... . . J /f:' rj'V . . -,V»f * >jr'- '■ "f'-'i ' i', ■*

to other forums to ’agitate for wage increase and had thus damaged the
• X’J.X : m :.J'-m.

confidence and the atmosphere created by the Board. '
'.’I.. .tP.P’.X.A. 'Ap1'- An

The representatives of workers said that perhaps there was
, ■ ' ■ J . --r ’ ’1. ’ :■ A

some misunderstanding due to workers’ recent demand for wage increase.
" . ./..p ,‘p.n , -pp. A.A'.' A.'?...

Such action should not be interpreted as expression of lack of faith 

in the Boerd, ' The- spirit of the Joint Consultative Board was an 

article of faith with themPh However,' , they, pointed out thatpthere , 

wae a need for strengthening the Bo^rd and making-its voice dominant • ■ 

in the field'of-industrial, relations',- Till that- was done wqrkers . hadA.'. 

no other'.alternative-but -to resort, to other eonstitutioiial channels."' ... 

(Indian Labour'.Gazettes P.645: February 1957) •---■' p.

The aITuC. brought the question before the Labour -Panel meeting ’ 

called by the Government in September 1955. ' ■ ■ ’ ;; . Ah .o. ■

But nothing was done; to. give* the■ •probl<i&n .a' serious ■thou’gh’t'.n.-..

on an all-national-level.. ■ This attitud'^naturally .compels the- workers.' 

to hqye theip- demands heard throu.'h- struggles; ' h - i '■

. ■ . • । : I' ' ; ’ ’’ r '■’A , ’’ ' „ ■ p? .*?

27. 'When the employers found that the movement for wages cannot be 

stopped, they took to the usual capitalist method of rationalisation

and retrenchment.......'
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and retrenchment and using the pressure of unemployment to beat down

the employed workers struggles a;

To introduce, rationalisation measures, in the name of advancing 

India's prbduction by technological improvement, the employers secured 

huge sums'-under the Fi^-?Year flan. ibe1 Jute industry was 

Rs.50; crones, the Cotton-textiles Rs.50.crores. No doubt,

to be given

some new
0 u’h' . *

machines were bought, bu#.-W have yet to-'know how much the countiy 

gained thereby. We, bowe^P,"know that ..thousands of workers have been 

retrenched In the Bombay Textile Industry, Thousands in the Jute indus

try. ... .Rationalisation and so-called productivity movements -anywhere
f • y*< ’ ..■*. ; 4 • ’t

under capitalism and in India'have led to, retrenchment of .the employed,

and increase of misery for the workers. .Techholocy hasrnot„led to any very 

substantial rise in wa^eg^nor'-'-has it led t.o any fall in prices,of goods 

to benefit the consumer, .which was one of the argunents advanced m

support of rationalisation. . , ,■. ' .. ' ,
' -. ri'- K‘ ' . < ■ * ’ ' -J . '

The Government of India/'has. stirred itself on all these-dbestions, 

when confronted with the rising unrest. The. 1 5th Indian Labour Gdh- 

ference was -called in July 1.957 to discuss problems of wage-policy/'’
/ ' y 5 ' ; \

rationaliaat.idri', discipline. inindustry, Housing, Workers' education, '.

etc. •' .....I':'-' ? . v:.

The results of that Conference have been befon^the trade 
■ ‘ . / h ‘

union movement for thelast four or five months. k " v
■ •• . '■ • . y

The Conference indire ctly acknowledge d that wage-free ze was _ y.

a failure- and a wage-rise was inevitable^ Blit instead ot. adrilitting 

an overall increase in Wages, 'the Conference de’cided to .level up the ; .,.r 

minimum wages. The terms: Of the minimum ..are- those given.,by the ... ...,

Committee oh Minimum Wages.- ■< ’

. Thus', if translated into practice would'be an advance .

The conference decision on Rationalisation was also an. advance oh * * 4 ir-,
*■ ' ' _ . . -.!••• ' .'4 od ”'

previous positions. It was emphasised and agreed that Government ,

might make arrangements to ensure that-measure of rationalisation . /■"

which did not serve the real economic interest in the present'conditions- 
■ .. . / • ••/.-'

of the country might be .avoided. The AITUC-had demanded ..that 'each yd-I*
/■ ' , e’mplbyer njust..,..l
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employer must produde a "certificate of national necessity" before be 

could introduce rationalisation, and even thereafter,, it must satisfy 

three conditions: No retrenchment, equitable .sharing of gains between 

workers and employers .and proper assessment of work-load."

It is four or five months since the Conference arid over two 

years since.the. famous Kanpur struggle against rationalisation. But

• reports-are, already reaching us that-the employers are violating the 

agreement . ^..j

< .. The Cqnferenceagreed in certain principles of "discipline",

■„ applicable both for the workers and the employers'. - The'agreement has

• attracted wide attention because we' accepted certain obligations of 

discipline, in the matter of notice of strike, no go-slow and peaceful

" settlement-, etp.

; ' : - Was there, anything surprising? Yes, there was. The AITUG

had never accepted that it would refuse to support "go-slow ..

consider it as a form of strike. We also do not-accept that there can
: ' ■ ./ J.:' „p -J •

bej in principle any such thing as an' illegal strife..... In certain cases., 

strikes ^without notice become inevitable due to provocation. .

28, By this agreement we have modified our position and that is 

a surprise to the'Government arid- the; employes and perhaps to some trade u 

union Workers also. '■ ‘o'.;;. 4; .•■.: .« ?

• ’ ’ ’ The working class in fact’is”.thp . last..clacs-to. dbny discipline.

In factm te socialist order, led by the working class; is the only order 

where real discipline combined with'freedom for all can be built, be

cause, it eliminates the'anarchy of the'^ private

profits and ambitiefts can ruin’tfe 'lives of millions..

But be cannot accept thUdiscipline of the ,prison or the 
':i ” a'? \ ■ . * ' •, - • • ■'

barrack. .-Discipline must 'serve social purpose and sopial good snd 

muft be based on democracy. The worker will accept -diacipline willing-
r 4 , - i ' ■ - . . ' ' ' - '■

ly if he is gives reciprocal rights and freedom.- -His/complaint must be 

heard, ho pust have ri^it tolcrttidsq the. management and have his 

just demands satisfied quickly.' He must in fact-be treated, not merely , 

C ae a *third hand’” but a'citizen-worker with' equal -Rights and freedom.
‘ ' Then he will..*. 1
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The he will observe the discipline of production and requisite 

industrial behaviour. At the Conference, this was made clear, the 

agreement on code of discipline is to be read as an integral part of 

all the agreements and not by itself. It is hot'1 a'new edition of the
' ’ ' ’ ’ ;J - ,*f • .. g j a . • ,

present code of Standing Orders, which are ainfed to*’convert the factory
‘fl ’ , . .. . "

into a prison house and which only works as a watchdog ton the worker to 

smell his "misconduct1! and "insubordination” all the’v/hile.

At the conference it was agreed that the employers will observe

theirr new obligations and hence we do. It is we who are aggrieved and 

exploited and not they* Hence we have t> emphasise these conditions.

The Government and employers, however, seem to have soon for

gotten this. They tried to elaborate a code quite ’ against’the spirit of 

the agreement. Fob example in the draft they made, they bannd all 

strikes and even demonstrations lest they"caus'e alarm" to the .employer*

Of course, the AITUC had to reject such nonsdhse. We are asked to ratify 

the agreement. We can do that only on the conditions we have nentioned.

In conclusion of this subject we can say that by our struggles 

and sacrifices, imposed on us by the employers and Government, we hav^ 

succeeded in changing their wrong policies of wage freeze and wage—cuts. 

We have been able to secure some wage increases in basic pay, D.A. or 

bonus. We have emphasised the necessity to evolve some rational human 

policy on wages, rationalisation and retrenchment and discipline with 

democratic rights. These have not been times of defeat for the working

class but of gains and advances.

The tasks that lie before us on this question of wages and 

work, therefore, are asfollows:-

1) To secure an adequate general rise in wages and D.A. 

to meet the rise in the costof. living and to improve 

the standard of living} to secure a guaranteed minimum 

wage. To merge the D.A. in basie wages. To revise 

the bonus formula.

2) To secure.........
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2) To secure the fulfilment of the cond^icpg agreed to in 

the tripartite before rationalisation and, productivity 

measures are introduced, to resist, th^m-wher^thej^

not. , ...pa- ■ : ■

3) To secure the reduction and stabilisation; o>f-;-pri:ces

4) ' To agitate against compulsion ,to takejD*A. pr- Bonus’.in-

* ' National Loan or other Gertificatessupport them 

where workers agree voluntarily. ; K'-'-J ’■■■

' 5) "^o work cut and establish a national sta.ndapdisdd ;

wage system without loss to any septt^®;* ^o expedite 

the work of the Pay Commission ^d Vfe^v all'"

industries. ... ...v■■ /* ..p'
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IV

. t onlv takes credit of having increased production 
29, ■ .Government, not only , ., ..

• ' ' ’ , ,<4- nf having introduced a. -1+ also takes credit oi navm&-1? At. .. . , s . . of
or - social security, the ^.t of its , 

t rW in direct earnings, the social
.. Asia”. . - Along with , workers' rise m cir_

* " c h nofitq which also go to, nffpr additional income or benefits, 
security .schemes pfifr - ' ■ -a: ■ /

. •; improve;the.d ; 'V' >- ,
■ ■- • -■t ('tpc'tA now covers aboutn i state Insurance Scheme IESI}The Employees' &tate;instu ...........

f:V ..... will embrace themien workers. Promises have been made that it will
... one million ho.rkcrs.

‘ nr nothing so far has materialised.
families: Ofy£^ -■1 ‘ ;-v- ' At present

The workers' .complaints about the. scheme are many. ,

..a raves, ...... • -g /-> while the
_• to 1955-56 report workers contributed Rs. 2,39.61,2 A

. '.Aeeording/to.^  ̂ ; ' +hp rate by
• - employers .cortributed 83.2,25,29,268. With the revacxo

t ,^h .^^r^ m full chare as —

. .^utea^ ^ will: increase the o

the Act, it is

total benefits

amounted to Rs.1,35,99,589. ? ... ■ .,t 'the medical attention
, , , pinot and foremost that tn.■The workers i .demand firs . ,, ., .’.■■• ........ > +he bureaucra-

•+ the centres is not adequate, th
. . given them:in the.raaonty of th? ce . . ... , . .........

k Fit, leave, special medicines, etc. ar
tie delays in-getting ... -; ? , , - : cure him.
mpst exasperating and many a time harm the worker r.

will inprove. And it hasV
. rained the scheme that as expein-enc^ ■is^ gai.ne ,

...improved^ certain o^trea,, W? Bpmbay, 

.. -do-remain an* sometimes .very, serious. ?

: The mpst -badly managed centre is.

though there are complaints

Calcutta, where both the

u. hr* trving to destroy it byanH State Government almost seem to be try, g , 
Sta ' k „ to Bombay it la the

ill-treating and provoking the worke s.

biggest°•
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biggest insured centre. There also the panel system prevails and the 

doctors in general are co-operative. It .is the employers (except a few) 

and the Government which is obstructive in every matter. The AITUC has 

informed the Central Government of the situation. But there is no 

remedy to it. " ■ ' *3 ... ( ,

The worst feature of the scheme is the want of hospitals, ' Thdugh 

there is enough money lying idle, hospitals are not beirig built; • A- 

scheme for one in Bombay has been in cold storage for the last four'years. 

The patients are then sent to private doctors where: beds are paidFMfdr^ 

from the scheme. This has enabled many people tb set-Up 'few beds/"With 

practically no service or attention and earn confortable money r from 

the E.S.I. This is becoming a scandal in Calcutta' ' r: ’

. The question of providing for T.B. patients 'Is becoming very 

acute, With low wages, increasing load of work and;-bad'’housing and 

nourishment, incidence of T.B, is' very high/ But' th'^’^e oh.red .the 

least because they are not cases than can be: cured’ by: the shorts'term .. 

hospital care that is available to the' ihsured arid evert; the larger •• 

period granted to the'T.B. patient. ' ' ' - / .....

Especially severe is the plight of the 'partially employed, ^he 

retrenched and the victimised worker, and triads'.uHibh,eadre</against them 

the authorities are inclined to practice verdetta‘even -in matters of 

medical treatment, ’ ""

If the scheme is not improved in the 

received, many of our centres will pres^ for adding' the” workers^ 

launch a struggle to be rid of it.' ihe ?AITUC' doe. riot’ wish that 

things should come to such a pass* as we 'still' Ml^hat while. W db^ubt 

there are short-comings in the scheme/ y^t it is beneficial' as a whdle 

and can be made to serve better; if we organise for if. - « ■ ■ ... ...

' , 30, The other......
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30. The other social security measure is the extension of the 

. Provident Fund to a larger coverage' of industries. On 31st March 19%, 

there were 5>56,922 workers under the fund and Rs.6.37 crores came in as 

contribution. The fund had total assets of over Rs.20 crores in 19%? of 

which 1? crores were invested in Govt, of India securities.

The administration of the fund is over-centralised and is in 

need of change, which is being studied. Under the Second Plan, the 

contributions in many cases are being raised from to 8-1/3^ of the 

basic wages and dearness allowance.

In the hands of some companies, the sums of the Provident Fund 

given by the workers have been used in speculation or the needs of the 

company's transactions. Such defrauding has not yet creased. When 

companies fail, the funds along with wages are lost and the unemployed 

worker is robbed of his own lawful resources• . The failure of many textile 

mills as in Sholapur, Jalgaon, in Rajasthan has brought into light this 

scandal. But no remedy has been possible because it is pleaded by the 

Government, that it has either no powers to seize the mill property in lieu 

of these funds or no information.

There have been instances where bankrupt and fraudulent owers 

after having closed a factory have suggested that the workers invest their 

Provident Fund in running the mill. Karrassed by unemployment or 

retrenchment, workers fall in for such proposal. Generally, such.'I. 

proposals are merely a ruse to inpose wage-cuts and bind the worker to 

the factory, by flattering his pride to have become-a partnerI .Hence

they should be discouraged, unless in the given case, the trade union 

leadership is capable of really giving concrete guidance to the workers 

to participate in such management of the mill as devolves on them by 

virtue of their contribution. This question requires very cautious 

handling. The worker is no natch today to the wiles of a bourgeois in the 

game of capitalist finance.

Both the......
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Both,the above schemes,of social security are based on the 

workers’ own earnings. He.is given security only so long as he continues 

to work .and produce profit for his employer,, who then adds a little backi 

to the workers1 savings, a share from what the worker produces. Thus , 

both the . schemes, even though they entail a contribution •from the ■ ■ 

employer impose a cut in workers' earnings. At present nearly' IC per . cent 

of the Workers’ earnings, . go back into accumulation as capital either 

for the state, or the private employer. In fact the Second Five-Year Plan 

clearly states that such accumulation is one of its sources of capital i-

31. This accumulation is there to serve the worker when he has grown 

old and disabled. After having'Hired for augmenting, someone else’s 

capital, he has to fall on his own "capital” and it. is so meagre, living 

costs keep changing so fast, what. his .life ’ s Rind can hardly last him 

his old age, if he is fortunate to see old age. •.

The majority of our workers can hardly see. ripe old age. Our 

nourishment is so bad, that we end our1 journey sooner than anyone 
- < j : ' • A ') I

elsewhere. ■ ' .

Then there is the problem of. unemployment and retrenchment. The 

Fund -is supposed to be of use to you in. days ...of unemployment or retrenchment.

Our social security system and our wealth has not come to tho 

level where we can- institute a system of unemployment benefit or insurance 

age pensions bn the/bcale that is-done, in advanced industrialised 

countries. Hence the Provident FVnd is .expected to fill up the gap for 

every emergency, including the' funeral1.- ....

Profits that are created out of Qaboun eyen today are sufficient 

to provide for some amount of unemployment relief to. those at least who 

were already at work., Bit our bourgeoisie.is yet so rapacious and our 

strength yet -so low that' even the retrenchment .and lay-off compensations 

are denied to us unless we take id-some action.

The' workers.....
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The workers had secured a retrenchment compensation after a hard 

struggle. But when the Supreme Court in a litigation by the employers 

declared the whole measure invalid, lacs of workers lost crores of 

rupees of their dues, which should have served them as relief.

But it was a strange thing to find that a Welfare state which 

speaks so much of welfare.and social security,' for months did hot take 

any action to restore the measure. When workers protest assumed a • 

serious form, was .the retrenchment compensation restored With"a very 

partial retrospective effect.,

32. Another sphere In which there should be far greater care in ... ,

giving social security is that of maternity. Even while one may want . . 

family control, yet motherhood must exist, if life is to go on. And . 

overwhelming part of it comes from the working masses. Yes maternity . .

benefits are given In the iost' niggardly way and the whole thing is . 

treated as'if the mother and child are 'both criminals of society or 

beggars. A working Woman claims that benefit by virtue of her work in

the factory for, the employer. Yet even with the ■present cost of-livlng, • 

tbs rate of benefit still, rules at Annas-12/per day-, Over and above 

there is constant threat of dismissal from the employer of the wo« 

worker just because she..becomes a mother. '
Egen in the Governmental services, all sorts of medieval and 

undemocratic restrictions placed ® women employe^ in regard td 

marriage and mother-hood.

33. All life met have a shelter and so must the worker. But since .

man has gpt the capacity to live without shelter, housing is not concerned , 

a. an item of social security.'" There was lot of talk about Government ... 

subsidising housing since, the employers would not build houses as they ... 

did not yield a "good return". ' Landlords whether as employers or . ,

otherwise have always thrived oh workers' slumy which yield a large 

return for almost no investment f Slums have grown in every capital-town, .

But when.....



But when the ruling-class Wanted to’throw the slum dwellers 

out o f slight and out of their "epidemic" touch, protests grew and the 

problem of housing came on the agenda, T

The Government spent’ crores’ on subsidies that 'is- gifts to thh 

employers. But no house worth the name Were up. ’

Co-operative housing by the workers could be the privilege of 

only those co-ops and those workers who were with the ruling party or 

were prepared to do the "necessary corruption". At last the Tripartite 

Conference insisted on Government to undertake the job through their own 

department since they were in any.case paying for it.

It is - note-worthy that the only place where housing subsidy for 

plantation labour housing has beenused well is the Kerala State .

34* Ahother aspect of the workers’ life which requires security ’is 

accident and industrial diseases. ’ ’Accidents have beeh the first to be 

compensated and industrial diseases the last.- Accident insurance is 

now within the E.S.I. Schemed Though the value of the finger and'of life 

lost is yet several’times lower than the insured value of a'race-horse, 

yet it exists "and is paid, some times with ease, sometines with the usual 

bureaucratic obstructions. • , ' ■ ' ■

The accidents in coal mines two years ago caused quite a stir 

in the country. The Newton Chikhli mine accident, the Burra Dhemo accident 

were serious and over three hundred lives were lost. ' All trade union
■ • • • ' ' T.i \ \ k. - ' • • • • . • j

organisations, the Government and the employer gave’immediate‘relief, 

Inquiries were instituted. In every case it was found that the management 

had neglected safety rules or to take precautions, despite warnings from 

the workers on the spot. Why? Because, observing precautions costs 

momey, which is less than the mohey that nay have to paid in compensation’ 

A clear question of capitalist- accounting between the cost of HI Ung a 

life and the cost of saving it — by observing a rule I

The inquiry
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, The inquiry courts recommended overhauling the Mining Regulations, 

which were old and defective.

So the rules have been amerded. The courts complained that in 

. many cases "responsibility” for the safety observance could not be fixed.

Hence therules were changed.
■ ‘ I . ■ ■ f - r .. . „

But who is to apply them, until the accident and deaths reveal

that they were not applied. The worker is not interested in orily 

finding the guilty Or-responsible person, who leads tohis death.

It' Is acknowledged that ..inspection of mines Is .under-manned

' that there'are not enough-staff. -And the-official staff has never been

enough alert in such matters. Because Jie too has to guard his job from 

"accident”, if he 'be comes too hone stj exact ing and inquisitive I The 

only remedy to such'’a state ip to give, elected works-, committees and trade 

unions jointly with the inspectorat.es, and independently power to inspect,

" report and secure 'observance' of safety? ...■ _ .,

Without such a democratic method there„can be no security from 

accidents. e. V .- c-ade :
-■i v'r ' - : •' ' - . • - ■ .4 b- . . ...

• ■ ■ lit ' ■>
, 35. Security from industrial diseases is very much resisted by the 

capitalist. To admit its existence ig not only expensive, it condemns 

his very system, and the way he runs it. Flood in a mine can be an act 

of God or unpredictable. But slow lead poisoning or silicosis or
* ’ **' '/ '! ’

inhalation of dust and fumes is not unpredictable nor can be attributable 
»' fhvi. , ■ ■■.. ... ...

to God. Many useful reports have been published bn this subject by 
• 1 ' , 7.J •• - ■••...• ... .

....................... ’ ■ " ■ ■ ■ t c : ; q

the Labour Ministry and conditions of industrial diseases have been 

brought to light. But it is a long way to secure protection from them.

Full social security is yet a long way off. We'nave neither 

wealth enough-for it nor the climate of opinion for it..

Whole-life is so insecure in .our conditions, that even the worker 

looks'- ‘ cynically at .us first when, we speak of social security.

■} , . ,' ■ .

But we have to ......

inspectorat.es
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But we have, to convince him that man -cannot' live without social

security, whose forms, differ from time- to time. " Modern 'means' of 

production and life require these ngw forms of social-security. We must 

make the workers , look positively at these things, organise and make him 

capable through his organisation of handling docial security schemes 

himself,. , ; ,. ...... . •- • " —’ —'

rl... , ■ ... • •••.*; ' ' •■■ ■

36. Our tasks on this front can be indicated.as followsf

1) Every state to hold a well-organised conference. of all who 

are insured under the E.S.I. and investigate their real 

' ' ' difficulties.’
, • • > » i ■

2) To make a well-studied memorandum of suggestions for., 

improvements in the law, the procedure and the methods 

. used in the E.S.I.

3) .To Stake the union© take positive steps to assist the insured 

worker in securing benefits.

4) T.o organise- the panel doctors to help them Solve thblr 

difficulties in. .the scheme artd'to'render-better'service.

5) To demand the panel system, which some’ authorities do not 

. like and. want, the service system,'' 
I

6) To demand construction of hospital' buildings of the E.'S.I.

. in every town. -■ ■' ■ ’ ' s

?) To extend the. ;sc'heme to families,'

6) More and easier facilities for specialised treatment.' ' 

.9) To simplify rules and procedure"to eliminate delays. 

]•) To-secure reduction of contribution by half.'

It is -always asked why should the worker have, all this, .when 

millions of other people have not a doctor or medicine.

The answer is that the worker per head produces more wealth ' 

and more value than anyone else. Secondly, let us work to give it 

to all. But it eannot 'be - either'for all or for none. Those who
I

speak thus......
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speak thus have their own most costly panels of doctors and personal 

security. We must have the E.S.I. and a better one.



V ■ ■ -

QUEST'ION OF TRADE UNION UNITY

I shall now try to sum up the progress in the field of trade union 

unity, without which a real victory in working class struggles is not 
possible.

The question of trade union unity has been and still remains a vexy 

complicated question. Apart from factors like special characteristics 

Indian working class - caste, language, etc., the achievement of 

trade union unity has been made more diffnult because of certain historical 

developments in the country, leading to different political parties 

organising their own trade unions. Because of sharp political differences 

betwen different political parties, because of concerted attanpt by the 

ruling Congress party and the Government to foist their own trade union, 

and because of some weaknesses of the progressive elements and of the 

movement for unity and organisation among the general msses of the workers, 
the trade union unity question has still to cross many hurdles before it 

can achieve success,

Howovor, during reoent years, movement for unity has made conside

rable headway. Faced with very bad living and verting conditions, threatened 

by unemployment and retrenchment, deprived of trade union and .democratio 

rights and attacked by Oovornmont and employers, the urge for unity for the 

defence and extension of their rights, has continued to grow among the • 

masses, of the workers; helping to lower do® the barriers of prejudices and 

suspicions, Besides those economic issues which directly affected the 

life of the workers, there arose in the recent period certain political 

issues which had a very wide-mass appeal and they brought parties of 

democratic opposition together and ehich in turn brought the trade unions 

under different affiliations nearer. In these political issues wo find 

mainly the AMO, w, UTVC and'independent unions coming together. ' 

. The urge for unity was soon in the growing number of united actions 

and also. in the formation 'and growth of independent trade Federations ' 

since IBS?. Though,the urge for unity has developed considerably yet

«... jit could pot bo
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it could not bo translated into organisational unity. Tho phenomenon of 

coming together and again, falling apart still epntinuos.

Another thing which brought tho question of trade union unity to the. 

fore vras the convening by the Government in August 1955 of a Labour Panel 

(of the Planning Commission) mooting, representing the employers, trade 

unions of all affiliations, and others. Labour Ministry submitted a 

memo which expressed regret at the existence ..of multiplicity of unions* 

It proposed certain measures by which multiplicity of unions will be 

eliminated, and'one union recognised on the basis of^nomborship of ■ : 

good standing” and of .certain percentage, Though the trade union represen

tatives could not in principle oppose them, the measures amounted more or 

loss to the whole country, the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, which 

has boon disapproved by all trade unions except those of tho INTUC*

All these developments did create a situation in which every national 

trade union contra has been required to. take up now position on tho, question 

of unity. Before wo draw up tho tasks, I wish to review tho. positions 

taken up by different trade union centres as well as tho Government on the 

question of trade union unity, ,

NEW DEVELO RENTS 

Hind Magdoor Sabha

One of the most important developments is tho welcome change in the 

attitude of tho Hind Mazdoor Sabha, which has brought tho question of"trade 

union unity from tho realm of conjectures to tho roalm of practical realisa

tion, creating now hopes.

In its Working Committee mooting hold in Juno 1956, tho HMS passed 

tho following resolution:.

"The Working Committee of tho Hind Mazdoor Sabha, having fully 
considered tho question of trade union unity, reaffirms its belief 
that an overall unity of tho labour movement of India is a matter of 
the highest urgency, as such unity alone will ensure that vrorking 
people in our country will got a fair doal, a place of honour and an 
opportunity of playing an effectivc rolo in tho building of tho nation*

"The past experience of efforts at achieving trade union unity 
has boon'disappointing and ovon today deep-rooted rivalries and 
suspicions exist among tho various central organisations towards one 
ano tho r. Ip, the, opinion of. tho. Cgmittppy, ho wyer^ pycn. s omp^ risk, 
if such risk is involved, is worth taking in the attempt for so 
important a goal>Tcmphasis oursT~"~~

"The Working Committee, however, is of tho opinion that if tho 
disappointing experience of the past is not to bo repeated, and if a

. . . . live and lasting unity is to be
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live and lasting unity is to be attained, .it must bo based on.an 
unreserved acceptance1 by the -organisations: concerned of certain.. ■■■'-• 
fundamental principles and on reasonable guarantees .that the prin
ciples 'will not be flouted in practice'. Such principles which 
must form the basis.for unity, .in the opinion of the committoo arc: 
(1) Unreserved acceptance ahd rigid adherence to the .principlos 
and. methods. of democracy in the activities of the unified cen ia 
organisation and affiliated trade unions and in the internal, func
tioning. of both; (2) .Complete freedom from interference by the Govern
ment or by political parties; and‘(3) Existing • rivalries among 
several unions in the.same field should be resolved by providing 
for the workers t'o select a union of their own choice through
secret ballot. . . . : .. .. . .

"The Working. Cpmittoo fools that if thcsc.^^^
by. all concerned and ways are oxplorod of guarantpoing_th^ljfl.J?rac__icp> 
a genuine ovorgli unity in. the labour mpyomcnt. can. bc,_aehigy'pd.«
The Committee feels, however, that more working adji^tmgnts_A£ith 
only the INTUC .or* the" AHUC aroLnot _a^^ ... .
niay actually hinder the cause of overall trade unipii.pnity> (emphasis oUr

’’The Hind Mazdoor Sabhawill 'welcome any move to' bring about 
overall unity on-the basis of those principles."

The resolution of the Working.Committed marks a very significant and 

positive step. It stands in bold relief to the position taken by the 

leadershipsof the HE earlier. It may not bo out of context to recall 

Asoka Mehta's statement in 1952 after the merger of SPI with KMPP when ho. 

said: "I would exclude from merger (of the central trade unions) the 

Communist unions mostly found in.AHUG. The. merger of U'CUC, HMS, UTUC 

and independent unions will make the AITUC a shell for the Communists to 

freeze in." This ..now positive stand on overall unity including AITUC and 

proposals for achieving this, was-naturally welcomed . by all advocates of 

unity in .the.trade union movement, because it marked a departure from the 

earlier policy of isolating the AITUC and collaboration with INTUC followed

by the HMS leadership. ,

This change in outlook of the HMS leadership, when seen in the context 

of developments that took place, in recent years, appears to bp all. the 

more ..significant. Since its birth, the HE,' though it openly said that it 

was opposed both .to the INTUC'and AITUC, it actually: followed a policy' 

which was against militant trade union movement and which helped the INTUC 

to establish itself, ' Since 1950 its leadership'tried'to merge tho: HMS 

with the.- INTUC, (The way in'vMch trade Union unity on the railways was put 

forth led to: the virtual handing over of the AIRE to. the INTUC.) This led 

.to gradual .weakening, of the HMS and devouring by the INTUC of the. HMS unions. 

This'policy of collaboration with the INTUC'in'the trade'uiiioh field and with 

' . . , the Congress in the political field
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the Congress’in the political field led to sharp conflict in ESP.arid

HMS, loading to split in the BSP-on the. one hand and comparative weakening 

of that section of- the leadership ■which was .bitterly against cooperation 

with AITUC and other progressives. .

In his report to the 6th Annual Convention in October 1957, Comrade

Bagaram Tulpulo, General Secretary of the HMS, reaffirming tho call for 

unity -said:

’’Unfortunately, tho- H7TUC which is numerically the largest 
organisation .in tho country today and'which has. become .so 
through the patronage and support-of tho Government, did not 
make any official response to this call.”

This change in attitude has como in the wake of growing contradic

tion between tho INTUC and UMS on tho ono hand, and growing cooperation with

AITUC on the other. Tho cooperation in joint actions increased in tho 

last year.

DJTUC Position on Unity

Shri G.D.Anbokar .in his presidential address at tho 8th Annual Session

of tho INTUC in May 1956, said:

"Duo to the change in the foreign policy of tho Communist countries, 
tho AITUC is also changing its policy in tile trade' unions and they 
arc confronting, others with various moves in tho name of common 
platfoim, unity, merger and so on. ■

"Though I believe in tho ultimate |rado union unity, I am convinced 
by the experience.df tho last 18 years that no real unity can bo 
achieved unless there is a unity of heart and homogeneity of approach 
and methods. . . . But looking to tho past record of the Communists, 
in India, their slogan is- not coming dut of a genuine desire to ;• 
bettor and improve tho lot of tho working class. . . . Their present 
view sooms to como out of tho position of weakness and not of any 
position of idealism or tho position of strength. . . This is likely ■ 
to turn into only a tactical move, ultimately to uso tho workers: < .■ 
as thoy have done, before for their political aims. Moreover, how can 
there be a unity when even today their whole approach is the approach 
of a class war and class conflict,

”. ... . . The Communists and tho AITUC arc known not to obsorvo 
any codo of behaviour when it does not-suit thorn.. . , , Unity of heart ; 
must como out of tho unity of purpose. If it is to succeed thoro must 
bo soma identity of purpose not by oral assurance but by record of ■ ■ 
behaviour. Under those circumstances, I do not soc any sign of achiev
ing the unity under different organisat ions at. prosent, (omphasis 
ours) .. . I have, however, not lost tho hope that tho foreo of 
circumstances may effect a genuine change in tho attitude of Communists 
and tho AITUC.

"Hohovor, thoro is much in common between. us and tho MS (emphasis 
ours) as both of us are woddod to peaceful democratic moans in tho 
trade union fiolci as well as our approach to tho problems is more or 
loss common. I do not want to create circumstances whore any hasty 
stop will bring bitterness instead of bringing tho working class 
together. I, therefore, suggest "that tho two organisations should

.... evolve a codo of
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evolve a code of behaviour on the following linos?

. . "(1) Where INTUC unions arc strong, and running on proper trade 
union linos, HMS should not create rival unions and withdraw where 
they are weak or not running on proper linosj

. "(2) Whore HMS unions are strong and running* on proper trade 
linos, tho INTUC should not start rival unions and should 

withdraw from those industries where thoy arc not strong and woll- 
orgunisod^

, x> "(s) Thore should bo discussions on cowon issues in tho beginning 
at tho top level,"

”(4) Whore there is no .agreement of approach on any particular 
GaCil orSaaisation should bo, allowed to follow its own course 

an nobody, should criticise tho other organisation and start rivalry 
and competition of proving who is right as tho ultimate results are 
bound to show who was right. , , ”

Wo have given this rather long quotation from Shri Ambokar’s spooch 

so that wo can seo what, this renewed love for HMS -indicated. As already 

referred, consequent upon devouring tactics of tho INTUC backed by tho 

Government and tho employers, sharpening of conflict between the INTUC and 

HMS ranks started. Besides, certain political and economic developments 

also, brought tho AITUC and HMS together in many joint actions during 

1955-57. It was in this context tho Second Five Year Plan was launched 

by vho Govornmont, which noodod cooperation of labour for its implementa

tion. the Govormont-cum-ownor support to tho INTUC since its' very birth, 

did not load to elimination. of other militant trado unions, .rather, ovonts 

lod to.tho coming together of AITUC, HMS, independent and even -sone INTUC . 

unions. For tho Second Your Plan, Govornmont proposes to recognise . 

one union in one industry throughout tho country and the Plan was’to-boost 

up tho INTUC. But as this looks obviously partisan in tho face of growing 

opposition, tho Govornmont also wants some sort of rapproachmont between 

tho INTUC and l-is. so that on the combined strength of INTUC and HMS, it is 

able to isolate tho AITUC and recognise thoso unions." That‘ is why wo find 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nohru (Primo Minister) while speaking in Amritsar (AKC 

sossion) in February 1956 spoke about unity of tho trade union movement, 

but at the same time violently attacked tho AITUC. His message to the INTUC 

sossion also spoke about rapproachmont between INTUC and'HMS.

Analysing in this background wo find the following from Ambokar's 

speech: ■ ' .

.QJ. The INTUC cannot ignore tho urge for-unity that has grown among 
* . •

« . . tho working masses in
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the working masses in general, and in its own following, in the face of 

no real improvement in their life despite production increase. There

fore, tho appeal for unity raised by tho AITUC cannot bo brushed aside 

unceremoniously as was done on previous occassions. Hence tho harping on 

past prejudices against tho AITUC by subtle means (Ambokar saying that 

ho has not lost hopes, etc.) coupled with an approach of rapprouchmont 

with the HMS.

(g) Despite all-out support by Government and employers, small 

concessions mado available to the workers through tho INTUC (soon in various 

agreements on bonus, otc.), it has not gone to strengthen the INTUC in a 

big way. Hence, tho renewed approach to tho HMS to wean it away from its 

growing cooperation with other trade unions including the AITUC.

(3) The speech indicates a sinister device to form a front against

tho AITUC and some concessions are offered to tho PH'S, In simple words 

Ambokar says to tho HMS leadership "Come on, let us share tho gains. I gain 

recognition through your support in sone areas, and you gain recognition 

through our support in some areas.”

Compare tho speech of Ambokar which indeed offers certain concessions

to the HMS with the report of tho late Harihar Nath Shastri at tho 6th;session 

on tho suggestion of N.M.Joshi. No concessions wore offered, rather a criti

cism of HMS was made for its tactics in conducting trade unions and'also 

sone cooperation with the AITUC. Ho said:

"As was stated rightly by our President. . . our differences with 
Socialists have during tho year considerably narrowed down. Their 
stand in relation to Communists is identical with ours. ,. . Now the 
main obstacles that stand in the vray are two-fold. Firstly, at times 
they pursue policies in the trade union field that load to tho belief 
that they are guided by political considerations rather than by pure 
merits of tho question. Secondly, while the leadership of the Socialist 
Party is against any truck with the Communists and its present policy 
is that of unity with INTUG, yet there is a clear evidence of sharp 
division on both those points within the HMS itself. There is definitely 
a section that is inclined towards the Communists and it is opposed 
to any close unity with the INTUG,"

Ho suggested tho establishment of "consultative relationship between

INTUC and HMS on the basis of a joint consultative committee of tho two 

organisations." Contrast is quite obvious. Hora is H.N.Shastri speaking 

from a position of strength, whereas Shri Ambokar speaks of certain conces

sions of leaving some areas and unions to the HMS.

, , . ‘While on tho question of unity, tho
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While on the question of unity,, the above scons to be the general 

lino agreed by tho 8th Session of tho INTUC hold in May 1956, wo find on 

tho other hand certain formulations of demands which have much in common 

with tho demands raised by AITUC and other trade union centres . They arc: 

25 per cent wago increase (raised by Shri Tripathi), appointment of a Pay 

Commission, extension of Provident Fund Scheme, an integrated scheme for 

wider social security, extension of tho benefits of medical facilities 

under tho ESI Scheme to tho families of the workers, merger of DA with pay, 
Those '

otc. Z Provide wider possibilities of united action both from below and 

tho top, oven though tho leadership of the INTUC has not spoken of any 

sanction to achieve those demands, rather have stressed that str Ice has 

become obsolete in planned economy and loft the whole initiative to 

Government and tho employers conceding some concessions.

While both tho AITUC and the UTUG hailed the HMS Working Committee 

resolution on overall unity, the INTUC leadership singularly remained 

silent.

A.I.T.U.C.

Since its revival in 1950-51, tho AITUC despite certain limitations 

and shortcomings has boon steadily and progressively ro-orionting itself 

and working for trade union unity. Tho deliberations of tho W.F.T.U. 

have helped AITUC in this orientation quite a lot.

This is seen in:

(1) Acceptance of Bosc-Ruikar formula in 1950 for tho unity of trade 
unions especially unity between AITUC and UTUG;

(2) Ui acceptance of tho proposal made by N.M. Joshi in the. middle of 
1952,of limited unity, of forming "onlybg. united joint trade union 
committee based on a plan which nay not sacrifice of views by 
any of the organisations”;

(3) Hi lending support and initiating campaign of solidarity to 
struggles of workers irrespective of tho leadership leading 
tho struggles,0

(4) li initiating tho formation of independent trade federations,

(5) In initiating campaigns and struggles on its own on tho vital 
demands 01 the working class and in defence of its trade union 
and democratic rights.

Since 1954, tho approach towards unity has begun to take more positive 

•shape. Not only have wo continued to appeal to the INTUG unions and loader-

. . . ship for united action and
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ship for united action and organisational unity. Wo have boon laying

more emphasis on closer relationship with HMS unions and leadership.

On the occasion of the Sth session of the Il'ITUC, wo sent a message of

greetings and expressed the hope:

"Wo note with groat pleasure that a considerable measure of 
agreement exists at present between the AITUC and the IHTUC in their
respective attitudes towards common problems of the workers of our 
country and on the need for concerted effort to realise the workers* 
demands.

"It is our earnest hope and conviction that although differences 
may still exist between the AITUC and the IWTUC, it is possible to 
achieve cooperation between our organisations and between our affilia
ted unions to win a national living wago and bettor amenities, to 
stop retrenchment, to oppose rationalisation, to prevent unemployment 
... to further the economic development of India and to build up 
Asian solidarity and maintain world peace.

"The AITUC, like your organisation has always stood for unity 
among workers and a single united organisation for all workers. As a 
positive stop towards this objective, we have on many occasions 
called upon the Government to hold a round table conference of repre
sentatives of all national centres and independent trade federations 
to devise ways to achieve unity on the basis of agreed principles 
and agreed programme and democratic functioning.

"Wo wish to make a fervent appeal to you 
consideration to this proposal."

to give serious

We fully supported the call given in the HMS Working Committee 

Resolution on overall unity, and called upon all xrorkors, irrespective of 

affiliations to support this move and campaign for its success. In the 

statement .-welcoming the HMS resolution the AITUC said:

"The AITUC has always stood for these principles and assures its 
full and sincere cooperation in bringing about trade union unity on 
the basis of one union in one industry and one unified national 
centre for all unions. "

Our circular to our General Council members on 25th Juno 1956 said:

"It is necessary that the General Council once again clearly sets 
forth its views on the methods and manner of achieving trade union 
unity of all trends and national centres- and carry out a sober and 
serious campaign on the basis of our views. Trade union unity has 
now become a practical, proposition." (emphasis added)

Hi the General Council mooting of 28th July 1956, apart from other 

questions, the most important question of trade union unity was discussed 

and a resolution adopted detailing the basis of unity of the trade union 

centres. It also appointed a comnittop of eight persons to negotiate with 

other central trade union organisations for trade union unity. Earlier in 

the meeting of the General Council,. Con.Ranon Son, Vice-Pros ident,AITUC, 

related the preliminary talks ho had with the leadership of the HMS and 

UTUC on the question.
, . , In its resolution on trade
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Ln its resolution on trade union unity tho General Council of tho 

AITUC elaborated the 3 principles enunciated by the IUS Working Committee 

resolution of June 12 and laid down tho following 9-Point platform for 

organisational unity of tho trade union centres:

(1) Unreserved acceptance of, and respect for, denocratic func
tioning of the trade unions;

(2) Regular and denocratic elections of tho executive bodies and 
office-bearers;

(3) Proper representation to all trends in the loading organs of- 
tho common organisation;

(i) Right of every worker and trade unionist to belong to any 
political party of his own choice;

(5) Freedom from interference in tho internal affairs of tho organisa
tion by tho Government, employers and political parties;

(6) All vital decisions affecting tho workers 1 interests, including 
important collective agreements with the anployors, to bo 
endorsed by tho general body of the workers;

(7) All decision on political issues to bo conditional on 75 por cent 
majority in their favour;

(8) In the normal course, strike action to bo taken only as a last 
resort and after properly ascertaining tho wishes of tho workers;

(9) "Rival” unions in the same factory, industry or undertaking bo 
wound up either by:

(a) Allowing tho workers to select the union of thoir choice 
through a secret ballot; or

(b) Merging then together on tho basis of proportional representa
tion according to their respective membership; or

(c) /my other■democratic and mutually agreed procedure.

Talcing full cognizance of wider possibilitis of united action of all 

elements and centres, tho AHUC General Council by another resolution made 

an appeal to all national trade union centres and trade federations to 

initiate a united campaign and movement on an all-Lidia basis for tho 

securing of tho following immediate demands:

(1) 25^ interim wago increase;

(2) Fixation Rs.lOO/- as Minimum Wagos;

(3) Appointment of a Wagos Commission to outline the principles on 
waich wagos and salaries should bo based; and

(4) Proper bonus.

The Resolution also called upon tho need for sotting up of an Ad Hoc 

Consultative Committee representing all national centres to discuss and

.... finalise tho demands regarding
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finalise the demands regarding wago increase,. Wagos Commission, Mininun 

Wagos and Bonus.

U.T.U.C.

Though nosh vital and important for trade union unity aro the HJTUC, 

AITUC and HMS, the UTUC also plays a part on the question of trade union 

Unity and especially in the relationship between the HMS and the AITUC.

The UTUG supported the proposal of the AITUC for the convening of a 

Round Table Conference of. trade union representatives from all national 

centres and trade federations to discuss and devise ways of achieving unity.

The HMS Working Committee resolution found full support from the 

UTUC Working Committee hold in July 1956.

It may bo recalled hero that the UTUC refused to merge with the 

AITUC in 1953 on the plea of bringing in the HMS also. After the HMS 

Conference in March 1956, there were talks between the HMS and the UTUC 

regarding the merger of the two. ■ /.

WJ ARE THE POSSIBILITIES IH THE SITUATION?

in the HMS Working Committee resolution of 1956 end their report of 19.57 

wo find certain positive things, viz.:

^rall unity of the labour movement of India is a natter 
of-the highest urgency. . . ", etc.;

(2) That existence of rivalries and 
risk but adds: "In the opinion 
risk, if such risk is involved, 
for so important a goal."

mutual suspicions involve sone 
of the Committee, however, oven sone 
is worth taking in the attempt

(3) About the principles on which unity has to be founded, 
become, the basis of discussions for unity. they can

While we note the above-mentioned positive tilings, wo note also its 

fear in unmy when it says: "The Committee fools, however, that more working 

adjustments with only the H'JTUG or the AITUC are not adequate for the 

purpose and nay actually hinder the cause of overall trade union unity."

And in 1957, HMS has something more to find fault with us. It says

110 ^IIusi°n about the character of the AITUC which

It is not in power today. Its stand on the Hungarian coisode ha- 
revealed once again its real character. Yet the calculated risk^ 
of unity with the AITUC would be worth tailing, but only if the stolen 

as trade union unity itself; not for partial 
unilicauion which would leave the problem of disunity still with us "

• Since this report was written
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Sinco this report was written in Juno 1957, tho HMS section in Kerala 

led by tho PSP has put itself in opposition to tho AITUC unions. Tho PSP 

there has made joint front with tho Congress against tho Kerala Govornnont 

led by tho Comunist Party. At tho sane tine in Bombay, the HMS and 

AITUC have had more cooperation than before.

While tho above report displays tho four of tho HMS leadership, as also 

its desire to have a bettor bargaining position in tho united organisation, 

the novo towards unity put hero on record gives the rank and filo of the 

HNS workers a sanction for united work.

In tho existing situation, is overall unity of INTUC, AITUC, HMS and 

UTUC possible? Whether INTUC will agroo to join such a unity? Will 

INTUC agroo to election by secret ballot to dotomino tho choice of tho 

workers for their trade unions? In the event of INTUC not agreeing to over

all unity including tho AITUC, will HMS agree to unity of AITUC, HMS and 

UTUC as first stop towards overall unity? These are sone of tho questions 
which come up.

Though because of tho logic of dovolopnonts, urge for unity anng tho 

gonoral.nass of tho workers, INTUC does not reject tho. question of unity 

including AITUC outright, its ain is to unite tho root In older to 

isolate tho AITUC. But it has to spook today under Boss pressure of 

working class donands which boar vory close slillarity to the donands 

raised by other unions. Facts are vory stubborn, a a situation when 

production has gone up in tho last 6 years by 45£, tho workers' Wos . 

have only reached 1939 level and that too In organised industries. 

It is not possible for tho IHTUC leadership to keep silent on the question 

of raodinte increase In wagos, on revision of pay scales when on 

those issues there have boon big agitation and struggle. Spooking about 

Kanpur strike of last year, Anbokar said: (The Kanpur strike Is on eye 

□ponor to all concerned and reflect hew deep Is tho resent of tho workers 

towards rationalisation or reorganisation.11

While there ore contradictions and differences of opinion both anong 

the leadership and between tho leadership and tho lover cadres, yet those 

contradictions and conflicts have not taken any definite shape in tho 

organisation and the organisation as a thole Is opposed to unity with AITUC 

and is oomittod in tho main to carry out tho political policy of the'
. . . Congress Party and tho
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Congross Party and the Govomnont. It still hopes to secure its nonopoly 

position as'a bargaining agent throughout the country on the basis of help 

by the Govornmdnt and the employers conceding sone concessions to the 

workers. It is still committed not to unleash a widespread initiative of 

the working class for securing their demands. It seeks to strengthen its 

position* which in the past throe years have not led to further streng

thening, rather it has led to its comparative isolation in the face of 

growing struggle in the year 1955, 1956 and 1957 (Amritsar, Kanpur, Kalka, 

Kharagpur, Nagpur, Burnpur, Jamshedpur and other places), by utilising the 

contradiction between tho HMS and AITUC and the suspicion of the HMS leaders 

against the Communists.

During and after the General Elections, the identification of the 

INTUC with the National Congress and the Government has gone still further. 

Tho INTUC has now been given 'functional representation inside the Congress 

Committees and puts up its candidates for election on the platform of the 
ahd

Congross4us a trade union organisation supports all Congress candidates, 

-This is done in order to chock the pressure of the masses from taking 

their organisation -to the loft and nearer to tho AITUC and tho pull for • ■ 

united action. .............   : ■*'

In this situation, tho INTUC will not agroo to any proposals for 

overall unity whether by tho HMS or AITUC at present. It will not agree to 

election by secret ballot of tho union of -workers' choice. Numerous 

instances could bo given whon,in tho last two years, INTUC representatives 

wore ignominiously defeated in election by secret ballot to such committees 

as Provident Fund Trustees, Works Committees,. In tho election (April 1956) 

in Rohtas Industries, INTUC miserably failed getting only 409 votes whon 

HMS got 3481. Similarly in Brajrajnagar Paper Mills, INTUC lost in tho 

oloction to HMS. In. many factories and workshops whore tho INTUC unions 

are rocognisod, they have lost elections to tho Works Connittoos, such us 

Chittaranjan Locomotive Factory, Hindustan Shipyard, etc. Tho reorganisa

tion of tho National Federation of Post and .Telegraph Employees on tho basis . 

of 9 unions and oloction and a constitution proposed by Government itself, 

has resulted in tho INTUC leadership loving its majority and honco wo find 

in INTUC report an attack on NFPTE as "trying to utilise tho organisation

* . . . for tho purpose of



for the purpose of sectional ideological purposes." Tho DUOC refused

to support tho BST Struggle in Jmy Its pMltlon atlll furthor

All this shows that the DITBC will Mt easily agree to election as,A 

basis of dotomining tho representative charactor of a union. It 

will sook tho hole of the Govomiont to got tho rooognltltlon.

So with tho perspective of IMTUC not agreeing to overall unity ■ 

including the AUTO in the imodlato future,' what will bo the attitude of 

the IBS and UTUC? ' .

This is a very -inportant quostion. Because, oven as it is,, the unity 

of *nw, Mg and Ultra will bo a big. stop fc«rfs future overall unity. 

This will n„t only generate a high enthusiast. of tho working class outside 

tho ntruc, it will unleash tho urge -for unity inside tho INTOC itself.. 

If this unity cones about it will unleash the inherent strength of the 

working class, which Iios today divided in the noin. .In tho context of 

Mitra having raised tho sane donands as other trade Union centres, such 

unity will result in broadbasod united novonoilt. important though it is, 
tho aohidvoaoht Of ovon such unity is not a very saooth task. Thore Uro’ 

anunbor of questions Urtch need study and understanding so th* proper . \ 

approach is node towards this aohlavonont. lq the circOTtqnoes of t^nv. 

SBJlgh^XM^
_ 1 ■ !■* • <*i * ll0

nunber Of difficult,ms.
Tho W to ovaroono then is united netiontftr »rl*s tdonands and none 

friendly contacts and nutual ■ consultation^between the leaderships.

United Action

This has increased considerably in the present conditions. Tho 

possibilities .arc expressed in the following: ’ - ■ i.

All tho national trade union centres have nuch in cornea as far 

as the slogans regarding workers - domnds and intornationol dovolo^nts 

ore concerned,

a™, h® and ore agreed that the First Five ?oor Plan has not ' 

given tho workers o fair deal. While tho production has increased by «« 

tho workers' share in tho actual value of the products has boon reduced ' 

fron 42? to 33?, tho real wages of factory ostablistant workers have

«... reached only 105^ of the
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reached only 103% of the 1939 level. Large Majority of workers still 

live in pitiful conditions (admitted by the Government).

All the three centres demand a national Minimum wage of Rs.100.

On the question of immediate 25% wage increase there is a unanimity, 

though Asoka Mehta in the Parliament did not support immediate wage 

increase in the debate on Second Five Year Plan.

Similarly, all are agreed on the need for a national Wages Commission 

to revise the wages structure, on a new formula for bonus, postponement 

of rationalisation for two years, on extension of Provident Fund to all 

workers, on extension of medical facilities under ESI Scheme to workers' 

families/ on an integrated scheme of wider social security, on merger of 

D.A. with basic wago and against unemployment.

£2). Again, all the national centres are anxious for the success of 

the Second Five Year Plan. They are also equally anxious that the burden 

should not fall on the workers and the toiling poo ole.

XM Further, all the national centres have more cr loss similar 

attitude regarding peace and peaceful co-existence of nations, for increas

ing international contacts, exchange of delegations and development of 

mutual understanding. This common agreement was very vividly expressed in 

the 15th Indian Labour Conference, where all trade union representatives 

took an agreed view on all major questions. And trade union loaders in the 

Parliament have supported the peace policy of Pandit Nehru and his appeal to 
ban nuclear weapons.

This comonness removes one of the major barriers of prejudices and 

jealousies and enables to mobilise the masses belonging to different trade 

union centres in over larger numbers and will pave the way for more and more 

united action both from below and the top on common issues.

Howlkoff„ Iho C^ Look at the Question?

In the matter of wages policy, the planners of the First Five Year Plan 

followed a lino of practically freezing wagos and supporting increased work 

and rationalisation. But they wro not successful in their policy generally 

to the extent they desired because of action of the workers who fought 

determinedly xor wago increases and against rationalisation.

. . . If this was the wages policy of
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If this was tho wages policy of the Government, the policy in the 

trade union field has been, to make the DWG and those mho fell in line 

with it, the solo recognised body in the country, enact such laws which 

would nako it difficult, if not impossible for other trade unions to 

exist.

With all the suppressions of trade union rights and democratic liberties 

accompanying the enforcement of this policy of imposing the trade unions 

of the Congress Party and Governmental agencies on the workers, the ruling 

party did not succeed in securing "industrial peace” or making the INTUC tlm 

solo representative of tho workers.

In the Second Plan period, in tho name of eliminating "political 

rivalries" and 'hultiplc trade unions”, the Labour Ministry of the 

Government submitted a note in August 1955 for discussion in the Labour

Panel of tho Planning Commission, which carries tho old policy in a now way. 

It was seen in the proposals submitted for discussions: "Since tho develop

ment of a healthy trade union movement-is an insurance for industrial 

harmony, the Labour Ministry will approve of 'closed shop' and 'Union shop' 

practices provided there is no constitutional bar. to such arrangements, " 

But this was not approved in tho Panel Committed.

• *MJ12rJ2£2£Oisulj^jowQ^^ they want to make

^S-^™Jho.pnl^io£ajj^ recognised centre on the basis of

membership rolls,

Though they talked about "union Jlvalrios", they Ie not prepared 

to ronow tho proposals nado by V.V.Mrl, as labour Mlnistorj dllrlng lgS2 

of dotomining tho ropresontatlvo ohanaotor of a union by tho seorot ballot 

2£^.tho wooers in the Nainital Conference.

Neither do they propose the other alternative of one union in each
industry and one national centre in tho country th-h thn t i T > . 

uuuhuij, onau wio pooled membership
of all unions elect by single transferable vote tho executive and office

bearers that they want from a list submitted by tho differing unions

’ * • • uxccubivo that is so elected
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The Executive that is so elected will bo the now industrial union to which 

the pooled membership is transferred and the separate competing unions 

disappear in this general pool and the newly oZoctod executive, in which 

all shades afo represented'as the election is by proportionate representation.

The Government proposal is to dotomino the representative character 

of the union by the criteria of 'henbership of good standing" and of a 
"certain percentage". The emphasis on this shows that Government doos not 

roly on the workers to choose their own union. The membership figures 

can bo manipulated to the advantage of the DJTUC and hence their reliance 

on this method.
The Chapter on Labour Policy and Programmes of the Second Five

Year Plan says!
"In its essentials tho Labour Policy aid the approach to industrial 

relations outlined in the First Five Year Plan will also hold for uho , 
period of tho Second Plan, although necessarily sone changes and 
adoptions will be needed in view of the dotemination to achieve a 
Socialist Pattern of Society.

"The 
object of

present trade union legislation needs to_bc revised with the 
(1) restricting the number of outsiders in nhe trade unions, 

(2) giving unions statutory recognition under certain conditions, 
(3) protecting office-bearers against victimisation and U) improving 
tho financial base for the trade union movement from -nuhin its 
own resources. Such legislation is considered necessary for streng
thening tho trade union movement. Thore is need also ..or Volun^ry 
efforts towards the unification of tho trade union movement.

We have quoted only that portion which has an immediate bearing on the

question of unity of the trade union movement•
Regarding wagos,the policy declares rising real wagos "can only (mainly)

bo based on increase in productivity." It stresses considerably on mutual 

negotiations and voluntary arbitration. It docs also speak of certain

concessions.
Tho Government policy doos, therefore, clearly emerge out. Tho workers 

will not bo permitted to choose their union. The conditions will be 

imposed by the Government for representative character of tho union. In 

answer to tho demand raised from various quarters except the INTUC about 

detomining tho representative character of the'union and one union in one 

industry and ono national centre by workers' ballot, the Government says: 

"Thore is need also for voluntary efforts towards the unification of trade

union movement." . , . Why? Because, Government is
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Why? Because, Government is aware that election will go considerably 

against INTUG, because such a united movement will not simply accept what 

the Government says but will defend the workers against any attack which 

load to lowering their living standard.

While this is the general policy of the Government, today, a 

illiot. ruled out. With the possibilities of united movement 

developing and the demand for recognition of unions on the basis of workers' 

choice becoming more and more irresistible, there is possibility of making 

the Government change its policy. As already noted, with INTUC alone, 

the Government is not able to secure the support of the workoE for the 

success of the Second Five Year Plan, for which a contented working 

class is essential.

BACKGROUND TO THESE DEVELOPMENTS

The present situation described earlier has not cone all of a sudden.

It is the result of a series of processes and developments through which 

the working class movement had to go through. In the past two years, many 

events took place both political and economic in vhich the working people 

under different leadership came together and the urge for unity continued to 

grow, mutual suspicions and prejudices wore comparatively reduced in joint 

work. In this initiation of the united action, the AITUG played a significant 

role. The process of formation of independent trade federations.signifying 

organisational unity in the various trades, further developed the unity 

sentiments, because the workers saw that unity brought then sone gains.

Wo nay note hero sone of the important political and economic issues 

which unleashed a broad united movement of. the wooing class. -In order to 

havo a comparative view we will try to sum up in short the situation that 

existed at the end of 1954 and beginning of 1955.

Situation of Unity Movement at the ond_nf 1954 
and Beginning of 1955, ” ~ ~

The growth of united action from below which was noticed in 1953 

continued to bo the main form of unity movement in 1954. Wo seo workers 

working in the sane place joining together in common struggle against 

attack and then again falling apart organisationally. Majorly of such 

united struggle took place on local basis though a few wore in a provincial 

scale,
... In 1954, we saw the Kanpur
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In 1954, w saw the Kanpur workers forming anti-rationalis at ion action 

coixiittovpin th^ rationalisation^ loading-tb hhb'&ergo'r of- . /

6 unions^ ii^t-ov onb-. trade-union. for. tho .textile workers of Kanpur including 

the INTUC union, which was later disowned and tho INTLV f ora another union.

In 1954, wo saw also tho establishment of Delhi Trade Union Council, 

representing tho unity of ATTUC, HMS and indonendunt unions, 
” 1 - 'J '-.A A J-. r- o.. J.-J.1 Ov ( ; w j/. H j QQG ■.JJ..1L 'Q Q vj JIX C > ■- Xj "''C'l' jIO i

In. 1954, wo saw also tho bank onployoos struggle mobilising support 
.■r'shlso IrotiUco ill nd 

from all sections of trade unions except the WHO. Both AITEC, HMS and OTUC 
POCIRf; Ipr yeX via 0;? Cinplo piUrCW lo la.'O'X" bunaoboouf--ran US r-a>.ffr'T 

support the bank onployoos in'their Soptanbor 23rd token strike as well as
, .3,1.Wl-ul gla d ^1.1 lira! 1 bibb In: 11 . 'H cdl .afegpaia 

nhoir proposed indefinite strike from December 10, 1954 against modifica- 
I±ro'W adj bl.. In -llra Horan : :r :.. — ra.m:. ^ aLi^xb'
tion of the L.A.T. award by the Government.

•- • - ' ' ' ’ . ‘' i \ i' i' .
1954 also saw the formation of NFPTE uniting tho entire post and 

x . iwsb ole dd .:
odograph workers on. the basis of Government scheme and election of leador- 

!-■ BpXnJal Q#riB al' gi a mal; a V a.- a V r'' V 1 f OTJThl odf 
ship of the Federation unanimously with the accomodation of various viewpoints 

llsia cub bbp-QGaO ylutqq J repp ar- ' ■ 1' ,1. - 1
1954 saw the INTUC carrying on its anti-unity policies and trying to

♦ 00X10.0 
eat up the HIS unions, leading to conflict between tho INT'UC and IKS and 

independents. After tho merger of AW with INTUC railway workers' union 

and formation of NFIR, the INTUC leadership began elbowing out tho HMS and 

other independent elements from the merged unions, began to bypass dien 

in the negotiations with the Railway Board and unilaterally, withdrawing 

issues fren the Tribunal. This led to a conflict. HNB olaients in Western 

Railway camo out of tho merged union and re-established their old union.

led by Hanibon Kara. Hi February. 1955, open conflict between Vasavada (INTUG) 

and Guruswamy supported by HMS and other elements took place leading to 

establisiimenu or t;jo NFIRs and later tho AIRF. Now again a unity of the 

two is being tried.

Tho policy of collaboration with INTUC carried on by the HMS led to 

its woalconing since 1951, Important H3P leaders j^ounepd tlmir .work in. tho 

trade union movemnt in 1953. In Juno 1954 conforonpe of the PSP, stress 

on labour work was given. On the whole in 1954, we do not find much 

organised, activity of tho HS, the leadership continued to remain opposed 

to unity with AHUC and working class trade union unity.

The AITUG continued to work for trade union unity, laid stress on 

organising the unorganised workers appealing to tho workers to Join any 

.... union tlx-y like but join tho
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union they like but join the union. An appeal for trade union unity was 

made in our conference in 1954 (May), which was furlthor developed 

in the resolution on trade union unity adopted by our General Council

nesting in November, 1954.

The efforts at developing trade federations wore continued in this 

period. We seo the organisation of National Federation of Motor Transport 

Workers (State Sector) in the beginning of 1955 and a joint organisation 

of both state and private sectors this year.

So on the whole wo might say that in 1954 and beginning of 1955, 

the main form of expression of the unity movement was united action and form!, 

of temporary committees, etc. The scale of such united action and foma- 

tion of temporary united committees was comparatively on a lower level.

Thore was no response from the leadership of the HMS or the IiITUC 
» 

to the appeal for trade union unity by the ATTUC.

Situation existing then did not promiso that developments in the near 

future will have such far-reaching consequences as will bring the question 

of trade union unity from the realm of distant conjectures to the realm 

of practicality. A now spurt took place, which was to some extent 

unexpected - partly on political issues and partly on industrial, 

NEW SPURT, OF ACTIVITIES AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
TRADE~~UNION* UNITY IN 1955

Political Issues:

(1) Goa Liberation Struggle: In Juno 1955 developed the Goa Liberation 

Movement led by a joint committee named Goa Liberation Committee represent

ing all political opinions.

This saw an unprecedented growth of working class activity and united 

struggle. The AITUC, HMS and UTUC and their affiliated unions including 

textile and harbour workers' union conducted joint action and led the general 

strikes in the cities, including Bombay, Calcutta and Madras in the 

nontax of August.

The INTUC leadership did not participate in the strike trugglos on 

the plea that it . was a political question and openly opposed the strike 

action.
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for Goa liberation and formed Mill Workers 1 Goa Liberation Committee 

jointly by the AHUC and HMS. The provincial branches of the AITUC, HbS 

and UTUG and the Bank Employees’ Association of Bombay, jointly convened 

a representative meeting on July 31 at which decision was taken to stage 

a general strike in Bonbay on August 12. 400,000 Bonbay workers responded 

to this joint call despite every attempt by the INTUC and Congress bosses 

to disrupt the strike. •

Again on the receipt of the news of brutal firing on volunteers on 

August 15, the Bonbay workers in far greater numbor participated in the 

General Strike of August 16. Elements like bank and rnrcantilc employees 

wire did not take part in the 12th August strike struck work on the 16th.

In Calcutta on the 17th of August under the joint call of the AITUC, 

HMS, UTUG and other independent federations and various coordination commit

tees, there was an unprecedented strike reminiscent- of the 29th of July 1946 

General Strike.

Goa liberation question unleashed working class activity on an all-India 

scale. This concrete fight against the remnants of colonialism in Inula 

directly helped the cause of working class unity.

(2) On States. Re-organisation proposals: In October 1955 the States 

Reorganisation Committee proposals wore published. Thore was widespread 

resentment in whole of Marathi-speaking area against the rejection of the . 

just claims to be united in one province including Bombay. On the platform 

came all political parties including the Congress in the beginning but on. 

the directive of the Working Committee of the Congress, the Congressmen had 

to dissociate. On the trade union front, the Somyukta Maharashtra Movement 

brought the AITUC, HMS, UTUG and other independent trade unions in one plat

form. On November 5, Bombay workers mot in conference, called "Bombay Workers 

United Maharashtra Conference.” 5000 delegates representing 90 trade unions 

belonging to AITUC, HMS, UTUG and independent trade unions attended.

S.M. Joshi (HMS) presided and S.A.Dango (AITUC) inaugurated the Conference, 

which decided to load a protest demonstration to the Assembly Hall on - 

November 18 when the S.R.C, proposals camo to be debated.

On the demonstration of 5000 industrial workers being lathi-charged, 

a coll was given f^r general strike on 21st Novcitor jointly which was 

.... responded magnificently
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respondod magnificently. Police firing on tho daionstration headed by the 

textile workers killed 12 and rounded more than 500. This hows of firing 

on tho Bombay workers spread like wild fire, loading to strikes and 

demonstrations in every town and city in tho Marathi-speaking area.

In January 1956, tho Government arrested tho main leadership of the 

movonont, which lod to a big upheaval. In this, along with the middlo- 

classes, tho working class cane forward with united political general 

strikes. Thousands wont to jail, 105 wore killed in firings. The main 

characteristic of this struggle was that all parties of the loft united 

on a common platform, all trade unions of tho three centres acted together 

and tho political general strike and satyagraha was tho spearhead of t ;c 

struggle.

During tho General Elections in the State, this unity was further 

strengthened.

In tho recent agitation against uner.iployr.iont and closures, tho 

AITUC, HMS and UTUC unions arc taking common action with prior joint discussion.

($) Ot Bengal..Bihar Merger - Tho proposal to merge Bengal and Bihar 

provinces lod to widespread discontent, which fund its reflection in tho 

unipod movement launched against the proposal by all opposition forces, 

especially by CPI, PSP, Forward Bloc and others. This brought out also unity 

of tho trade unions affiliated to AITUC, UIS and UTUG and oven some unions 

affiliated to tho INTUC joined the movement. Tho call for general strike on 

25th of January 1956 was responded throughout Bengal. Even tho jute workers 

wiio are mostly non-Bongali, and are under Congress influence, responded 

to tho strike call.

ECONOMIC. ISSUES AFFECTEjU THE LIFE OF. .THE WOJf ERS AND THEIR STRUGGLE

Besides those political issues, there wore a number of economic issues 
affecting the life of the working masses, which also ibund tho trade unions 
with different affiiations coming together. In 1955-57 there weronore number 
of strike actions by working class compared to 1954 on issues like 
rationalisation and retrenchment, ior wago increase and bonus, etc, 

special loatuic ox those struggles was the coming together of mssos 
belonging to INTUC, AITUC, HMS and tho non-attached. In a number of cases 
tho, INTUC local cadres and unions also joined in the united struggle.

All those struggles have played an important part in bringing all 
together and especially tho AITUC and tho -other middle elements.

.... Independent Trade Federation's
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INDEPENDENT TRADE federations

Tho process of development of independent trade federations is not a 

now one. They existed even before any splits took place in the TIT movement-. 

But in those days they wore more the expressions of craft separateness than 

anything. These Federations since 1953 camo forward more and no re as 

expressions of unity of tho workers in given trade, irrespective of the 

affiliation of their constituent unions to any central TU organisation.

We have now all-India trade federations in Defence , Banks, Post and 

Telegraph, Government Employees, Cement, Motor Transport, Port & Docks, 

Railways, Insurance, Petroleum, Working Journalists. All those federations 

contain unions and office-bearers drawn from all tho four TU centres or sone 

belonging to hone. Tho Confederation of Central Government Employees has 

a number of associations, who are not affiliated to any centre.

Those independent federations have boon very active in the defence of 

the rights and demands of their workers and the trade. They have boon in a 

position to call all-India actions on a considerable level and make positive 

gains: as for example, the Banks, P&T, Defence, Docks, Insurance, etc.

Even while acting on a trade level, those federations have to act in 

solidarity with tho whole working-class and have to receive help from all. 

In recent tines there have been many occasions, when in their struggles, 

they have been able to bring the AITUC, HMS and UTUO leadership together 

to agree on common action in support of tho federations, as it happened 

on the question of tho struggles of tho Banks, P&T, Insurance. Thus, tho 

Federations have acted as a lever of unity.

Tho INTUC, however, of late, has boon trying to split those federations. 

In sone trades, it sets up its own trade federations directly affiliated 

to the INTUC. Whore there have been no united trade federations before, th© 

INTUC is able to sot up its own federations, viz. cotton textiles, coalminigig, 

plantation. But INTUC activities have been harmful in cement, where they 

first entered a united federation and finding tho majority unions to be 

not theirs, walked out. They have boon trying their best to split the Bank 

workers, Defence and the P&T. But tho urge for unity is so strong and 

cemented by common action and sacrifices, that tho INTUC loaders arc not able

, , . so easily to mislead
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so easily to mislead and split* Their activities hove, however, boon 

successful in the Railways to a largo extent.

The unity of the trade federations cannot bo, .a substitute for the 

unity of the central TIT organisations. The independent trade federations 

are playing a very positive role. At the sone time, they have their 

limitations. They are essentially trade federations. The working-class 

and the trade union movement is not merely a sum total of ail the trades. 

It is something more than all the trades - it is a class. Evon all 

trade federations sitting together cannot make a central trade union 

organisation, which must reflect the class as- a whole/ beyond its trade needs, 
i demands and ideals. All the trade federations generally accept this.

Hence it was that the Defence Federation asked all the Central TH organisa

tions to put forward a united and agreed case before the Pay Commission 

on an all-India level.

The trade federations must develop and that too as independent 

federations. At tho smo tine, they must, on all major questions, function 

in consultation with all the central TH organisations.

In some cases, some elements try to develop them almost as rivals to 

tho central TIT organisations. Evon when a common solidarity action is 

needed, they make such a narrow technical fetish of "independence", 

. that they ask for solidarity actions from all worker, without even asking 

the various centres to cone and help. Their excuse is that if all the 

Centres do not agree to act togettor what could they do? First they 

should try to call in their united help, together or separately. If they 

refuse, then approach over their heads and unite wiih those who are prepared 

to act and help.

mSENT POSITION & WKS

What then is the position on the question of unity? ,

Unitod actions of the workers have grown, more so in recent days 

because of tho attack on their wagos and living standards,- by inflation, 

high prices, rationalisation, closures and unemployment,etc.

These unitod actions hove brought the various central organisations 

and their leaderships to act together, as at the tine of P&T, Banks, 

mining, etc.
; ... Joint demonstrations and
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Joint demonstrations and consultations between tho AHUC and HMS (and 

UTUG in sone areas) have grown an many political quostins and TU problems, 

which have strengthened unity trends.

Those in tho INTUC who favour splits and are opposed to unity did not 

succeed in their disruptive activity, \7horo united work already exists and 

has boon strengthened.

Tho unity of all tho TU centres was most vividly shown in tho work 

of tho Indian Labour Conference and tho Standing Labour Committee.

Government spokesmen in Parliament continue to say that they do 

not wish to discriminate between tho INTUC and others. But in reality 

they do.

Conditions for unity havo become more favourable in last two years. 

Unity has advanced, not retreated.

Internationally too, forces of unity havo advanod. Tho appeals of tho 

WFTU to tho IGFTU for united action on common points havo borno fruit, not tit 

tho top, but below. Common action from bo low has grown.

Tho standpoint of tho WFTU in support of tho Middle-East and African 

countries havo found so much support that the IGFTU has had to-revise its 

attitude. Tho INTUG and HMS who are affiliates of tho IGFTU strongly 

criticised it for its support to the Soato and Baghdad Pacts. It was 

in fact an amusing situation. The National Congress, Nehru and tho Govern

ment denounce those war pacts and support the Middip-East and African 

indopendonec. Yet it is affiliated to tho IGFTU which goes against those 

policies of anti-colonialism. The only common .point that tho IGFTU could 

find recently with tho HMS and INTUC was on.Hungary, But, it could not 

hide thoir contradiction on questions of freedom of tho Asian-African 

people. As a result, tho IGFTU in its Tunis Congress this yoar has begun to 

speak tho language of anti-colonialism. This has advanced tho forces 

of unity internationally also.

We must convince tho workers more concretely tint unity is a 

principle and not merely a taitic to '’capture". Our organisational action • 

and individual behaviour must load to this conviction - which, for nxmpln, 

means that while not refusing to load the workers, we must not bo over

anxious to prove that wo are tho initiators or Leaders of struggles and gains.

. . . Joint actions must bo
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, Joint actions must be carefully prepared as such. Mere formal 

majority votes in meetings are not enough sanction for unity. Before 

ije cone to a vote, wo nust informally try for unity and agreement.

The conclusions of the Tripartite Labour Conference can bo made the 

oasis for furthering common views and common action, where necessary, in 

os much as the Tripartite Conclusions won? agreed to by all the four 

centres, sitting together, including the IHTUC.

The independent Trade Federations nust be helped more in their 

united acoim ana united functioning. It is easier to isolate the splitters 

there.

The AITUC centre must concretely investigate- where rival unions as., 

between the Hio and us and also as boon UTUC and us can bo overcome by 

iiQxgor or un.ilaoorai dissolution. There arc cases,'whore " nr tint nr al 

dissolution, with sone prior talks on united functioning and absorption 

ox cadres, has to bo undertaken (as, for example, in Bombay). "Banguining11 

at a certain stage has to be given up to bring about unity. For a time, 

it nay look that wo or the workers' have lost in activity. Evon if it is 

so, it is tempor.xry, if wo really remain active, without "positions". 

Our experience on railways shows that.

Wo do avoid starting rival unions whether against those of the IHTUC 

or a® or UTUC. But, with regard to the BEUC, wo have to put limitation ' 

on this principle. Whore their unions cease to function or become company 

unions, we are forced to start rival unions. At present, the pattern^ that 

their unions throw out the DITUC leadership and call for us to give 

guidance. We cannot shirk the responsibility, if the decisions are ■ 

more or less unanimous. In such a situation, it is the INTUC which 

then starts a new rival union, as has happened in many coses. It is less 

so in the case of the IMS.

Occaaxuxie xor demand ex shifts in leaderships arise vexy much at a ■ 

nine, when a crisis grows and workers demand action to defend1themselves. 

At present, there is pressure for action for wages, DA, etc. But it is 

just in such situations, for the struggles to be successful, we must 

build united loadorships. especially shifts and charts in the loader Ain 

of unions in industries, establishments and services bcl: nginr t; the State

. . . . Sector are e.mipg ;ip very
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Sector arc coning up voxy fast. The AITUC is being called in to parti

cipate in the composition of the elected leadership along with others 

or even singly whore others refuse. The growth, of the AITUC is 

responsible for such a situation. Especially, the calls on AITUC nonbors 

of Parliament arc very high.

Hero, while wo agree to undertake responsibility, we nust boar in 

mind our limitations also and nust exorcise sone restraint.

The fact that the AITUC forces have grown stronger is a help to 

unity and success of struggles. But wo nust also romonbor that the 

opponents of unity and the working class can use this very fact to 

disrupt and mislead. The tasks of unity are so urgent and so complies - 

ted that the AITUC nust concentrate on it moio than before.

............... V. DISPUES & S TRUGGLES
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VI

DIS HITES & STRUGGLES

All those last throe years, the to apo of thostrugglas of tho working 

class has boon on the upgrade. The conparativo quietudq, which was there 

in 1951 to 1954, as seen in the figures of nan-days lost, vanished in 1955, 

The tanpo continued in 1956 and in 1957 also. Wo have already seen that 

whereas in 1954 the nan-days lost wore over throo nil! inn,' in '1955 they 

wore over five-and-half million and in 1956 ovir seven nl.11 iph.

Secondly, not only nan-days lost were increasing, but oven the nunbor ' 

of disputes and nunbor of workers in struggles had also gone up... The ;iso 

was not duo to any one single big strike, lasting a long tine and thus 

setting the record high which partly was the case even in 1955,

The third thing in the struggles of 1956 was that tho disputes wore 

widespread, tho nunbor of workers and disputes was' largo, but tho duration 

was not very high. Protest actions, swift actions of one day or short 

duration wore tho tactics of the trade- unions, in 1956. Tw-thirds of tho 

disputes did not last for norc thar?5 days and even in this category, there 

was heavy concentration in the category of "one day or loss" which alone 

accounted for 41.3 per cent of the disputes. Doos it noanthat tho workers 

wore not prepared to put up longer or stiff struggles of that the employers 

wore conceding quick? Neither of the two. It mans that there were no re 

"protest actions". Having protested, the workers waited for negotiations 

and results.

Tho fourth thing was that in 1956, tho bigger factories have boon in 

action norc than tho snail. iacuorios employing 1000 or more workers lost 

4,404,134 days.

The fifth thing to bo noted is that all those man-days lost is not 

due to strikes. Last year there wore norc lock-outs else The average tine 

loss per lock-out was 30,520 nan-days while the average per strike was 

only 3,Bsfe. Tho lock-outs accounted for 38.4 per cent of the tota.1 tine loss 

Though lock-out is an offensive of the employers, it also shows that tho 

. . .workers have not
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workers have not yielded oithor in withdrawing their stiugglo or surrender

ing to the employers.

The sixth thing is that both in 1956 and 1957 there have been actions 

on a national scale and not only on local factory scale.

The seventh thing is that this tine, the Governmental services and 

middle class employees have gone into action on a national level and have 

shown tremendous advance in trade union organisation. The growing crisis 

inevitably throw them into, activity and action.

The eighth thing is that the most exploited of the working class, 

that is the minors^ have carried out united actions, involving immense 

sacrifices, and made gains.

Tho ninth is that even the big units of iron and stool which were 

supposed to bo highly paid and totally under the influence of the INTUC have 

broken away from the old moorings. Jamshedpur and Burnpur both have 

struggled against tho "sober" advice of the INTUC and hove won substantially .

Tho tenth thing is that the struggles of 1955 and 1956 halted tho offon-.. 

sivo of rationalisation for tho time being, by their united, struggles. Now 

the employers are waiting for this unity to break and to attack again in 

tho name of productivity.

It is not possible to refer to all tho disputes and struggles and tho ; . 

tremendous sacrifices and heroism shown by tho waiters. Scores.have boon 

killed and wounded in firings by tho Government, hundreds sent to jail. 

Thousands have lost their jobs. Though personally they-have lost, yet their 

sacrifice has made’tho working class stronger. The lives of tho few lost 

have won the lives of millions and the admiration and loyalty of their class.

In the groat strike of Kanpur lasting over ninety days, the workers 

by united action succeeded in halting the offensive of rationalisation. That 

strike made tho Government and employers, who most vehemently talked and 

attacked in the name of 'technological progress", revise their attitude 

as shown in the conclusions of tho Tripartite Indian Labour Conference of 19 57.

Tho several actions on tho Railways and the firing in Kalka, Kharagpur, 

etc., brought the problems of the railway worker to the forefront. There 

was a tremendous offensive against active TU workers on the railways in 

tho name of "State security". The Sankar Saran tribunal, was in cold storage

......... and tho HIT ID-led
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and the INTUC-led NFIR also. Though the Kharagpur strike was married 

by tho anarchic behaviour of sone people endangering the lives of many 

people, the railway workers’ drew the attontin of tin Government.

Tho Defence installations had to struggle ogaint retrenchment in 

Soptombo r-Octobor of 1956. This all-India action got then partly absorp

tion of tho retrenched in alternative jobs.

The Bank workers launched many protest actions for protection against 

victimisation or deductions envisaged under the Award. They won on those 

points. But tho single-handed action- of the Bengal section in trying to 

secure a revision in tho D.A. fomula failed to win and parries some 

valuable lessons for the TN movement.

Tho struggle of the Insurance workers in tho nationalised sector 

whoso service and. pay conditions wore being worsened in tho mno of the 

State Sector economy was quite-a surprise, to'many in.its wide-sweep though 

only of one-day duration. The settlement also was quick at the hands of 
tho Finance Ministry and gains wore made.

Tho struggle of the Burnpur steel workers has been going on f»n 

1953. Their determination and correct tactics has given, than sone 

good gains. Their profit-sharing bonus has risen from 10 days (formerly 

linked to dividend) to 65 days this year and 105 of their, retrenched r 

people have boon reinstated, after four years with c onpon-sation, by tho 

verdict of the Supreme Court in an appeal. The Company leas- shown some ..' 

grace at last and is reported to bo vailing to pay tho cn^ponsation . 
which will bo about Rs.15 lakhs.

This verdict and a few other disputes have raised tho question in 

the minds of many .people, whether . there should bo an appellate-machinery 
of some kind or not.

Other struggles on.local levels have boon many.. Notable was the 

strike by tho Nagpur textile-workers, whore all the worlmrs including women 

wore sent to jail. The satyagrpha, led by the HMS in Modinagar has boon 

a stiff.battlo. So was their struggle in Daimianagor, there the'HMS 

led and ultimately won. The AITUC cooperated with then.

Another notable .struggle was of the Wineo workers in Bareilly. It was 

notable for tho fact that tho Company introduced rationalisation in clear

• • « • violatin of the agreement
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violation of all the toms of the agroonont of the Tripartite Labour 

Conference and Govornnont has refused to take. action. On tto contrary, 

the loaders wore put in jail by tho U.P. Govornnont.

Ports and Docks is another trade, whom an all-India struggle was 

fought and settlement arrived at. At one tino, 11 tho ills of shortages 

wre being laid at tho door of tho port and dock workers' donands, and 

refusal to give full quota of work. Public opinion was sought to bo raised 

against than. Ultimately, after tho settlement of the dispute, it was 

found that tho shortages are mainly duo to want of nahinory, space and 

other facilities for handling goods and the total failure of tho authorities 

to plan and anticipate tho movement of goods. Yet Government agencies 

wore not wanting to malign and threaten tho workers unnecessarily.

have no tine to go into all tho lessons, aspects and characteris

tics and all tho disputes and struggles that have taken place. But them 

are sone which have got to bo considered.

In rocont period, the defiance of the tribunal awards by tho onplbyors 
and their freezing tho clams of tho workers by constat recourse to^ tho 

Suprone Court and tho way tho verdicts of tho Court have gone mostly 

against the workers has boon on tho increase. This is happening not 

because the law is Hade that way but that the principles which ought to 

govern tho basic concepts of tho law are not defined and node binding. 

Tho concept of social justice,- which is said to govern tho rulings of 

tho Court are vague. Hence in tho given society, social justice when 

weighed between tho clams of Capital and Labour has tended to weigh 

in favour of Qapital. Who is responsible for such results? When the ruling 

Congress Party was shown these results, it has turned a deaf oar to 

tho problem of putting industrial law and industrial relations on a 

sounder footing.

Tho Oaso that has attracted tho nest widospw ad attontlou is that 

of the Award eh Courhallsts.\ Tho ^-scales awarded wore flatly

rejected by tho big nonopoly newspaper houses. And now they arc before 

tho Suprone Court. The Govonment refused to intervene and brine about 

a sottlonont because it was not prepared to put down tho recalcitrance of 

the big non who control the nonopoly press.

. . . Con Govornnont do it?



Cai; Government do it? Yes, when thoy want to. Thoy did it in case of 

coal. The minoowners defied the award and went to the Supreme Court. A wave 

of pit-strikes culminating in a general strike was developing • The Labour 

Minister, Mr,Kanda,called both the parties. The State itself as a ml1jnry 

owner was concerned. And the award was given effect to by giving the 

owners a rise in the coal prices.

The struggle of the coal minors, the award and the settlement are 

outstanding things in the recent period.

The struggle that node real history for all is that of the P&T and 

Government services. The proposed strike of August 8th shook the country and 

the Government. The whole country had been sent into a tension by 

Government threats and the possibility of an all-national stoppage of most 

essential sector of communications to be joined in by the other services, • 

^t^Goyernmpntal p.qryico^for^ho,first time in history wore taking a 

united action, not on political but purely in defence of their trade union 

demands, for protection against rise in. prices and for betterment of condition, 

For the first tine, Governmental services wore acting underthd

suspices of a unified trade union federation of their own. And thoy wore 

supported by all the national TU centres except the INTUC.

The Government, however, at a late stage agreed to institute a Pay 

Commission,, which they had flatly refused at first. Except the main pay 

question, other demands wore agreed-to. An interii relief was to bo 

adjudged "expeditiously". With that firn declaration made in Parliament, 

the strike notice was withdrawn.

That has been argued about quite a lot. The AITUC supported the 

strike notice, helped in the negotiations'and settlement. The AITUC centre 

hold the opinion that with those demands that wore conceded and 

the Pay Commission, the strike notice lost its force md sanction. ' 

But the AITUC was prepared to stand by the P&T in vhMovor decision f 

it chose to take.

The interim result is out. Rs.5/- are given as D.A. It is not an 

adequate increase. At the same time, the most exasperating part of it 

is that the arrears of six months that are due (Rs.30) are to bo paid

^ ... in National Savings ■
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and needed by then for mooting the acknowledged rise in prlois is 

and yot token back and frozen, This is tto splrlt pf t|K

asroonont in tho Tripartite Standing COTitt0o. At no time D.A. frozen 

this way. Bonus amounts wore thus offered in certificates but net D.A.

This most exasperating method is bound t
cause discontent and protest.

ft all tho struggles this year and last, Oovornnenthas many a tine 

revealed its true face - the defender of monopoly capital dll tho force 

of the State to put down- the legitimate 4^, Of the working class. This 

is so in spite of the fact ihat-tho fcvornnont 13 headed by a loader ' up- 

like Ifchru. ; ,y.

Its frequent resort to. firing on strikers has evoked condemnation from 

oven the ™fe Of the Congress. Jhe declaration ofthe ferola 'covo^ent < 

not to fire on people or to allow tho police to bo used by landlord ' 

bourgeois Werests^o:suppress the .struggles of the toiling pooole along k 

with tho.assurance of protection of the property and person of the 

^layers has enbarassod the Congress ninistries. The firing that created 

an uproar in the Parliament w ths one In Bhangl Colony in Delhi, where ' 

Mahatma Gaudhi. used to nrav rM-iirpray daily for pG4Ce and Some hohest
Congressmen -wore ashamed to sco a n^or'man’q km ’ •

a p. oi man s blood ooing shed at tho hands' 
Of tho ministry scaring by tho same Mahatma's .name In that very place. > 

Not a single strike has gone without frosts and lathl-chorges and th, moA< 

literal- use bf the Provontlvo Detention Act. With the slightest novo for 

demands and protests, the police is throw, on. the scone against tho

people. That is the democracy 

other.side, food hoarders, tax 

have all the freedoms.

The strike of the- p&T and

served to the jerking class.’' While on the ' 

evaders, racketeers fattening on State funds

Governmental services made the Government
novo quickly to solio arbitrary pouqm to ban th, strifes 

sorvloo. Govormont-Servants ' Conduct Rules wore mode to
in essential or any 

prohibit tho
Government employee from partial^ in a^ &m of public 

xn connexion with his own union. Ho was banned tom being a ^bor bf a

union not raised by Oov^nt. A Government ^loh takes years to puss 

lavs beneficial to tho took only a to ban the hade union

....and donocratic rights of
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and democratic rights of two million Governmental workers.

Yot we must not lose sight of the fact that th working class possesses 

the power to nako the Government retreat by united, determined and 

correct action, as was soon in P&T, in coal, toa, banks, insurance, &c.

Some • struggles have revealed the strange fact that workers have to 
laws

struggle oven to got the iw^alrcady passed implemented by Government and 

the employers. Whore the trade unions are not strong, laws arc violated 

with impunity. In tho nines and plantations this is prevalent on a 

largo scale.

Protection of rights, iron by former struggles and implementation of 

laws beneficial to tho workers is one of tho tasks of the trade unions even 

under tho democratic constitution of our Republic, governed by the Congress 

Party and its big bourgeois pillars. _

Tho development of 'the State Sector of economy is going to make the »
Government as tho largest employer of labour in the countiy, Its relations 

with tho workers, apart .from tho employees in tho direct State services, 

have a two-fold aspect. The State is an employer in the ordinary sense 

of tho tern and it is a State. Every struggle of the worker for his 

demands, therefore, brings him up in conflict with theStaio, Every big 

struggle oven for the most simple demands, therefore, would bo mot with 

tho full force of tho State, Every struggle could be denounced as a struggle 

to overthrow, to onbarass, to paralyse tho Government, It used to bo said ‘ 

so even whore Government was not an employer as in Ports and Docks, Now 

it would bo much more so.

Therefore, while tho development of tho State Sector of industry is 

an advantage in the general struggle of the working class, it will tend to 

bo a disadvantage in the struggle for his own demands as such.

The character of cur working class is undergoing rapid transformation 

in two directions. With developing economy, vast masses pf young men of 

tho peasantry arc being drawn into tho towns and the factory. They have 

no traditions yot of the working class, which grow and learnt from struggles 

in the pre-war or immediate post-war days. These young workers have yet' 

to inherit tho experience of the old.

This rapidly growing young worker will soon learn from his experience

. . , what social system ho is
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what' social system ho is facing, what political rule and which class is 

over him and against him. With the tempo of development, the fast-changing 

conditions and crisis anil soon temper him and veld him into a class and 

■ malto him the-builder of the trade unions.

■The bourgeoisie usos tho weapon of caste divisions, language divisions 

to disrupt tho unity of tho exploited class. The scheduled castes aro 

attacked because they choose to take up a castoloss religion, a religion 

which has no authoritarianism and inequality in its ideology. Tho 

rightful claims of linguistic culture and development are used to foment 

j political divisions. Graft tendencies arc encouraged to disrupt industrial
’ . - . • ... , ■■ ■ 

unity in unions. Thore aro a hundred and ono ways which the wily bourgeois 

Uses to confuse and divide us and thereby disarm us.

Hdnce working class education has become an urgent need. The 

Government, tho INTUC, the ICFTU, all have launched schemes of workers ' 

education. Though wo do not know’ what its contcntwill bo, yet tho fact 

that it is being launched is enough to make tho TU movement to turn to 

the urgent problem of class education’. Our trade unions should parti

cipate in the Government scheme and also have their own one.

It is said that Indians give a high place of honour to their women. 

That may be somewhere else but not so in tho working class. The bourgeoisie 

is hounding out women workers from the textile industry wherever possible. 

Whore this cannot be done, they are attacked as badly as the men. In the 

struggles we' have fought women have’proved tho most militant and best 

organisers - in mines, plantations, biris, etc.

But .we have boon unable to raise women workers tothe level of leadership 

in the unions. Tho problem has not been tackled in a proper way./ Thore 

are many other problems which tho TU movement has to pay attention to, 

such as education and culture which has become a pressing problem in tho 

big cities, especially. Whcrd the working class and middle class together 

come to majority positions in tho local bodies, municipalities and corporations 

wo are faced with several now problems - the problem of satisfying demands 

on housing, sanitation, education, etc., and our role as municipal 

administrators of those towns and sometimes oven as employers of municipal under

takings. To harmonise those tw different roles, adherence to certain

* . . . principles, to the defence
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principles, to the defence of the interests of the working people as well 

as serving the needs of the town in conditions whore the main ruling party,' 

the Congress, with its control of the purso' and the’ law is not with us' 

has got to bo carried out. Under such conditions,' the trade unions do 

not discharge only the role of agitators but become also' part of the 

administrators. Under such conditions, the peculiar contradiction between 

being rulers within a capitalist framework and also defenders of the ' 

exploited has to be resolved in a friendly way and not . in an antagonistic 

or onimical way. Our trade unions have no experience in this matter- — how 

to fulfil this dual role. Sometimes, wo ovor-emphahisb the difficulties ' 

of doing things under severe limitations of the capitalist ■framework. L ■ ■ 

within which wo have taken up the task of ruling. Sometimes, wo over-- ' ■
* 'V .

emphasise the immediate possibilities of giving total relief to the . w. 

exploited masses. Constant free exchange of opinion? mutual' consultations, 

a certain restraint on the part of unions'coupled with quick and positive 

steps to overcome bureaucratic practices in order to give whatever relief- 

is possible, however small helps in the situation. The distrust of the .■ 

masses, born of centuries experience, of all State''and ruling machines . 
has to bo taken note of and a proper political' education combined with 

practical measures have to bo undertaken to at least soften, if riot 

remove that distrust. Whore the monopolists are in power they cannot do - 

it; bp.t the working class can. Our experience in Kerala and ih Bombay . 

City, which has the richest and biggest city corporation shows this.

• • . . Organise
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■ORGANISATION ...

The report has bo com long enough- and yet not exhaustive enough, 

Many probions which require greater discussion have, not received adequate 

attention, sone not at all. The problem of arganisation-is not. dealt with 

and I an not giving horo any report on -that. . .. . .

Tho AITUC today has bocom thd strongest trade union centre in the 

country innoral and political influence. Non-recognition of nany of our 

unions, and opposition of the employers of the-Govornnent prevent us in 

nany ways fron reflecting our strength- and influence in tto nenborship 

and organisational sot-up. To a contain extent, let. us admit, this,is 

helped by tho apathy or nogld'ct of organisational duties.of .som.pf 

our loading people. Wo theorise, wo fight, wo suffer,, wo,win. nany things, 

millions gather round our flag'and our' call. And, there, wo stop. Tho 

result is that this fighting and winning* working;class loses its best 

amour when it noods it most - organisation, nenborship, money, cadres, 

offices, lawyers, technicians,' ro'presbntatto committees, function- 

ing of State TUCs, of tho Control Office; ,o.

This probion of organisation cannot bo dealt with just now. . A number 

of Wago Boards are awaiting our viows on behalf of tho workers. You can ask 

tho P&T leadership what hard labour and organisation it requires to .arrive 

at an agreed memoranda'bn questions of wagos.- Evon the Government pleads 

that it has not got cadros to nan the Wagos Boards we.are. asking for. What 

then will be our plight?■ Industrial wagos and national, nininun and living 

wage arc too concrete to bo dealt with by more theory aid tactics .and talk 

of exploitation. Facing prisons and firing is necessary and requires horoisn- 

But that alone does not' solvo tho. probion. In fact doing thi at tho wrong 

tine, when settlement is near at hand, disrupts tho gains of tho class, 

though it nay help sone of us to hide, our ignorance or avoid sone of tho 

incohvonibncos of agreements. Wo must learn to settle just as wo know howto 

fight. Wo cannot do it unless wo. le.arn and organise.

In order to'discuss ,this probion, tho Working Committee will nato 

certain proposals at a later stage, 
...................CONCLUSIONS



CONCLUSION ' ■■ ' ...."■

j

As I said at the beginning, wo are mooting in times of groat events. 

Compared to then, our session .is a snail event. But the' reflection of the 

tines is there. Wo havo had tho pleasure of having fraternal delegates 

fron the socialist and capitalist countries and of the WFTU among us for 

tho first tine. Wo oxbond our greetings to- them and our thanks to 

Government for giving visas to then. .

Wo are mooting just after tho conclusion of tho IV World Congress of 

tho World Federation of Trade . Unions , Tho . conclusions of that Congress, it; 

fraternal holp and solidarity, on behalf of. the world's working class will 

holp us in many ways in discharge, of our tasks.

We are mooting in a State,; which is. not exactly like all tho other 

fifteen States in India. This session also-feels "the truth of the state

ment, when wo remember how the AITUC is treated in otte r States. Some 

people may not agree with, the Government of this State in all its doings. 

But none can accuse it of being-an anti-working-class, anti-peasant, 

anti-people State. Wo cannot say such a positive thing about tho other 

States, with thoir enthusiasm for Preventive Detention Acts, Security Rules 

against Government employees, and bans of ..all kinds. The AITUC unions 

should bo glad of such a state of affairs and shoffid support and 

strengthen such a Government and must .positively counter all tactics of 

tho landlord-bourgeois groups to. weaken and overthrow it, ;/ithout identi

fying our unions with any political party as: such, I would appeal tn all 

trade unions of whatever affiliation to join hands i/ith us in this, because 

wo would do tho same with any other Government, if it wore to put itself 

positively and in concrete deeds on the side -bf the working class and the 

exploited masses.

We are meeting at a time, when the-crisis is slowly creeping on us, 

compelling the Government to talk of slashing the Plans of economic develop

ment. If it happens, the first sufferers and victims will be the workers 

and the poor middle-class. The economic development of our country 

which is an urgent national task for all including the trade unions 

.... particularly, will-be
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particularly, will be held up.

- At the same ttae, we to SM

plane is not at the cost of the ^ing people. Hones wo have to follow 

® Pillar policy . to help in the development of the economy and to 

defend the interests of the working masses m that economy.

This entails upon tte oonslderatloR Qf 

- which must be such that they must serve both the

difficult tactics, no doubt Tkr...’ no uouot. They are not so simple
aims. They are

demand with a strike nor to ban all strikes. 

• in September this year, we put it this way:

as to back every

At the Working Comittoc

*
*
a

Organise and Unitej 

Demonstrate and Protest,’ 

Negotiate and Settle;

If not strike, peacefully
This 

formally. 

There are

understanding is valid even today.

We do negotiate but many

as a last resort.

And it must be interpreted

where leaders have recommended strike
a time, we do not know where to settle

because the
concessions offered gave 24 per cent bonus whereas demand was for 26 per 

cent. While there are cases where the leadership would Just not move.

We cannot lay down exhaustive norms
±or tho 1X30 Df ^e correct tactics. 

But „ general, they must ho guMod * tlM

Words sometimes are not enough. Miilt^y a!y be aa oxollso 

o e anarchist violence and disruption, ftudonoo hide timidity ard 

total Inaction. We have to avoid hath. Ho. ^risnoa

Therefore, we may p„t de« m hriof the things we have to achieve

Per International Rsaco having of nuclear weapons.

fulfilment of the 
i a - -»•- -

ituation.

and

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

of thG Peering activities

-1 cooperative distribu

............  S’ For a rise in wages
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

For a vise in wages, .diffori^ according to Indus try pr regions 
loading to an average of 25^.

For merger of D.A. in wages.

For rotatlMof hours of
danger to health ,Wd life, viz., nlnlng, ” ..

For progrossivo'lavra and haploriontation of s.uch laWe an ... . ... .
with wo rkor s1 part i c ip ati b n.

For Wages Boards in each industry1 to revisa 
upwards on a .national scale in each industry, trade and region.

For the improvements. ■ in -the social security measures - .
State Insurance Scheme,' Provident Fund, -etc.'1

12, For recognition of Trade Unions and Ballot to- decide- thb -most 
representative union.

13. For Trade Union Unity irrespective of political and other affiliations.

14. For end to firings and suppression of trade union and democratic 
rights. End to the Preventive Detention Act .and; thopanti-democratio 
Government Services Conduct Rules.

15. For end. to corruption and nepotism in the ruling circles.

16. For end to caste divisions and oppression of the scheduled castes 
and tribes. ■ For unity of the class' irrespective of-caste,; ; , ... p

17, For organising the unorganised and for strengthening.-.; w p o 
the AITUC,

For^u^_cauatry_ajld_ou£_clags,

Unite and van ■I ami » T.Oirx»>u.-«^n^iI CTJ
: '' ' • ■ * ■’ r 1. ' ■ ' ” . * . ’' ♦' i f •

the end of poverty below ' , Hl,T <!■, II 'v- T Tl

and the misrule above,
> ' ' ■ ’ :•••..>' : ■ J . -1' ’ r , I: '• '* v

wherever it exists J

*' • ■' d 4. • • ■-T'■ k i .a-

-^--:o0o::—. . :. . ......

• ■ ’■ mu- ■ *. ■. c-. ■ <T

December'. 24, 1957



BCEKMTA^CKAH 4>EHEPAUMfl BPO0COIO3OB ALL-CHINA FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS FEDERATION DES SYNDICATS DE CHINE

&

KaOenb Cable “PEKING 1930” Ad. teleg.
22nd November,1957

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
TO

THE GENERAL CONGRESS OF THE a.I.T.U.C.

Dear Brothers,
On the occasion of the General Congress of the A.I.T.U.C., 

the Chinese trade unions and the working people of China extend 
our fraternal and warmest congratulations to the Congress and the 
Indian brother workers. The Chinese workers are constantly in 
admiration of the fine traditions of the Indian working class 
movement and give our close attention to each and every progress 
gained by the Indian brother workers. We are in great joy to 
notice the great role played by the A.I.T.U.C. during the past 
few years in strengthening the unity and solidarity of the Indian 
working class, in defending national independence, in developing 
national economic construction and safeguarding the vital interest 
and democratic rights of the workers. We are confident that the 
convening of this General Congress, an event of great significance, 
will bring about greater success in your future undertakings. 
The Chinese workers will alwrays stand by you in the struggles for 
safeguarding world peace, for defending national independence and 
improving the living conditions of the workers.

Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China,close 
relationship has been established between the trade unions of 
China and India. Through the continuous exchange of trade union 
delegations there witnessed a better mutual understanding and 
friendship between the Chinese and the Indian trade unions. This 
friendship and unity will further inspire and fill the working 
classes of our two countries with confidence in their struggles 
for a happy future and will play a great part in the cause of 
consolidating the unity and solidarity of the Asian and African 
as well as the international working class.

All China Federa

ade
ss

Wishing your Congress every succ 
Long live the friendship between 

unions of India and China!
Long live the unity of the inte 
Long live world peace’.



CONFEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 
OF YUGOSLAVIA 

CENTRAL COUNCIL
Belgrade, ....
Kardelj eva, 12 
Tel. 24-751
P O. BOX 353

19.

MESSAGE TO THE 25th CONGRESS 
OF THE A.I.T.U.C.

We thank you. very much for inviting us to send 
a delegation to the 25th Congress of the ^.I.T.U.C. 
Unfortunately, we received your invitation too late to 
be able to make arrangements in time. Therefore, please 
transmit this message of fraternal greetings of the working 
class and of all the trade unions of socialist Yugoslavia 
to all the delegates assembled at your Congress to whom 
we wish every success in their work.

We hope that the discussions and the resolutions 
of your Congress will be a contribution to the unity of 
the workers and of the trade unions of India in their 
struggle for the defence of the interests of the working 
people, the development of the national economy and a 
further assertion of the working class. We also express 
the conviction that you will on this occasion raise your 
voice in support of the efforts that the progressive people 
in the world are making to stop the race for armaments, to 
attain a relaxation of the tension and to reinforce world 
peace.
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1994 A VSR RT 3 5W AwAw TSUI A 11 W 19 94 A 15 TH 19') 4

WT TUT I TV wAvV A R^At JRH RT A^W 2D AHWriAr A TWIT I TV 

ufaAw A rtwt $-v- wrv wit rwAt iT-nu; whtt w A wi tit

AnmaT A w A tv ।

5 3tllH 1 9 9 4 ‘A VCR RrAl '-tA 3 A vUHDO 'll A iRl4 dl<l vYlDH RtArV 

A Vrf TV A VH Aw I VSR At RrAt rAA TV RiArV Ar Arrtr rAr. rtA 

A VW wfwq V . TWT TH I TV RTTRR W At R'^At W1 A HtAwtA TRIT WIT 

tAj Av AtA htA wim wr tth Yrnt Yr Wr rt, r^ rt A rwrhrtt 

A vAt tfw At wudwt A wht i -□

21 wh 1994 At vr vAn wAw rt hwrAu A rArh trtt wit 

twA RsAt vw rAA A wt-w? rt w twit i 

2d tthht 1994 Ar vsr A rht rAA A At vAt ufAhh rt utArh Art

Atrh rv vtAtv A aww A trt riArm rvA WR ttt I

RvwrSR Av wit rtAt ' i A vw^A tv vf tAir Art A ww w A --irt 

viAr vfr At vAi i i 9 9 5 wr vi4Avr At r rAjAi iR tv vtA A Ah 

tstAh At wi 1

-qjwA A w AtA wit r?At A rt A hvAhh At A >t ^R-i-; vthrm 

rd A < tt 1 Aw tjwwt twtA A tAhA A r-Ah ' A vtr tv At A Arn 

A Art tth ttt A wr twit, tt wit wt H wrwrAt A vt-i twtrt tttt 

wit tt Aw tfA Ar, wt-w-tH-, ^.A-^-At-, ^-A-^-At- hthh ttrAt, 

t-iTrf-At-Ar-A-tj. rr A 'vpt twit ztt 1 tvA thrtw tjwtt vr^A v 

WTWT RR ITT I C C -O 

r^At A wwtt vtrit A r wA A trw wrAt At wt^At At v-i ,582/- An 

TIT WR Mild I WIT I R?At VTRTf TUT V oV Is WA At RIH: Al HR RlA RT 

VIW1 1 Act i H IWAWI IRTT WIT A I TvA VWR 1 995 A A^V ?T TJTHwAt 

A VR WH WWTH WTIW TTvA RHWW 1 9 96 A H^W RWT At ~JWV 

WW^A V- 1,677/- At ITT I
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3- 'iy-Yi ^Yiwlh M4 ^HUH

a- MM-frM- / fM £i<ih
5- ^Thu^
e- TM^n 48^
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M 22 ^?TU^ 4t ^T K<?<44 UHII W

3,230

' 3,071

2,155

2,196

1,224

545

456

12,877

4,208
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v GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

OVERSEAS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE

N.B.—All enquiries regarding this Telegram should be made to the Government Telegraph Deptt. accompanied by this form.

THE FIRST UNE OF THIS TELEGRAM CONTAINS 
THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS IN THE ORDER NAMED.
Prefix Letters and Number of Message, Office of Origin, 
Number of Words, Date, Tirne filed, and Official Instruction—if any.

Received at' BOMBAY at:-

LNB549/WSW PB14 4 WARSZAWA 147 1030

LT = S A DAN GE GENERAL SECRETARY ALL INDIA

TRADES UNION CONGRESS R L TRUST BUILDING 55

GIRGAUM ROAD B0MBAY4 =

DEAR BROTHER WE THANK YOU COPnT&i.l.Y FOR YOUR

FRATERNAL INVITATION OF OUR DELEGATION TO THE XXV 

SESSION OF THE ALL INDIA TRADEUNION CONGRESS STOP WE 

ARE VERY SORRY TO INFORM YOU s50WDS= THAT INSPITE OF 
oS MOST SINCERE DESIRE WE ARE UNABLE TO PARTICIPATE 

IN YOUR DEBATES STOP OWING ! TO OUR WORK IN CONNECTION

"ITH THE PREPARATION OF THE CONGRESS OF POLISH

TRADEUNIONS AS WELL AS WIT^ SEVERAL NATIONAL BRANCH

INWARD i . J INITIALS $ fl
CCT
NBR ..
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

OVERSEAS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE

N.B.—Al! enquiries regarding this Telegram should be made to the Government Telegraph Deptt. accompanied by this form.

THE FIRST LINE OF THIS TELEGRAM CONTAINS
• THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS IN THE ORDER NAMED. 

Prefix Letters and Number of Message, Office of Origin, 
Number of Words, Date, Time filed, and Official Instruction—if any.

Received at BOMBAY at^-

CONGRESSES TAKING AT PRESENT PLACE HE CANNOT SEND
• REPRESENTATIVE DELEGATION TO ~1OOV.'DS- YOUR SESSION

HHICfi BE CONSIDER AS BEING VERY IMPORTANT FOR OUR 
mutual: cooperation stop please take into account our
SITUATION AND ACCEPT OUR SINCERE FEELINGS OF CORDIAL
--TFNnSHIP AND FRATERNAL SOLIDARITY STOP WITH BEbT
PERSONAL WISHES IGNACY LOGA SOWINSKI PRESIDENT OF The
CENTRAL COUNCIL OF POLISH TRADEUNIONS + +

INWARD
CCT
NBR

INITIALS
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

OVERSEAS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE

N.B.—All enquiries regarding this Telegram should be made to the Government Telegraph Deptt. accompanied by this form.

THE FIRST LINE OF THIS TELEGRAM CONTAINS 
THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS IN THE ORDER NAMED. 
Prefix Letters and Number of Message, Office of Origin, 
Number of Words, Date, Time filed, and Official Instruction—if any.

& &

NDL18J 405 BEYROUTH 30 24 1005 -

‘ all INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS 4 ASHOK

MAD HEOEuHI -

BMC SYNDICATS NEUTRES VOUS SALUE SOUHA1TE 

REUSSITE VOTRE C0N6RES POUR UNITE TRAVAILLEUS 

4 defense leurs interets paix democratic

£ Ij I A S HABRE &

INWARD
CCT 
NBR

INITIALS



CO^FEIJEKACIO^r »E TrAILWAIMJRES

presidencia

i>e America Latika
F2L>i4 bi: LA Kbpd^.!cAj&, b^piso

Ave. Morelos 6F DeSo.2
Mexico. I). F.

Querldos’ coapafterosz

La-' Confederacion de Trabajadores de America Latina, saluds ca~ 
lurosamerite al Cdnareso Pan—Indio de los Sindicatps. Lo race en norn— 
bre del: Secretarlado de nuestra interria clonal la tinoamerl cans y de 
los millones de traraj adores de esta region del mundo. .

Sgbetbe que los camblos positives e .historicps que se eetan e- 
fect . mdo en '’■•■ Inli- son, en gran nedida, oroducto de ’a -ee’ - de 
la clase obrera y su t&ov Im lento eind.ical, dentro de la gran Lucha*na 
Clonal de las fuerzas patriStlcas. Elio estimula y facllita la a<5cl3ri 
de las ftlstas fuerzas en pro de. tar-eas s-iTC.llare& en cada une y tpdas 
nuestras patrias, Por eso a nuestros votbs por mayores avarices del 
desarrollo economico y el progreso general de la India, unlit dp nueff . 
tra gratitud por las experlehclas que nos da vuestrs' lucha y oor la 
fe oue nos ahlma. en nuestras oroolas victorias futures.
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Translation

f

S.A, Dange,
General Secretary,
All-India Trade Union Congress,
4, Ashok Road, 
New Delhi, INDIA

On behalf of factory and office workers of the Soviet 
Union the Central Council of Trade Unions extends its warm 
and fraternal greetings to participants of the General Congress 
of the All-India Trade Union Congress and to the entire people 
of India who has won its independence and is marching along 
the road of peace.

The sincere friendship and cooperation existing between 
the Soviet and Indian peoples in the struggle against 
colonialism and for prevention of a threat of war is a 
powerful factor contributing to world peace. The. Soviet trade 
unions will do their best to further strengthen the fraternal 
friendship between the working people of our two countries.

The AUCCTU wishes success to participants of this 
Congress in the work aimed at provision of better living 
conditions of your working people and stronger unity in the 
work for peace and prosperity of your country.

and fraternal
Long live the unbreakable/friendship of the peoples 

of India and the Soviet Union!

Long live peace throughout the world!

V. GRISHIN
President, All-Union Central Council 

of Trade Unions
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C.A.MHPE

reHepanbnowy cexpeTapK BcewHflHncKoro 
Konrpecca npo^coiosoB

Aihok PoyA, 4, Hbio £e.M

Ot MMenw paOo^wx m cjryxcamwx CoBeTCxoro Cojasa Bcbcojoshmm 
UeHTpajibHHw Cobbt IIpo$ecowonajibHHX Coiosob maeT ropHnjtii SpaTCKwii 
npwBeT yqacTHMKaM BceoOmero cbes^a BceMHflHMCKoro Koarpecca 
npo$corosoB m scewy seJUiKOMy naposy Mh^ww, aaBoesaBiueMy cboio Hesa- 
BMCWMOCTb w piflymeMy no nyTii Mnpa.

WcKpeHHHfl ^pyjada m coTpyflHnnecTBO, cyurecTByKiuwe MSKAy mhajim- 
CKP1M M COBGTCKMM HapOflaMM B 6opb6e npOTMB KOJIOHriaJIJI3Ma, 38 UpeflOT- 
BpauieHjie yrposu bowhm HB^snoTca mohjhmm $aKTopoM ynpenjienns BceoS- 
iqero Mwpa. CoseTCKne npo$cojo3H OyflyT sceMepno coflefiCTBOsaTb flajib- 
He&neMy ynponenwio SpaTCKoS flpysSH Mexjiy Tpy^MninMWCfl nainnx CTpan.

BcecoKSHHJi UeHTpajibHHii Cobbt npo$ecciioHajibHHx Coiosob jicejiaeT 
ynacTHWKaM cbea^a ycnexa b nx paOoTe, Hanpas^eHHow na yjijrqmeHwe 
KWBHeHHHX ycjiOBMw Tpy^fliunxcs ji yKpemieHne e^iiHCTBa b 6opb6e sa 
Mnp m npoc;BeTaHJie csoeii po^jiHbi.

£a 3flpaBCTByeT HepyiunMafi SpaTCKaa flpyscSa Mayfly Hapo^aMn 
WHfljwi ji CoBeTCKoro Coiosa!1

/[a 3flpaBCTByeT Mwp bo bcbm MJipe!

np^a ceflaTeJib BcecoiosHoro 
UeHTpajibHoro Cose Ta IIpo^eccjiOHajibHHx Coiosob
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The following are the few of the names of Organizations and 

individuals from all parts of the World who sent Messages for the Silver 

Jubilee Session of the A.I.T.U.Gv-

1. Com. V. Chakkarai Chettiar, MLC - President, A.I.T.U.C.

2. V. Grishin, President, All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions, 
of U.S.S.R.

3. All China Federation of Trade Unions.

4. Confederation of Trade Unions of Yugoslavia.

5. The Central Council of Polish Trade Unions.

6. gez. Warnke, President of Federation of J>ee German Trade Unions 
Federal Board.

7. Miklos Somogyi, President, National Confederation of Fr*e Hungarian 
Trade Unions•

8. General Secretary, C.G.I.L. Rome.

9. Vetnam General Confederation of Labour, Hanos.

10. Fatly Kamel, Secretary General, International Confederation 
of Arab Trade Unions.

11. Hassan Ballal, General Secretary, International Aeradio Ltd., 
Staff Trade Union, Khartoum Sudan, Africa.

12. Akira Iwai, General Secretary, General Council of Trade 
Unions of Japan (SOHYO).

13. Hamid Keir, Egyptian Delegate to 4th World Trade Union Congress.

14. Ibrahim Al-^uhmani, Secretary General, yrian Federation of 
Government Workers and Employees.

1 5. Mohammad Said Tawalbi, Jordanian Trade Union ^f Government Employee!

16. President, P.T.T. Employees Trade Union of the Sudan.

17. James Cummings, Hon. Secretary, United Land Tenants Association, 
Trinidad B.w.I.

18. Com. F. David, Secretary, Hotel, Club St Restuarant Employees 
Union of N.S.W.j Sydney, Australia.

19. P. Kelly, Newzealand.

20. Paul Wolff, General Secretary, Trade Unions International 
of Public and Allied Employees (Trade Depart ent of the W.F.T.l

21. M.BRAS, General Secretary, Trade Unions International of Metal 
and Engineering Industries. (Trade Department of th? .F.T.U.)

22. R. Avila, General Secretary, Transport and Fishery Workers
Trade Unions International (Trade Departrsent of the W.F.T.U.)

23. Trade Unions of International of Chemical, Oil & Allied Workers, 
Budapest.

24. Trade Unions of International of Food Workers, Sofia.

25. X Shri V. V. Giri, Governor of U.P.

26. Com. N. Prasada Rao, General Secretary, All India Kis an Sabha. 
fooCKRX



The following are the few of the names of Organizations and 

individuals from ^11 parts of the World who sent ess ages for the Silver 

Jubilee Session of the A.I.T.U.Gj—

1. Com. V. Chakkarai Chettiar, KLC - President, A.I.T.U.C.

2. V. Grishin, President, All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions, 
of U.S.S.R.

3. All China Federation of Trade Unions.

4. Confederation of Trade Unions of Yugoslavia.

5. The Central Council of Polish Trade Unions.

6. gez. Warnke, President of Federation of Free German Trade Unions 
Federal Board.

7. Miklos Somogyi, President, National Confederation of Fr«e Hungarian 
Trade Unions.

8. General Secretary, C.G.I.L. Rome.

9. Vetnam General Confederation of Labour, Hanos.

10. Fatly Kamel, Secretary General, International Confederation 
of Arab Trade Unions.

11. Hassan Ballal, General Secretary, International Aeradio Ltd., 
Staff Trade Union, Khartoum Sudan, Africa.

12. Akira Iwai, General Secretary, General Council of Tracks 
Unions of Japan (SCHTO).

13. Hamid Keir, Egyptian Delegate to 4th world Trade Union Congress.

14. Ibrahim Al-Quhmani, Secretary General, Syrian Federation of 
Government Workers and Employees.

15. Hbha^ad Said Tawalbi, Jordanian Trade Union <Sf Government Employee।

16. President, F.T.T. Employers Trade Union of the Sudan.

1?. James Cumings, Hon. Secretary, United Land Tenants Association, 
Trinidad B.W.I.

18. Com. F. Davit, Secretary, Hotel, Club & Hestuarant Employees 
Union of N.S.W.; Sydney, Australia.

19. P. Kelly, Newzealand.

20. Paul Wolff, General Secretary, Trade Unions International 
of Public and Allied Employees (Trade Depart, ent of the W.F.T.I

21. M.BRAS, General Secretary, Trade Unions International of Metal 
and Engineering Industries. (Trade Department of th? W.F.T.U.),

22. R. Avila, General Secretary, Transport and Fishery Workers 
Trade Unions International (Trade Department of the W.F.T.U.)

23. Trade Unions of International of Chemical, Oil & Allied Workers, 
Budapest.

24. Trade Unions of International of Food workers, Sofia.

25. X Shri V. V. Giri, Governor of U.P.

26. Core. N. Prasada Rao, General Secretary, All India Kis an sabha. 
jtxKKM
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27. Shri M.V. Donde, Mayor of Bombay.

28. All India Insurance Employees Association, Calcutta.

and

Many other National Federations and Trade Unions of the Country.
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Contd:

27. Shri M.V. Don de. Mayor of Bonbay.

28. All India Insurance Employees Association, Calcutta.

and

Many other National Federations and Trade Unions of the Country.



MESSAGE^FOR THE SILVER JUBILEE SESSION OF A.I.T.U.C,, ERNAKULAM.
25th to 29th December 1957.

1. Com. V. Chakkarai Chettiar, MLC, - fl- /.77(/C.
2, V. Grishin, President,' All-Union Central Council of 

Trade Unions of U.SiS.R.
3. All China Federation of Trade Unions.
4. Confederation of Trade Unions of Yugoslavia.
5» The Central Council of Polish Trade Unions*
6. gez, Warnke, President of Federation of Free German Trade 

Unions Federal Board.
7» Miklos Somogyi, President, National Confederation of
_  Free Hungarian Trade Unions,
8, Fathy Kamel, Secretary General, International 

Confederation of Arab Trade Unions.
9, Hassan Ballal, General Secretary, International 

Aeradio Ltd., Staff Trade Union, Khartoum Sudan, 
Africa,

10, Akira Iwai, General Secretary, General Council of 
Trade Unions of Japan (SOHYO),

11, Hamid Keir, Egyptian Delegate to 4th World Trade Union 
Congress..

12, Ibrahim Al-Guhmani, Secretary General, Syrian Federation of 
Government Workers and Employees.

13. Mohammad Said Tawalbi, Jordanian Trade Union of 
Government Employees,

14, President, P.T.T. Employees Trade Union of the Sudan.
15. James Cummings, Hon. Secretary, United Land Tenants 

Association, Trinidad B.W.I.
16. Com. F. Davis, Secretary, Hotel, Club & Restaurant 

Employees Union of N.S.W,5 Sydney, Australia.
17. P. Kelly, Newzeland.
18, Paul Wolff, General Secretary, Trade Unions International 

of Public and Allied Employees 
(Trade Department of the W.F.T.U.)

19. M. Bras, General Secretary, Trade Unions International of 
Metal and Engineering Industries 
(Trade Department of the W.F.T.U.)

20, R. Avila, General Secretary, Transport and Fishery Workers 
Trade Unions International
(Trade Department of the W.F.T.U.)

21. Shri V.V. Giri, Governor of U.P.
22,—Shri V.Ki-~Rr-Menon, Director of. I.L.O., Dell^i'Office,
23. Com. N, Prasada Rao, General Secretary, 

All India Kisan Sabha.
and

many other National Federations and
Trade Unions of the country.



LEATHER, SHOE, FUR AND LEATHER-PRODUCTS WORKERS TRADE-UNIONS INTERNATIONAL 
(TRADE DEPARTMENT OF THE W. F. T. U. >

UNION INTERNATIONALE DES SYNDICATS DU CUIR, DE LA CHAUSSURE, DE LA FOURRL 
ET DES ARTICLES EN CUIR 

(DEPARTEMENT PROFESSIONNEL DE LA F. S. M.)

UNION INTERNACIONAL DE LOS SINDICATOS DE TRABAJADORES DE CUEROS, DEL CALZAE ) 
DE PIELES Y DE PRODUCTOS DE CUERO
( DEPARTAMENTO PROFES1ONAL DE LA F S M.1

MEWyHAPOZIHOE OBBEHHHEHHE HPO<DCOIO3OB TPyUHIUHXCH KOJKEBEHHOll, OByBHOfl 
H MEXOBOH HPOMBIBIJIEHHOCTH H KOJKEBEHHBIX H3HEJIHH 

tnPOII3BOXlCTBEHIIMll OTffEJI BOH)

JERUSALEMSKA 9 IV PRAGUE, Uth D 6 C 6mb CT , 17
PRAGUE II
TEL.: 23-67-95

All-India Trade Unions Congress
4, Ashok Road
NEW DELHI
India.

Dear Friends,
In the name of over one million organised workers in our Trade 

Union International, we warmly greet the officers and delegates to 
the All- India Trade Union Congress. Your deliberations and 
decisions on behalf of all the Indian workers will be followed 
with great interest by organised labour throughout the world.

Today, workers everywhere are demanding unity and united action, 
in order to stop the onslaught of monopolies on the standard of 
living of the workers,through.inflationary prices and their attempt 
to freeze wages. The workers realise that through united action, 
not only can they maintain their hard-won gains but create the con
ditions to struggle for higher wages and shorter hours, for trade 
union rights, democratic freedom and for peace.

We are confident that your congress will work out such a program 
which will become a banner of action for the organisation of millions 
of unorganised workers into trade unions, for unity of workers of all 
tendencies, for improvement of the material and social conditions 
of the workers and their families.

Please, accept 
deliberations.

our heartfelt good wishes for success of your



UNION INTERNATIONALE DES SYNDICATS DES TRAVAILLEURS DES INDUSTRIES CHIMIQUES, DU PETROLE ET SIMILAIRES 
(Departement Profession el de la F. S. M.)

TlfSK^yHAPOAHOE OSHEflHHEHHE HP0OC0I030B TPYAHmUXCH XHMHUECKOPI HEO>THHOfi[ H PORCTBEHHblX 
; OTPACJIEH nPOMbHUJIEHHOCTH
’ (ITpOHSBOACTBeHHWM OTACJI BOI1)

TRADE UNIONS INTERNATIONAL OF CHEMICAL, OIL AND ALLIED WORKERS
(Trade Departement of the JF. F. T. U.)

• UNION INTERNACIONAL DE LOS SINDICATOS DE LOS TRABADAJORES DE LA INDUSTRIA QUIMICA,
DEL PETROLEO Y SIMILARES

(Departemento P r o f e s i o n al de la F. S. M.)

ByHAUEIIIT — BUDAPEST 76 ____ ________

Budapest, 16 a^cembre, 1957

BF/Pne

Permettez nous de vous remercier pour 
1*invitation d’assister a votre congres qui aura lieu du 25 au 
29 decembre & Ernakulan. Nous sommes persuades que ce congres 
avancera d'une Papon considerable la cause des travailleurs de 
1’Inde.

Bous aurions acceptez avec Joie votre 
aimable invitation, mis a notre vif regret, le Secretariat est 
saisi d’affaires urgentes pour cette ^poque.

Pour cette raison, permettez nous de profit er 
de la prdsente pour souhaiter aux ddleguds du Congres et & 
1’AITUC un travail efficace, riche en succes dans l’activite 
menee dans 1’intdrSt des travailleurs de 1’Inde.

Nous vous serions tres reconnaissants si 
vous vouliez bien nous informer des travaux du Congres et des 
decisions adoptees, dont nous pourrions egalement profiter dans 
notre travail.

En vous souhaitant encore une fois des 
succes pour votre travail futur, recevez cher camarade nos plus 
fraternelles salutations.

; ;Eour > | Uist ic^; H 
prr, 1 ru’w .T7'■ ’ I1'’ A KA’*1! xA

secretaire ge^ral



B.ALM.L.C.

f 28-3951—Major's Ram 

TEL: 5 26-3954—AfterOfftuhmn

18 8 6 3 4—Reriderwe

CORPORATION HALL, 

bomba 26th December Ji 7

Shri M. V. Donde, Mayor of Bombay, thanks 
the Chairman and Members of the Reception Committee 
of the Twentyfifth Annual Conference of THE ALL 
INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS for their kind invitation 
at the Delegates Session to be held from the 25th to 
the 29th December 1957, at the Kerala Fine Arts Hall, 
Erankulam, Kerala State, but he regrets his inability 
to attend the same due to local engagements. 

He however wishes the conference a great 
success.
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IR/12
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

OVERSEAW^MMUMICATIONS SERVICE

N.B.All enquiries regarding this Telegram should be made to the Government Telegraph Deptt. dccompanied by this form.

the first line of this telegram contains I 
THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS IN THE ORDER NAMED. 
Prefix Letters and Number of Message, Office of Origin, I 
Number of Words, Date, Time filed, and Official Instruction—if any. |||

Received at NEW DELHI at:-

BN1U/KB2 HANOI 50 25 198
AITUC0N6 NEWDELH.I

* iOCCASION 25TH SESSION AITUC ME EXTEND TO YOUWARMEST FRIENDLY GREETINGS STOP WISHING YOUR CONGRESS Eluant successes trade union movement India advance © AC,™ ™ — life »Forking people maintenance world peace stop longlive'tTY WORKING CLASS AND PEOPLE INDIA AND VIETNAMVIETNAM GENERAL CONFEDERATION LABOUR *1
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THE FIRST LINE OF THIS TELEGRAM CONTAINS 
THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS IN THE ORDER NAMED. 
Prefix Letters and Number of Message, Office of Origin, 
Number of Words, Date, Time filed, and Official Instruction—if any.

Received at BOMBAY at
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WORKERS WE WISH WORKS YOUR CONGRESS BEST 
SUCCESSES FOR NEW ACHIEVEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT

WORKERS CONDITIONS NATIONAL INDIPENDENCE AND WORLD

PEACE DEFENSE = AGOSTINO NOVEIL/ GENERAL
SECRETARY « ‘ ~

INWARD
CCT
NBR
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dtHALr EIGHT AND HALF MILLION MEMBERS TRANSPORT 

PORT AN FISHERY WORKERS TRADE UNIONS INTE. . .  i 
SENDS ALL DELEGATES HOST FRATERNAL GREETINGS WISHING 
THEN EVERY SUCCESS IN DEVELOPING UNITY AND SOLIDARI

EEN ALL HORNERS -

Z R AVILA GENERAL SECRETARY *

INWARD
CCT
NBR

INITIALS



OFFICEINTERNATIONAL LABOUR 
INDIA BRANCH

TELEPHONES : 47567 & 44481
TELEGRAMS : INTERLAB, NEW DELHI

MANDI HOUSE.

NEW DELHI-1.

7 December 1957

Dear Shri Dange,

Thank you for your kind invitation 
to attend the Twentyfifth Session of the 
A.I.T.U.C. I will be glad to be present 
though, due to other preoccupations, this 
can be only for a short period. I will 
arrive at Cochin by air from Madras on 
-the 27th December and return to Madras 
by air the following day (28th). I will 
be staying at Malabar Hotel, Willingdon 
Island, Ceehin-3.

Yours sinoerol

R. Menon

Shri S.A. Dange,M.P., 
General Secretary, 
All-India Trade Union Congress, 
4, Ashoka Road, 
NEW DELHI.



All-India Kisan Sabha
New Delhi

President:
A. K. GDP AL AN, M.P.

General Secretary: 
N. PRASADA RAO.

Camp 4*.Wlnd.spx. Place,

Date JMdWilb.e.r. .1&> 1957

The Secretary, 
All-India Trade Union Congress, 
NEW DELHI.

Dear friend,
Extremely glad to receive your letter of invi

tation to attend the twenty-fifth session of the All- 
India Trade Union Congress.

Today a great task faces the workers and 
peasants of our country - the task of fighting for the 
Solidarity of our national economy which had been stunk® 
-ted for centuries together due to foreign imperialist 
rule. The fulfilment of this task demands ceaseless 
struggle againstx the vestinges of imperialist and 
feudal exploitation in our country and for the defence 
of people's rights and Interests which can be done 
only on the basis of a firm unity between the workers 
and peasants of India.

The All-India Kisan Sabha and the organised 
peasantry represented by it have always looked with 
great admiration and pride the role played by the All- 
India Trade Union Congress in uniting the working class 
for the defence of popular interests and democratic 
rights and we hope that the decisions of the twenty
fifth Conference will add another bright chapter to 
the glorious history of your organisation.

In the tasks, facing ahead, we assure you of 
the sympathy and support of the organised peasantry of 
India and wish you full success in your struggle.

Please accept our cordial greetings on this 
occassion.

With best wishes,
Yours fraternally, 

(N. PRASADA RAO) 
General Secretary.



Jordanian Trade union of Government employees!

P.O.B.396.
Damascus, Syria.

To: S.A.Dange, 4th. Dec.1957.
Secretary General, A.I.T.U.C. 
4,&shockRoad, New Delhi.

Dear Comrade,

I am deeply sorry for being unable to deliver to you this 
message of greetings in Leipzig at the session of the W.F.T.U. IV Congress, 
and also for being late in sending it to you as I came back recently from 
outside.

On the other hand I wish to have this opportunity is to extend 
through ±0 you to the Indian workers and their A.I.T.U.C. my hearty greeting.' 
on the occasion of their coming Congress.

In fact, the Jordanian workers and people, now struggling bitter_ 
ly against Eisenhower’s Doctrine,for peace,national independence, and 
democracy,do sympathize the great struggle and the historical changes,the 
Indian workers and People are undergoing nowadays,after the great success 
they had acheived in building their new govt, in Carala.

We look forward with hope and faith for the bright future of 
the Indian working class and people,for developing their activities more 
and more,and also for their big contribution in preserving world peace.

Unfotunately,it is deeply regretted that we are unable to send 
any delegatetion to attend your respectiiie Congress,due to our critical 
financial situation.

Wishing all success for your coming Congress,and steady 
progress for Karala and the Indian working class,

I remain,
Your’s fraternally

Mohammad Said Tawalbi, 
Jordanian Trade Union 

of
Government Employees.



NIHON RODO KUM1AI SOHYOOIKAI
(THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF TRADE UNIONS OF JAPAN}

S o h y o
SOHYO KaIKAN, SHIBA PARK, TOKYO, JAPAN

Cable Address : Sohyo Tokyo

Our R ef.:
December 25th, 1957

Tokyo ... -. -----..............

Your Ref.:.

Mr. S.A.Dange
General Secretary
All-India Trade Union Congress

Message

Dear Friend^,
On the occasion of the 25th Annual Convention of your 

organization, wd,3,5OO thousands workers under General Council of 

Trade Unions of Japan ( SOHYO ) send our warm fraternal greetings 7 

to the workers of your organisation.
G know of your persistent struggle against the colo- 

nialist domination, for the better life of the worker and the world 

peace, especially the ban of the nuclear weapons. We express the 

whole-hearted solidarity with your struggles.
We wish the more strengthening of the solidarity with 

the workers of your country and the Afro-Asia countries so that we 

and you nay win the victories in cnese utrggl^u.

yQ wish the every success in tha activities oi your 

organization.

General Secretary 
General Council ofTrade 
Unions of Japan ( SOHYO )



Syrian Federation of Govt; workers & employees.
Al Baladiyah road, Dera’ , Syria..

1st.Dec. I§57,

To: S. . Dangi,
Secretary General , .I.T.U.U., 
4,ashok road,New Delhi.

Dear Comrade,
Unfortunately I was not able to give you requested message of

greetings at the session of W .P.T.U. 4th. Congress at Leipzeg. I an late also I 
as I was abroad in the Soviet Union. I

Your kind invitation was brought up to our Administrative Committee,which 
had unanimously approved to send a delegation to attend your coming Congress.

IN fact,our financial situation does not permit us to send ,frankly ta. .mgd 
any delegation,unless you can a settle this matter; If this.is possible,kindly 
‘contact us as early as possible, so that we can apply lor visas. .

Meanwhile,allow me, dear comrade,to extend on behalf of our Federation,myj 
fraternal greetings for the acheivements and the prominent success of the Indian 
working class. We look with great pleasure and hppe for the glorious victory 
of the indian workers in establishing their government Karala.This ofcourse 
will increase our fraternal relations and brotherly collaboration for the —_ 
unification of the working class all over the world,in our sacred struggle for j 
the commo n cause fax of humanity,everlasting peace;also for a better life, 
and liquidation of world imperialism and its aggressive military bases and pits! 

for the prohibition of A.&H. bombsa and disarmament.
Wishing all success for your Congress and bright future for the mdian 

working class and their government,
I remain ,

Your’s fraternally. j

Ibrahim Al_ Guhmani.
Secretary General, 

Syrian Federation of Govt.Workers & 
employees.



MAGYAR SZABAD SZAKSZERVEZETEK 
/ ORSZAGOS SZOVETSEGE

BUDAPEST, VI., DOZSA GYORGY UT 84/B 
TELEFON: 228-016, 225-840 Budapest 7th of NoveihWr I957.

CONFEDERATION DES SYNDICATS LIBRES DE HONGRIE 
BCEBEHTEPCKHpl C0KD3 CBOBOflHbIX HPCXSCOIOSOB 

CONFEDERATION OF FREE HUNGARIAN TRADE UNIONS 
LANDESVERBAND DER FREIEN UNGARISCHEN GEWERKSCHAFTEN

3. A. Dange
Be neral 3e ere t ary-
All India Trade unions Congress

Dear Comrade Dange:

The Presidium of the National Confederation of Free Hungarian 
Trade Unions has discussed your cordial invitation to attend 
this year’s Congress, and has given me the honour of representing 
the Hungari an Trade, Unions there ,

I wish to inform you that I shall leave Peking --^here I .shall 
attend the 8th Congress of the All China Trade' Unions — around 
December 15^19571 for a four or five day stay in Tokyo on the 
invitation. of oOHXU. Therefore, I shall arrive in De.w Delhi 
around December 2oth, and shall go on from there to Kerala.
An English interpreter will accomnany me. 7

Since you state ire your invitation that it takes considerable 
time to secure an entrance visa, would you r>lease take the 
stars necessary for securing it?
I hope that nothing shall come ur to r revent my’visit in 
De center.

Please accept my best wishes to you, and your staff for good 
health .and success in your: untiring efforts.

Miklos Bq^^yi
Pre s i de nty National 
Confederation of Free 
Hungarian Trade Unions



international confederation
OF ARAB TRADE UNIONS

5, Kasr el-Nil st.
. i CAIRO

"t" POB No. 1041 — Tel. 28797
i Tel. Add. — « OMMAREB » Cairo

ig/Li-" a 

\-L) y>.^-

Cairo, 30th October 1957.

Mr. S. A. DANGE, 

General Secretary, 

All-India Trade Union Congress, 

4, Ashok Road, 

NEW DELHI.

Dear Frother,

I thank you sincerely for your letter, N°198, 

inviting the International Confederation of Arab Trade 

Unions to send a delegation to the All-India Trade Union 

General Congress at the end of December next.

As you are aware, the situation in the Arab 

countries is not stabilised at the present time, and 

particularly in Syria and this might compel me not to 

leave, although I would be delighted to attend your 

General Congress. I shall not fail to let you know, 

at a later date, of any developments.

At any rate, should I be prevented from attending 

it will be a pleasure for me to send my greetings, 

comprising the message of the Arab Confederation of 

Trade Unions.

Reiterating my best thanks for your kind invitation 

Yours-Fraternally^

„ Fa th^/ Kaifiel

Secretary General



a All-'India Trade Union Congress
(AITUC) W
New Delhi 1
India

Dear Brothers,
. The Federal Board of the Federation of Free German Trade,Unions 
(FDGB) conveys fraternal greetings to all delegates of the Congress 
of the AITUC and wishes the activities of the Congress a full 
success in.the interest of the Indian working people and their 
trade union organization, the All-India Trade Union Congreds.

We are convinced that the AITUC-Congress will adopt resolutions 
which will give the Indian trade union movement a new impulse 
on the way towards the unity of its trade unions and will further 
inspire the working people in their fight for improving the 
living standard of the working people in India.

Dear Brothers, you may rest assured that the trade unionists and 
the working people of the German Democratic Republic feel always 
attached to you in fraternal solidarity and will follow up your 
trade union struggles in India with keen interest.

Long live the fraternal international solidarity of the working 
people of all countries in the fight for peace, wellbeing of the 
working people and the friendship of the peoples!

With fraternal greetings!
Federation of Free German Trade Unions

Federal Board
President ‘

gez. Warlike



Berlin,8. 'll. 57

All-India Trade Union Congress 
Hew Delhi
India

Dean? Brothers,

Please find herewith enclosed English translation of the 

message to the AITUC-Congress which has been forwarded to 

you November 6

Fraternally ypurs

Director,International Department
FtaB

(Federation of Free German Trade Unions)



All Indio Trade Union (ongres
Inauguration

25th December 1957.
4 P. M.

Kerala Bine ®rta Rall

Programme

1. Address — Chairman, Reception Committee 
T'

2. Inaugural Address—
Sri. E. M. Sankaran Namboodiripad,

Chief Minister.

y Translation of Chief Minister's Address.
4. Presidential Address.
5. Condolence Resolutions.
(>. Announcements.
J. Address by the delegates from the W. T. T. U.

5. Messages.

Chandra Press. Ernakuiani.



Telegrams : “SHRAMIK’’ NEW DELHI. Telephone : 43817

I. N. T. U. C.

INDIAN NATIONAL TRADE UNION CONGRESS
CENTRAL OFFICE

, 17, JANPATH
ref. No. ’/1 . 'Deer. 10, 1957 new delhi-i

The General Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress, 
4, Ashok Road,
New Delhi,

Dear Friend,

I am directed to acknowledge 
receipt of your letter dated 5th December 
1957 addressed to our President inviting 
him to the Twentyfifth Session of the 
All India Trade Union Congress which is 
going to be held at Ernakulam from 25th 
to 29th December 1957.

Yours fraternally,

Assistant Secretary



Gram : wagearner (a Phone : 48538
/

The National Federation of P & T Employees
P & T HOUSE,
9, PUSA ROAD, 

F/S(a) .Xi 13tlv December ^9^

To,

The General Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress
4 Ashoka Hoad, 
New Delhi*

Dear Comrade,

I am to thank you for the kind invitation extended 

to me for attending the 25th session of your congress to 

be held at Ernakulam from December 25th to 29th . I am 

proceeding to Nagercoil to attend the annual conference 

of the All India Postal Employees Union, Postmen and 

Class IV from the 19th December and on my way back if 

possible I shall try to be in your midst.

With greetings and good wishes,

Yours fraternally

Secretary General,
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Message from the FRESID^IT

Dear Comrades,

I am deeply sorry that owing tony physical ill-health 

and weakness, I am unable to attend the Conference. However, 

please accept my good wishes for the success of the Conference. 

One thing only I shall stress in this short message.

You must strive by all means to bring about Trade-Union 

Unity and solidarity. It may not be possible to achieve 

organisational unity but take every available opportunity for 

concerted action on a common minimum wages. At present it is 

said that workers are being taken as partners in the Management 

of business in some industries. I cannot say how far this has 

been successful: anyhow, it is to be hoped that real represents 

tives of workers elected by themselves will be chosen on the 

Board of Managements. Again conveying to you/ my good wishes 

and sanguine expectations that the Conference may be crowned, 

with success. 1 bid farewell to you for the present. 

• -*
Hoping to meet you on some future auspices occassion.

INQ.UILAB ZINDABAD

Yours Truly 
in the cause of LABOUR,







iladras, 23rd Deer. 1957.

Sri V. Balasundram, Commissioner of Labour 
1 

and Director, Rational Employment' Organisation, 

Madras, thanks the Chairman, and Members of the 

Reception Committee of the 25th Annual Conference 

of the All India Trade Union Congress for their 

kind invitation and wishes the Conference every 

success.

Chairman,
Reception Committee of the 25th Annual 

Conference of the A.I.T.U.C.,
herala Dine Arts Hall, 
Brnakulam.
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25th Session of the All India Trade Union Congress - Ernalralam 
Programme for 25th December 1957.

Tiaei 4 P.M. to 6-30 P.&
1) Address of the Chairman of the Reception Committee.
2) Inaugural speech - Shri E.M.S. Hamboodir ipad, 

Chief Minister, Kerala#
3) Presidential Address - S.S. Mrajhar.
40 Greetings by WOTJ Delegation#

I 46) Messages.
Condolence Resolution-;.

\__J9

7) Announcements.







MESSAGEcFOR the silver jubilee session of a.i.t.u.c

25th to 29th December 1957

112.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.
10.11.12.13.14.15.16.17.18.
19.
20.
21.22.23.

Com. V. Chakkarai Chettiar, MLC. - /+ ■ u
V» Grishin, President,' All “Union Central Council of 

Trade Unions of UeS.S.R.
All China Federation of Trade Unions.-
Confederation of Trade Unions of Yugoslavia.
The Central Council of Polish Trade Unions.-
gez. Warnke, President of Federation of Free German Trade v 

Unions Federal Board.
Miklos Somogyi, President, National Confederation of 

Free Hungarian Trade Unions.
Fathy Kamel, Secretary General, International v 

Confederation of Arab Trade Unions,
Hassan Ballal, General Secretary, International q , 

Aeradio Ltd., Staff Trade Union, Khartoum Sudan, 
Africa.

Akira Iwai, General Secretary, General Council of v 
Trade Unions of Japan (SOHYO).

Hamid Keir, Egyptian Delegate to 4th World Trade Union 
Congress.

Ibrahim Al-Guhmani, Secretary General, Syrian Federation of 
Government Workers and Employees.

Tmrniw Jordanian Trade Union of Mohammad Said lawaiwx,
Government Employees.-.,

President, P.T.T. Employees Trade Union of the Sudan.
James Cummings, Hon. Secretary, United Land Tenants 

Association, Trinidad B.W.I.
Com. F. Davis, Secretary, Hotel, Club & Restaurant . 

Employees Union of N.S.W.^ Sydney, Australia.
P. Kelly, Newzelando
Paul Wolff, General Secretary, Trade Unions International 

of Public and Allied Employees 
(Trade Department of the W.F.T.U.)

M. Bras, General Secretary, Trade Unions International of 
Metal and Engineering Industries 
(Trade Department of the W.F.T.U.)

R. Avila, General Secretary, Transport and Fishery Workers 
Trade Unions International 
(Trade Department of the W.F.T.U.)

Shri V.V. Giri, Governor of U.P.
Shri V.K. R. Menon, Director of I.L.O., Delhi Office.

Com. N. Prasada Rao, General Secretary, 
All India'Kisan Sabha.

and
many other National Federations and 
Trade Unions of the country.
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